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This thesis is devoted to accurately modeling and analyzing the dynarnic behavior of darnped 

serpentine belt drive systems. A viscoelastic moving material model is proposed to describe the 

transverse vibration of belt spans and a hybrid (continuous/discrete components) viscoelast ic 

system is proposed to represent the dynarnics of the entire serpentine belt drive. 

The direct multiple scales method is applied to the nonlinear vibration analysis of free. forced 

and pararnetric vibration of viscoelastic moving belts. Nonlinear natural frequencies and near- 

modal nonIinear response of free vibration of viscoelastic moving belts are obtained in closed- 

forrn. The amplitude of near- and exact-resonant response is predicted for viscoelastic moving 

belts excited by the eccentricity of pulleys. Closed-fom solutions of response amplitudes. 

existence conditions, and stability conditions of limit cycles are derived for pararnetrically 

excited viscoelastic moving belts. Block-by-block numencal integration method together with a 

Galerkin discretization using travelling eigenfunctions is proposed to calculate the transient 

response of moving belts with general viscoelasticity. 



An explicit exact characteristic equation of eigenvalues for undamped hybrid serpentine belt 

drives is derived, which could provide insight into effects of design parameters on the frequency 

spectrum of the system. A complex modal anaiysis method is developed for linear vibration 

analysis of non-self-adjoint hybrid serpentine belt drive systems for the first time. The adjoint 

eigenfunction can be conveniently determined from the proposed auxiliary system. 

Nonlinear vibrations of viscoelastic and elastic hybrid serpentine belt drive systems are analyzed 

using the discretization multiple scaies method for the first time. This provides a basic 

understanding of parametric excitation threshold levels and the existence of multiple lirnit cycles. 

The direct multiple scaies method is developed for the nonlinear anaiysis of elastic hybrid 

serpentine belt drive systems. Comparisons between the direct multiple scale method and the 

discretization multiple scales help better understand the relationship between the two approaches. 
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The trend in automotive accessory drives has k e n  to replace multiple V-belt drives with a single 

multi-rib belt drive to power al1 the accessories including a crankshaft. an alternator. a power 

steering pump, a tensioner pulley and so on. Such systems are termed "serpentine belt drives". as 

shown in Figure 1 . 1 .  

Figure 1.1 : A typical serpentine belt drive system 
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The advantage of the serpentine belt drives over the conventional two- or three-point drives 

using V-belt is the space savings in regard to drive width. Accessory drive width contributes to 

the overall engine length, which is a very criticai dimension on the transverse mounted engines 

commonly used on later models of front-wheel-drive cars. Another important advantage of the 

serpentine belt drives is the high reliability and Iow maintenance requirements due to less heat 

generation, lower stress, and lower sensitivity of tension to operating conditions (Beikmann er 

al ., 1996). However, the additionai cornpliance renders belts more susceptible to iarge ampli tude 

vibrations, which may possibly lead to various noise problems and belt fatigue failures. 

Therefore, it is very important to conduct research on the dynamic characteristics of serpentine 

belt drive systems. 

Serpentine belt drives can exhibit complex dynamic behavior, including rotational vibrations and 

transverse belt motions. In rotational motions shown in Figure 1.2. the accessory pulleys and 

tensioner arm oscillate about their spin axes with the belt spans serving as coupling springs. In 

Figure 1.2: Rotational vibration of pulleys Figure 1.3: Transverse vibration of each belt span 
and the tensioner a m  



transverse motions shown in Figure 1.3, the beit spans vibrate transversely in a manner similar to 

a taut string. Both types of vibration may be excited by applied moments from the crankshaft. 

driven accessories, pulley eccentricities, or motion of the pulley supports. The rotational motion 

provides a means by which torque fluctuations may pararnetrically induce transverse belt 

vibrations. The transverse belt vibration may also induce dynamic tension variations, which may 

directly radiate noise and induce rotational motions. 

Proper modelling of serpentine belt cirive systems is especially important in predicting the 

system's dynamic behavior. CurrentIy, there exist three models to describe serpentine belt drive 

systems: 1) axially moving continua (Mote, 1966), 2) discrete spring-mass system (Kraver et al.. 

1996), and 3) hybrid discrete-continuous element model (Beikmann et al., 1996). The first model 

is used to charactenze the transverse motion of belt spans and the second model is used to 

predict the rotational vibration of discrete cornponents. The first two models assume that the 

rotational and transverse motions are uncoupled, which is an approximation for accessory drives 

containing a dynamic tensioner. The third model, proposed by Beikmann er al. (1996), captures 

the coupling between the rotational motion of each discrete component and the transverse motion 

of each belt span. In serpentine belt drives, as shown by Beikmann et al. (1996), there is a linear 

mechanism that couples the rotational motion of the pulleys and tensioner arm, and transverse 

motion of the belt spans adjacent to the tensioner m. Therefore, the third model can represent 

dynamic behavior of serpentine belt drives more accurately. Moreover, there is a high possibility 

for two modes to have commensurable naturai frequencies. in this case, nonlinear interactions 

between the rotational vibration and transverse vibrations will produce higher vibration levels 

than either would alone. Since the coupling between rotational vibration and transverse vibration 



seriously impacts vibration performance of the vehicle and the durability of the drive system, it is 

desirable to capture it when modeling serpentine belt drive systems. 

Material damping has long been known to play an important role in determining the dynamic 

response of serpentine belt drive systems. With exception for some metallic or cerarnic 

reinforcement materiais, like steel-cord or glass-cord, serpentine belts are usually composed of 

polymeric materials such as rubber. Most of these materials exert viscoelastic behavior: i.e. they 

flow when subjected to stress or strain. Such flow is accompanied by the dissipation of energy 

due to some internai loss mechanism (for example, bond breakage and bond formation reaction. 

dislocation). Figure 1.4 illustrates the creep of a practical beit during the operation (Palmgren. 

1986). Dynarnic loading in operation will not only lead to creep, but also to orientation of the 

material, by which its stiffness increases. Figure 1.5 shows relaxation and creep effect by 

repeated de formations of treated polyester cord 1 100 x 2 x 5 (Palmgren, 1986). A viscoelastic 

characteristic generally leads to reduced noise and vibrations in the accessory systems. However. 

it c m  also cause excessive stip of the belt. In order to model the mechanical characteristics of 

belt materials accurately, it is necessary to adopt the viscoelastic theory of materials for belts. 

Figure 1.4: Principal changes in belt tension T and belt length L with time of service 
A: Pre-tensioning with constant elongation B: Pre-tensioning with constant force 
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Figure 1.5: Stress-strain curves of the treated polyester cord 
1 100~2x5 by repeated deformations 

Unfortunately, in the three models discussed above, the belt material is assumed to be linear 

elastic and damping is either ignored or introduced simply as linearly viscous without reference 

to any damping mechanism. This modeling usually leads to physically unreasonable results 

(Abrate, 1992), such as unreasonable bifurcations and stability boundaries, due to inaccurate 

representation of damping. In fact, for serpentine belts, damping is expected to be much higher 

and to result from different mechanisms. One important damping mechanism is that the 

viscoelastic behavior of belt materiais leads to the dissipation of energy. 

In view of the importance of dynamic behavior of the serpentine d i v e  and the lack of research in 

the analysis of the entire drive accounting for damping and the coupling vibrations, it is therefore 

the objective of this thesis to set up a new viscoelastic dynamic model for the serpentine belt 

drive and to develop an efficient approach for the dynamic analysis of the proposed model. 

In this section, a literature survey was undertaken to identify the research related to serpentine 



beIt drive systems, analytical and numerical methods in viscoelasticity, and multiple scales 

method for nonlinear vibration analysis. 

1.2.1 Transverse Vibration of Serpentine Belt Drive Systems 

Automotive serpentine belts are an example of a class of mechanical systems commonly called 

axially moving continua (Mote, 1972). Aiken (1878) is the first one to study the dynamics of 

moving continua. This system shares several common characteristics. One important 

characteristic is that the axial velocity of the moving material introduces two convective 

acceleration terms, which are not present in the equivalent stationary system. Another 

characteristic of these systems is that the eigenfunctions governing free vibration response are 

complex and speed-dependent resulting from the Coriolis and centripetai acceleration terms 

(Wickert and Mote, 1990). 

The bending rigidity of the belt may ofien be neglected with srnall errors in the analysis for 

multi-rib serpentine belts. In the absence of bending stiffness, the belt can be modelled as an 

axiaily rnoving string. Skutch (1897) first determined naturai frequencies of a moving string by 

superposition of two waves propagating in opposite direction. Archibald and Emsiie (1958) 

considered the same problem but derived the equations using a variational approach. 

The classical modal analysis and Green's function method, which are applied to the linear non- 

translating string model, are not directly applicable to linear axially moving string since the 

generalized coordinates in an eigenfunction expansion remain coupled. Wickert and Mote ( 1990) 



modified the classicai modal analysis method by casting the equation of motion for the travelin~ 

string into a canonical, first order f o m  that is defined by one symmetric and one skew- 

symmetric matrix differential operators. When the equation of motion is represented in this form. 

the eigenfunctions are orthogonal with respect to each other. The response of axially moving 

materials to arbitrary excitations and initial conditions can be represented in closed-forrns. 

The earliest calculation on the fundamental p e n d  of autonomous nonlinear transverse vibration 

of an axially moving, elastic, tensioned string was given by Mote (1966). Computation 

difficulties in the integration of the equation restricted the solution to speeds below 40% of 

critical speed. In the work done by Thurman and Mote (1969), a hybrid discretization and 

perturbation method were employed to quantify the speed dependence of the deviation between 

the linear and nonlinear fundamental periods for a broad range of amplitude and speed 

parameters. This method was lirnited because secular excitation terms in the perturbation 

analysis were not eliminated. Other analyses in this vein, such as those by Bapat and Srinivasan 

(1967) and by Korde (1985) were performed to derive closed-form approximations to the 

nonlinear period. The adopted approach required discarding a convective acceleration 

component from the equation of motion, an approximation that becomes increasingly inaccurate 

as the transport speed grows. In Wickert's study (1992), the governing equation of motion was 

cast in the standard fonn of continuous gyroscopic s ystems. A second-order perturbation solution 

was derived through the asymptotic methods of Krylov, Bogoliubov, and Mitrapolsky for the 

near-modal response of a general gyroscopic system with weakly nonlinear stiffness. More 

recentl y, Moon and Wickert (1 997) extended Wickert' s development for weakl y nonlinear 

au tonomous systems to non-autonomous systems and developed an averaging solution through 



the asymptotic method of KBM for the dynamic response both near and at the exact-resonance 

regions. 

The vibration analysis of a parametrically excited, axially moving system has been studied 

extensively. Mahalingarn (1957) was the first one to notice the possibility of parametric 

resonance due to the tension fluctuation in a translating string. Later, Mote (1968) evaluated 

Mahalingarn' s problem using Hsu' s method and obtained the stable-unstable boundaries. Instead 

of seeking an exact solution, Naguleswaran and Williams (1968) developed a numerical solution 

by employing Galerkin approximation in the ba i s  of stationary string eigenfunctions. Their 

theoretical conclusions were verified experimentally. Mockensturrn et al. ( 1996) used 

eigenfunctions of a translating string as the b a i s  for a Galerkin discretization and obtained an 

analytical expression for the amplitudes and stability boundaries of non-trivial limit cycles that 

exist around the nth mode principal pararnetric instability regions. 

In the investigations above, the belt matenal is assumed to be linear elastic and damping is either 

ignored or introduced sirnply as Iinearly viscous without reference to any damping mechanism. 

The literature that is specially related to viscoelastic moving continuum is very limited. Fung et 

al. (1997) calculated the dynamk response of a viscoelastic moving string using finite difference 

method. The author (Zhang and Zu, 1998) has studied the free and forced vibrations of 

viscoelastic moving belts by the use of the direct multiple scales method. The nonlinear natural 

frequencies and free response amplitude for autonomous systems are predicted. The amplitude of 

near- and exact-resonant steady state response for non-autonomous systems is obtained. The 

parametric resonance of viscoelastic moving belts was also investigated by the author (Zhang 



and Zu, 1998). The closed-fonn expressions for amplitude, existence conditions and stability 

boundary of limit cycles are derived. 

1.2.2 Rotational Vibration of Serpentine Belt Drive Systems 

The rotational vibration of a serpentine belt drive system has k e n  studied in recent research. 

Hawker (1991) investigated natural frequencies of darnped drive systems with a dynamic 

tensioner. Barker et al. (1991) used a Runge-Kutta method to solve a rapid acceleration- 

deceleration case involving a movable coulomb-darnped tensioner m. Hwang et al. ( 1994) 

modeled the rotationai vibrations of a serpentine drive and applied the results to predict the onset 

of belt slip. For linear viscous damping, Kraver et al. (1996) developed a complex procedure to 

sol ve both underdarnped and overdamped cases. 

Ulsoy et al. (1985) studied the transverse belt vibrations in a two-span subsystem coupied to a 

dynamic tensioner. Dynamic tensions in the spans were prescribed by torque variations in an 

adjacent driven accessory. The dynamic tensions parametrically excite transverse vibrations. 

leading to Mathieu-type instabilities. Mockenstunn et al. (1996) evaluated the large amplitude 

Iimit cycle oscillations that may occur near the instability regions. 

1.2.3 Coupling of Transverse and Rotational Vibrations 

The above investigations assume that the rotationai and transverse motions are uncoupled for 

linear response. This is tme for fixed center band-wheel systems provided that the band 



equilibrium is trivial. For serpentine belt drives, Beikmann et al. (1996) showed that there exists 

a linear mechanism coupling rotational motion and transverse motion of the belt spans adjacent 

to the tensioner. The natural frequencies and mode shapes of an operating serpentine belt drive 

system were deterniined using analytical and experimental methods. 

Beikmann et al. (1996) demonstrated that finite belt stretching created a nonlinear mechanism 

that rnay lead to string coupling between pulley/tensioner rotation and transverse belt vibration. 

Using the eigensolutions obtained from linear analysis, the nonlinear vibration model was 

discretized and the coupled vibration response was evaluated numericaily. 

The author (Zhang and Zu, 1998) derived an explicit exact characteristic equation for natural 

frequencies of the self-adjoint prototypical system instead of using iteration method. Exact 

closed-forrn expressions are obtained for responses to arbitrary excitation and initial conditions. 

For nonlinear vibration of serpentine belt drive systems, the author (Zhang and Zu, 1998) used 

the direct and discretization multiple scales method to investigate the two-to-one and one-to-one 

intemal resonances. It is shown that while the nonlinear coupling is often small, it can become 

greatly magnified under conditions leading to an internai or autopararnetric resonance. Since the 

frequency of the transverse models is strongly dependent on uanslating speed of belt spans, the 

system may enter regimes, which initiate this highly coupled belt response. The closed-form 

equations for steady state response and periodic solution are given. 

1 J.4 Vibration Analysis of Viscoelastic Materials 

The literature specially related to viscoelastic moving continuum is lirnited. No studies on 
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vibration of viscoelastic serpentine belt drive systems have been reported. However various 

methods have been presented for the vibration andysis of structures composed of viscoelastic 

materiais. 

Lee and Rogers (1963) studied the stress anaiysis for linear viscoelastic materials using integral 

type of stress-strain relation and a simple finite difference numerical procedure. The application 

of Laplace transform to viscoelastic beams was presented by FI ügge (1975). Findley et ni. 

( 1976) used the correspondence and superposition principles to solve the governing equations of 

the viscoelastic beams. Christensen (1982) used Fourier transform to solve the transient response 

of viscoelastic beams. Chen (1995) used Laplace transform and the resulting equation was solved 

by the finite element method. Fung et al. (1996) employed Gaierkin approximation to reduce the 

governing equation to a third order nonlinear ordinary differentid equation. The Stevens method 

was followed to analyze the stability of the linear system. The method of variation of parameters 

and the method of averaging were used to analyze the dynamic response of nonlinear systems. 

The Routh-Hurwitz criterion (Chen, 1971) was adopted to investigate the stability of steady 

solutions of the pararnetric resonance and the nonlinear effects. 

1.2.5 Multiple Scales Method 

The multiple scales method is a very efficient perturbation technique for nonlinear dynamic 

analysis (Nayfeh and Baiachandran, 1995). In the andysis of nonlinear vibrations of continuous 

systems, there are two different approaches: one is the discretization multiple scales method and 

the other is the direct multiple scales method. 



hi the discretization multiple scales method, the governing partial differential equations are 

reduced to ordinary differential equations by assuming the eigenfunctions of the linear problem 

to be the spatial solutions at al1 levels of approximations. The discretized equations are then 

solved by applying the multiple scales method. Little or no attempt is made to verify that the 

behavior of the discretized system corresponds to that of the original continuous system. Huang 

et al. (1995) used this method to study the dynarnic stability of a moving string undergoing 

three-dimensional Vibration. Rao and Iyengar (199 1) solved the caupled nonlinear equations of 

motion of a saggea cable by the method of multiple scales. 

In the direct approach, the multiple scales method is applied directly to the partial differential 

equations. This approach does not require the selection of an orthogonal basis. Recently. 

cornparisons of these two methods for specific and more general problems have appeared in the 

literature. Nayfeh et al. (1992) were the first to show that direct perturbation yield better results 

for finite mode truncations and for systems having quadratic and cubic nonlinearities. Pakdemirli 

et al. (1995) further proved Nayfeh's conclusion by investigating a nonlinear cable vibration 

problem. Pakdemirli and Ulsoy (1997) also found that in some cases, the two approach yield the 

same results. 

In an important work, Rahman and Burton (1989) suggested an improvement for the multiple 

scales method. They showed that the usual ordenng of darnping and external excitation produces 

extra non-physical results for some cases. They proposed a different expansion and ordering in 

which those results can be eliminated. 



1.3 OUTLINE OF THE THESIS 

The objective of this thesis is to accurately mode1 and analyze the vibration problems of 

serpentine belt drive systems. The primary concem is the role of the belt material damping and 

the nonlinear coupling behavior of entire belt drive systems. To this end, this task is divided in 

two subtasks which are 1) dynamic analysis of the viscoelastic moving belt model; and 2)  

dynamic analysis of the hybrid serpentine belt drive model. Accordingly, this thesis is aiso 

divided in two parts. Part 1, including Chapter 2 to Chapter 6, is devoted to the formulation and 

solution of transverse vibration of belt spans. Part 2, including Chapter 7 to Chapter 12, is 

devoted to the formulation and solution of coupling between the transverse vibration and the 

rotational vibration for entire belt drive systems. A chapter-by-chapter review is as follows: 

Chapter 1 presents the historical perspective and the state of the art of the research on dynamics 

of serpentine belt drives. The outline and contributions of this thesis are summarized. 

Chapter 2 is devoted to the free vibration of viscoelastic moving belts. Kelvin viscoelastic mode1 

is employed to characterize the darnping mechanism of belt materials. The direct multipk scales 

method is proposed for the treatment of autonomous gyroscopic systems. 

Chapter 3 presents results of forced vibration analysis of viscoelastic moving belts. The 

amplitude of near- and exact-resonant steady state response for non-autonomous gyroscopic 

systems is predicted and the stability condition of the steady state solution is given. 

Chapter 4 discusses the dynamic response of pararnetrically excited viscoelastic moving belts. 
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Cornparison is made between the direct multiple scales method and the discretization multiple 

scales method. Closed-fonn solutions for the amplitude and the existence conditions of non- 

trivial limit cycles of the sumrnation resonance are obtained. 

Chapter 5 investigates the stability of pararnetrically excited viscoelastic moving belts. Stability 

boundaries of the trivial limit cycle for general summation and difference parametric resonances 

are predicated. The Routh-Hurwitz critenon is used to investigate !he stability of non-trivial limit 

cycies. 

Chapter 6 presents a numerical method to calculate transient response of moving belts with 

viscoelasticity in integrai representation . The transient amplitudes of parametricall y excited 

viscoelastic moving belts with uniform and non-unifom travelling speed are given. 

Chapter 7 is concemed with the modelling of serpentine belt drives. Viscoelastic constitutive 

relation is used to represent the material property. A hybrid mode1 is used to capture the linear 

and nonlinear coupling between the transverse vibration and the rotational vibration. 

Chapter 8 is devoted to the modal analysis of self-adjoint hybrid serpentine belt drive systems. 

An explicit exact characteristic equation of eigenvalues is derived. Solutions of linear response 

are obtained based on modal expansion. 

Chapter 9 presents a new complex modal analysis method for non-self-adjoint hybrid serpentine 

belt drive systems. The physical meaning of adjoint eigenfunctions and the bi-orthogonality of 

state space eigenfunctions are discussed in this chapter. An auxiliary system is proposed to 
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determine the adjoint eigenfunctions. 

Chapter 10 presents the discretization multiple scales method for nonlinear vibration analysis of 

entire hybrid elastic serpentine belt drive systems. The cases of both one-to-one and two-to-one 

interna1 resonances are considered. Solutions for the amplitudes of non-trivial Iimit cycles are 

obtained. 

Chapter 1 1  is devoted to the direct multiple scales method for nonlinear vibration analysis of 

entire hybrid elastic serpentine belt drive systems. Cornparison is made between the direct 

approach and the discretization approach for the complicated systems involving quadratic and 

cubic nonlinearities. 

Chapter 12 presents results of nonlinear vibration analysis of hybrid viscoelastic serpentine belt 

drive systems. The steady state responses under different belt damping ratio are compared. 

Chapter 13 provides concluding remarks and ofiers suggestions for future work. 

1.4 CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE THESIS 

The contributions of this thesis are sumrnarized as follows: 

1 )  Identification of the darnping mechanism of belt materiais using the viscoelastic models. 

2) Application of the direct multiple scales method in the dynamic analysis of free, forced and 

parametnc vibration of viscoelastic moving belts for the fint time. This analysis provides an 



indication of the effect of vixoelastic property. 

3) Closed-form solutions of response amplitudes, existence conditions, and stability conditions 

for free, forced and parametric vibration of viscoelastic moving belts. 

4) Development of a numerical method for the transient response of moving belts with general 

viscoelasticity. The convergence of travelling eigenfunctions suggested is superior to the 

stationary string eigenfunctions that are commonl y used. 

5) Developrnent of a viscoelastic hybrid mode1 for the dynamic analysis of serpentine belt 

drives. This mode1 could describe the damping mechanism of beIt material and capture the 

coupling between the rotational vibration and transverse vibration. 

6) Exact (closed-form) and explicit characteristic equation of eigenvalues for sel f-adjoin t h ybrid 

serpentine belt drive systems. This characteristic equation provides insight concening the 

effect of design parameters on natural frequencies of the system 

7) Development of a new complex modal analysis method for linear vibration analysis of non- 

self-adjoint hybrid serpentine belt drives. The adjoint eigenfunction can be conveniently 

detennined from the proposed auxiliary system. 

8) Development of the discretization multiple scaies method for nonlinear dynamic analysis of 

hybrid nonlinear serpentine belt drive systems. This provides a basic understanding of 

parametric excitation threshold levels and the existence of multiple limi t cycles. 

9) Development of the direct multiple scales method for the nonlinear dynamic analysis of 

hybrid serpentine belt drive systems. The cornparison between the direct mu1 t iple scales 

method and the discretization multiple scales helps better understand the relationship 

between the two approaches. 



In Part I (Chapters 2 - 6), an axially moving continua model is used to describe the transverse 

vibration of each belt span when the coupling between the rotational vibration of accessory 

components and the transverse vibration of the belt is negligible. Belt materiais are considered to 

satisfy the viscoelastic constitutive law. Free, forced, and pararnetric vibration analyses are 

performed to determine the dynamic response of serpentine belts under different load conditions. 

Although the axially moving continua model is an approximation of an entire serpentine belt 

drive, it is widely used by accessory drive engineers. The uncoupled analysis is computationally 

much more efficient than the coupled analysis, and is preferred for preliminary design work. 

Therefore, the analysis in Part 1 could help accessory drive engineers better understand the 

transverse vibration behavior of serpentine belt drives and provide general recommendations for 

design. In the meantirne, this part of the research lays the theory foundation for the further study 

of more complicated viscoelastic hybrid serpentine belt drive models. 



In this chapter, as a first step to tackle the problem, free vibration analysis of viscoelastic moving 

belts is perforrned. The linear differential viscoelastic constitutive law is adopted to characterize 

the intemal damping mechanism of belt rnaterials. The equation of motion is derived for a 

viscoelastic moving belt with geometric nonlinearities. A modal perturbation solution is 

developed in the context of the asymptotic multiple scales method for a general continuous 

autonomous gyroscopic system. The near-modal nonlinear response for autonomous systems is 

predicted by the perturbation method. The results obtained witb the quasi-static assumption are 

compared with those without this assumption. Effects of elastic and viscoelastic parameters, the 

axial moving speed and the nonlinear terni on the response are also investigated from numerical 

examples. 

Viscoelasticity theory is a naturai extension of the classical theory of elasticity to take into 

account the energy absorption in continuous systems. In this section, a brief review of 

viscoelastic constitutive relation is presented. Section 2.1. I deals with linear differential 

constitutive relation. Several commonly used models are discussed. Section 2-12 is concerned 

with the linear integral constitutive law and the relation between differential and integral 

constitutive laws. 



2.1.1 Differen tial Viscoelastic Constitutive Law 

The standard linear differential viscoelastic constitutive equation connecting the stress to the 

strain is 

P u ( t )  = Q&(t) (2.1 ) 

where P and Q are linear differential operators with respect to the time, which account for the 

complicated ratedependent behavior including instantaneous elastici t y, delayed elasticit y, and 

viscous flow. In a general forrn, P and Q are expressed as 

where ai and bi are matenal constants. The number of the constants a, and bi will depend on the 

viscoelastic property of the particular material under consideration. 

The linear differentiai viscoelastic relationship (2.1) may also be rewritten in the symbolic forms 

as: 

a(r) = E ' E ( ~ )  ( - -  7 4) 

where E' is the equivalent Young's modulus. Equation (2.4) has to be interpreted simply as an  

alternative notation. As the linear differential operator E* may be handled fomally as an 

algebraic quantity, this notation simplifies the formulations of the problem. 

The relationship between the equivalent Young's modulus E' and differential operator P and Q 

is as follows: 
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It might be sufficient to represent the viscoelastic response over a limited tirne scale by 

considering only one or two tems on each side of equation (2.1). This would be equivalent to 

describing the linear viscoelastic behavior by mechanical models constructed of Iinear elastic 

elements, which obey Hooke's law, and viscous dashpots, which obey Newton's law of 

viscosity. Thus the viscoelastic behavior of materials, in generai, may be investigated by the use 

of mechanical models, which consist of finite networks of springs and dashpots- Table 2.1 shows 

four basic viscoelastic models that are commonly used. 

Tabie 2.1 : Basic Linear Viscoelastic Models 

equation 
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2.1.2 Integral Viscoelastic Constitutive Law 

The standard linear integral viscoelastic model, which is an alternative form of equation (2.1 ), is 

given in the folIowing 

where E(t)  is the relaxation modulus and k( f )  is the creep cornpliance. The energy loss in this 

formulation is attributed to the elastic delay by which the deformation lags behind the applied 

stress. 

The integral constitutive retations (2.6) and (2.7) were first introduced by Boltzmann in 1874 

with limitation to isotropie materials and were later generalized to anisotropic materials by 

Volterra in 1909. Integral constitutive models can represent more complicated mechanical 

property of materiais compared to differentiai models. However, using integral constitutive 

relations leads to differential-integral equations of motion, which is difficult to be solved 

analyticaily. For some rnaterials, a particularly convenient differentiai form of viscoelastic 

constitutive relation can be obtained from a given integral representation by rneans of state 

variables. 

A prototypical model of a viscoelastic moving belt is shown in Figure 2.1, where c is the 



uansport speed of the belt, L is the length of the belt span, V is the displacement in the transverse 

direction. Several assumptions are made in modeling moving belts as follows: 

1 ) Only transverse vibration in the y direction is taken into consideration 

2 )  Transport speed of belts, c, is constant 

3) Lagrangian strain for belt extension is employed as a finite measure of the strain 

4) The viscoelastic string is in a state of uniform initial stress 

Figure 2.1: A prototypical mode1 of a viscoelastic moving belt. 

Based on the above assumptions, the equation of motion in the y direction can be obtained hy 

Newton's second law (Fung et al., 1997) 

where the subscript notation x and t denote partial differentiation with respect to spatial Cartesian 

coordinate x and time t ,  a is the perturbed stress, A is the area of cross-section of the belt, p is 

the m a s  per unit volume, and T is the initiai force. 

For free vibration analysis, the system is subjected to the homogeneous boundary conditions 

(Wicken, 1992) 

V = O  atx=Oandx=L (2.9) 



For moving belts, the transverse acceleration is given by (Mote, t 966) 

Note that in equation (2.10), the first term on the right hand side represents the local acceleration 

component, the second term represents the Coriolis acceleration component, and the last term 

represents the centripetal acceleration component. 

Ln this research, only geometric nonlinearity due to finite stretching is considered. For moving 

belts with large amplitude, the perturbed Lagrangian strain component in the x direction in 

relation to the displacement is given by 

Applying the Iinear differential viscoelastic constitutive 

is in the fonn 

(2.1 1 )  

law equation (2.4), the perturbed stress 

Substituting equations (2.10) and (2.12) into equation (2.8) yields 

Equation (2.13) has the same form as the equation of motion for elastic moving materials 

proposed by Thurman and Mote (1969). The difference is that the usual modulus of elaçticity E 

is replaced by E * ,  which is a linear differential operator characterizing the viscoelastic propeny 

of the bel t material. The differential operator E' detemined from viscoelastic models 

complicates the equations substantially. 



Introducing the following non-dimensional parameters 

1 1 

the following non-dimensional equation of transverse motion can be obtained 

where the nonlinear operator ~ ( v )  is &fined as 

Equation (2.15) is the generalized equations of motion valid for al1 kinds of viscoelastic model. 

Introduce the m a s ,  gyroscopic, and linear stiffness operators as follows 

where operators M and K are syrnrnetric and positive definite for sub-critical transport speeds: G 

is skew-symmetric and represents a convective Coriolis acceleration component. Thus, equation 

(2.15) c m  be written in a standard symbolic form 

Mv, + Gv, + Kv = ~ ( v )  

As a first step, the most frequently used Kelvin viscoelastic model is chosen to describe the 

viscoelastic property of the belt materiai. This mode1 is composed of a linear spring and a linear 

dashpot connected in parallel. The comsponding equivalent Young's modulus E* for Kelvin 

viscoeIastic model is given below 



where Eo is the stiffness constant of the spnng and T? is the dynarnic viscosity of the dashpot. 

According to the definition of non-dimensionai parameters, the dimensionless operator E c m  be 

expressed as 

- 

where 

Substituting equation (2.20) into (2.14) and with some manipulations, the nonlinear operator 

N ( v )  for the Kelvin viscoelastic model becomes 

It should be mentioned that the nonlinear operators in equation (2.23) for Kelvin model are due 

to the geometric nonlinearity. 

As the base solution to be used in the multiple scaies method for the nonlinear moving belts in 

the next section, the modal analysis for the dynarnic response of linear moving materials is 

presented in this Section. The classical modal analysis is not directly applicable to linear axially 



moving strings since the generalized coordinates in an eigenfunction expansion remain coupled. 

Wickert and Mote (1990) modified the classical modal andysis method by casting the equations 

of motion for a traveling string into a canonical, first order form that is defined by one symmetric 

and one skew-symmetric matrix differential operaton. The response of axially moving materials 

to arbitrary excitation and initial conditions can be represented in closed-forms. 

lntroduce the state vector and the excitation vectors 

and the matrix differential operators 

Equation (2.1 8) without the nonlinear term becomes 

A w + B w = Q  

Equation (2.26) is a canonical form of the equation of motion and its solution satisfies the initial 

condition vo and the corresponding boundary condition. The general solution of the linear 

response for equation (2.26) is 

where 



and the eigenvdues An =ion are imaginary with naniral frequencies un king positive for 

n $ 1  ; (5) is the state eigenfbnction that has the representation v, = {A,@,, @,, y in terms of 

the cornplex scdar eigenfunction #n of the displacement field. w,, (5) satisfies the orthogonal 

relations 

( ~ ~ ~ , y r , ) = 6 ,  (~yt.,y,)=-A,,6~, for n , m = + I S , - - -  (2.3 1 ) 

In particular, the closed-form steady-state displacement response for the non-resonance harrnonic 

excitation Q = C f ( x ) e ' ~  OF is 

In this section. nonlinear vibration andysis will be performed to obtain free response and natural 

frequencies of viscoelastic moving belts. The method of multiple scales (A.H. Nayfeh and S.A. 

Nayfeh, 1994) is applied directly to the goveming equations of motion without a priori 

assumption regarding the spatial solutions. 

Introducing a small dimensionless parameter E as a bookkeeping device, equation (2.18) c m  be 

rewritten as follows 

Mv, + Gv, + Kv = @(Y) (2.33) 



2.4.1 Multiple Scales Method 

A first order uniform approximation is sought in the fonn 

v(&T,E)= v 0 ( 5 , ~ 0 . ~ ) + ~ 1 ( 5 , ~ o . 7 , ) + - - -  (2.34) 

where T, = T is a fast scale characterizing motions occurring at one of the natural frequencies 

w, of the system, and T, = E I  is a slow scale characterizing the shift in the natural frequencies 

due to the nonlinearity. 

Using the chain d e ,  the time derivatives in terms of To and Ti become 

Substituting equations (2.34) - (2.36) into (2.33) and equating coefficients of Iike powers of E 

gives 

a 2v, dv d 'v, 
M- + G - +  Kv, = -2M h o  - G - +  N(v , )  a~; % %% a, 

The excitation components on the right hand side of equation (2.39) are evaluated at the first 

order solution v, and are known at each level of approximation. The nonlinear operator ~ ( v ,  ) in 



equation (2.39) acts on the first order correction to the displacement and velocity fields. 

Equation (2.37) is satisfied by 

v,, = @, ( t  )A, (T, )eimtTO + 9, ( 5 ) A k  (7, )ë'wtTO (2.4 1 ) 

where the overbar denotes complex conjugate. Function Ak will be determined by eliminating 

the secular terms from V I .  The zeroth order solution corresponds to the free response of the 

unperturbed system, equation (2.37), in the kth mode. 

Substituting equation (2.41) into (2.39) leads to 

where cc denotes the complex conjugate of al1 preceding terrns on the right side of equation 

(2.42), the prime indicates the derivative with respect to T l ,  and M i k  and Mx are nonlinear spatial 

operators which are defined as follows 

Equation (2.42) has a solution only if a solvability condition is satisfied. This solvability 

condition demands that the nght side of equation (2.42) be orthogonal to every solution of the 

homogeneous problem. For the case where intemal resonance does not exist. the solvability 

condition c m  be detennined as 



in which 

4 = (M& 4 k )  (2.46) 

g k = -i(G& 1 4 ) (2.37) 

m2k = ( " 2 k 7 @ k )  (2.48) 

and the notation (-.-) represents the standard i ~ e r  product of two compiex functions over 

5 E ( 0 1 0  

Refemng to Wicken and Mote (1990). the kth naniral frequency and eigenfunction which has 

been norrnalized such that mk= 1 for linear moving belts are 

ok = k ~ ( l - ~ ~ )  (2.49) 

#k = &in(ke)d iM)  (2.50) 

The complex eigenfunctions indicate that unlike non-gyroscopic linear systems. the material 

particles comprising axially moving continua do not pass through equilibrium simultaneously. 

Substi tuting the eigenvalues and eigenhinctions given by equations (2.49) and (2.50) in to 

equations (2.47) and (2.48) leads to 

g, = 2 k y 2  (2.5 1 ) 

It can be seen that both gk and m 2 k  are red. 



Express Aa in the polar forrn 

Note that a, and Bk represent the amplitude and the phase of the response, respective1 y. 

Substituting equation (2.53) into (2.45) and separating the resulting equation into real and 

imaginary parts yield 

where ~ e ( m , , )  and ~rn(rn,,) denote the real and imaginary components of m2,.  Since ni,, is 

real, 1m(m,, ) should be zero for Kelvin viscoelastic moving belts. 

2.4.2 The Zeroth Order Solution 

Equation (2.55) is an ordinary differential equation involving one variable a, only. After some 

manipulations, equation (2.55) can be rewritten as 

where 

For Kelvin viscoelastic moving belts, substituting equations (2.5 1 )  and (2.52) into (2.57) leads to 

1 C, = --z4k4(l- y2)(-3+2y2 +3y4)E, (2.58) 
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Therefore, a, cm be obtained from equation (2.56) in the form 

where a. is the initial amplitude. 

Substituting equation (2.58) into (2.59), the response amplitude of viscoeIastic moving belts with 

geometric nonlinearity can be written in the form 

It should be noted that for the linear elastic constitutive law, which does not account for 

darnping, the amplitude ak is a constant. However for a viscoelastic mode1 which takes into 

account the darnping of belt materials, the amplitude a, should decrease with tirne and thus 

a; #O. 

Su bstituting equation (2.59) into (2.54) gives 

where 

For viscoelastic moving belts, substitution of equations (2.5 1)  and (2.52) into (2.62) yields 



Solving equation (2.61), the solution can be expressed as 

where p,, is a constant. 

Now that a,, pk and thus A, are obtained, the zeroth order asymptotic soiution for the free 

vibration of moving viscoelastic belts can be obtained 

Note that equation (2.67) for C, = O is corresponding to the Iinear elastic model. 

Equation (2.66) shows clearly that the zeroth order asymptotic solution is not a simple harmonic 

motion due to existence of matenal damping introduced by the viscoelastic model. If the material 

has light damping, the value of 2cka; is very small. In this case, the nonlinear frequency 

can be approximated as 

0, = O, - D , ~ ; E  (2.68 ) 

Using equation (2.63). for light darnping, the natural frequency of the viscoelastic geometric 

nonlinear moving string is derived from equation (2.68) as 



It can be seen that the nonlinear natural frequency of the system for the first order approximation 

is independent of the viscoelastic characteristic of the material when Kelvin mode1 is adopted. 

This is not surprising, as the frequencies of lightly damped viscoelastic materials should 

approach to that of the elastic materiais. 

2.4.3 The First Order Solution 

It follows h m  equation (2.45) that 

Substituting equation (2.70) into (2.42), the resulting equation can be rewritten as 

where 

The solution of equation (2.71), which is the corresponding response correction of v, . can be 

obtained using separation of variables 

v, = h,(<)~:e~'"" + h,(<)A: A t e ~ " ~  +cc 

where 



The specification of no interna1 resonance requires that w, /on and 3 0 ,  / a  9,, be away from 

unity. Exarnining equation (2.74) - (2.76), it can be seen that the spatial variations of the first 

order solutions are different from those of the iinear solutions. Hence, the vaiidity of the 

assumption that the spatial variation can be represented in terms of linear eigenfunctions is 

questionabIe. However, this assumption is the basis for the usual perturbation approach in which 

the partial differential equation is discretized first using linear eigenfunctions. 

2.5 NUMERICAL RESULIS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Numerical rrsults for the free vibration of viscoelastic moving belts are presented in this section. 

Effects of moving speed, nonlinearity and viscoelasticity are investigated. 

2.5.1 Material Properties of Belts 

Belts are composed of cord reinforcement materials and the outer layer of rubber matenals. 

which can be considered as a spring (reinforcement materiais) and a dashpot (rubber materialsi 

connected in parallel. Thus, Kelvin viscoelastic mode1 is a natural representation of the 

mechanical properties of belt materials. The modulus of elasticity of belt material, E,. varies 

from 4000 MPa to 150000 M'Pa (Palmgen, 1986), mainly depending on the reinforcement 

material. For instance, E, for the commonly used polyester is around 8000 MPa. The 



recommended strain at pre-tension is less than 1.5% (Palmgren, 1986). that is, T / EoA < 1 -55%. 

Therefore, the non-dimensional Young's modulus, E, = E , A I T ,  should be greater than 67 in 

value. In this study, different values of E,, which are more than 400 in d u e ,  are chosen to 

investigate the influence of the nonlinearity. 

The dynamic viscosity of the dashpot for Kelvin mode1 is related to Young's modulus b y  

71 = 6E0,  where 6 is around 0.00001 to 0.01 (Kraver et al.. 1996). The relation between non- 

dimensional viscoelastic parameter E, and non-dimensional Young's modulus E, can then be 

obtained from equations (2.21) and (2.22) as 

where ,/T / pA , which is the speed of the transverse wave, is near 100 d s .  Therefore, the value 

of E, should be approximately around (0.001 - l ) ~ ,  . For example, a typical production belt has 

a 6 near 0.0012, thus E, is about 0.12Ee.  in this study, al1 the values of Eï chosen to 

investigate the influence of viscoelasticity are within the region of 0.00 1 E,  to O. 125 Et . 

2.5.2 Numerical Results and Discussions 

In the vibration analysis of moving belts, many people (Wickert, 1992, Huang et al., 1995. and 

Mockensturm et al.. 1996) adopted the "quasi-static stretch" assumption under which dynamic 

tensions in the belt are uniform throughout the span. When T C< E A ,  the quasi-static stretch 

assurnption is valid. In this case, the axial wave spreads much faster than the transverse wave. 



Thus. the variation of axial stress can been approximated to spread instantly from one end to the 

other. Using the method of multiple scales, free responses under this assumption are obtained to 

compare with those given in previous sections. Redefining Mlk ,  Mz, rns, Cri, and Dk in equations 

(2.43), (2.44), (2.48). (2.57) and (2.62) for the case with quasi-static assumption as 

Applying equations (2.59) and (2.68), the natural frequency and response amplitude of 

viscoelastic moving belts with geometric nonlinearity under the quasi-static assumption are 

derived as 

It c m  be seen that for viscoelastic materials, the natural frequencies given by equation (2.83) are 



identical to those of elastic systems (Wickert, 1992). However, the response amplitudes depend 

on the viscoelastic property of the material. When the linear elastic mode1 is considered, in 

which E, = 0, the response amplitude remains constant. This conclusion agrees with that in 

Wickert ( 1992). 

Figure 2.2 compares the fundamental natural frequencies without the quasi-static assumption and 

those with the quasi-static assumption for moving belts. The nonlinear natural frequency is 

plotted against the non-dimensional transport speed. The materiai is assumed to be l inex elastic, 

i.e., E, = O.  Different values of E, are chosen to show the influence of  nonlinearity. The higher 

the value of E, is, the stronger the nonlinearity of the system has. It is observed that the natural 

frequency decreases as the transport speed increases. This is because a larger moving speed leads 

to smaller linear stiffness of the belt, resulting in lower frequencies. Note that with the increase 

of the nonlinearity, the natural frequency increases. It cm be seen that the results with the quasi- 

static assurnption and those without such an assumption are close to each other at the lower 

speed range. The difference, however, grows with the moving speed. This is because at higher 

rnoving speed, the contribution of the nonlinearity to the naturd frequencies is larger. Since the 

quasi-static assumption only involves the nonlinear terms, the difference between nonlinear 

t e m s  with the quasi-static assumption and those without quasi-static assurnption leads to larger 

difference of natural frequencies. 

To show the influence of viscoelastic parameter E,  on noniinear natural frequencies, the 

displacement v, in equation (2.27) is rewritten in the near- and exact-resonance conditions as 

Vo = C:#: + C M  (2.85) 
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where 5; and 5: are generalized coordinates goveming the evolution of the real and imaginary 

components of the eigenfunction qk. cP and 6; can be denved as 

5; and on the time domain and the frequency domain for different values of EL are 

displayed in Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4. respectively, to show effects of viscoelasticity on natural 

frequencies. The viscoelastic parameten E, are chosen as O. 1, 1,  and 10, respectively. Since 6; 

and are not a simple harmonic motion, it is difficult to show the influence of E, on natural 

frequencies during a short time scale. Thus, in Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4, the starting point of the 

non-dimensional time is chosen as 500. It can be seen that even after a longer time, the 

difference of natural frequencies among different values of E, is still small. Therefore. for the 

first order approximation. the viscoelasticity does not have significant effect on the natural 

frequency of viscoelastic moving bels .  Materials with strong damping that do not suffer fram 

greatly reduced natural frequencies are conceivable. 

The effect of the viscoelastic parameter E, on the response amplitude a, is illustrated in Figure 

2.5 and Figure 2.6. In Figure 2.5, the response amplitude is plotted over the non-dimensional 

tirne range O to 500. E, and the non-dimensional transport speed y are set to be 400 and 0.5. 

respectively. Three different values of viscoelastic parameter E, are considered. At the time 



instant s = 500 , the amplitude decrease is 2% for E, =O. 1, 16.2% for E,, = 1 and 56.28 for 

E,=10. As expected, the response amplitude decreases with time and the amplitude is strongly 

dependent on the viscoelastic coefficient E, .  In Figure 2.6, the response amplitude is plotted 

over the viscoelastic parameter E, ranging from O to 50 at the time instant r = 500 while other 

parameters remains the sarne as those in Figure 2.5. It can be seen that the larger E is. the 

smaller the amplitude is. Since higher E, corresponds to higher damping, the viscoelastic nature 

of the materiai can be effective in reducing the vibration of moving belts. 

Figure 2.7 shows the effect of nonlinearity, reflected by E,, on response amplitudes for 

viscoelastic moving belts. Three viscoelastic systerns having identical E, and y but having 

different E, are compared. Ev=l and y=0.5. For system 1, Ee=400; for system 2. E,=25ûû: for 

system 3, E, = 10000. It is ciear that the amplitudes are identical for three different systems ovrr 

the non-dimensional time range O to 500. Hence, it is concluded that nonlinear parameter E, has 

no influence on the amplitude of response while E, affects the nonlinear natural frequencies of 

viscoelastic moving belts as shown in Figure 2.2. 

In this chapter, the nonlinear natural frequencies and near-modal nonlinear response for frer 

vibration of viscoelastic elastic moving belts are obtained by using the method of multiple scales. 

The Kelvin mode1 is adopted to describe the viscoelastic characteristic of belt materials. The 



governing equation of motion is derived and cast in a first order form. The method of multiple 

scales is applied directly to the governing partial differential equation. Effects of the axial 

moving speed, geometric nonlinearïty and viscoelastic propeny on the natural frequencies and 

amplitude of free response are investigated from the numerical examples. The following 

conclusions are made in this study: 

1)  The darnping introduced by the viscoelastic mode1 has no significant effect on nonlinear 

naturai frequencies while it has an important influence on the amplitude of response for 

viscoelastic moving belts. The response amplitude decreases with time more quickly as the 

increase of the viscoelastic parameter E, . Thus, materials with strong viscoelastic property 

c m  effectively reduce the vibration of moving belts without suffering from greatly reduced 

naturai frequencies. 

2) The nonlinear natural frequencies decrease as the moving speed increases. 

3) The natural frequencies grow with the nonlinear parameter E,. but the free response 

amplitude does not change with E,. 

4) No assumptions about the spatial dependence of the motion are made in the method of 

solution. This is more appropriate than usual perturbation approaches in which the linear 

spatial solutions are assumed a priori to describe the spatial solution of the nonlinear 

problem. 
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The transverse vibration of each belt span of serpentine belt drives may be excited by applied 

moments from the crankshaft, pulley eccentricities, and irregular pulley radii. This kind of forced 

vibration induces dynamic tension variations and directiy radiates noise. Ln the present chapter, 

the forced vibration of nonlinear viscoelastic moving belts excited by the eccentricity of pulleys 

is investigated. The results obtained here can be readily extended to other types of excitations. 

The method of multiple scales is applied directly to the governing equations of a viscoelastic 

rnoving belt. This direct treatment does not involve a pnor assumption regarding the spatial 

solutions. The amplitude of near- and exact-resonant steady state response for non-autonomous 

systems is predicted. The stability of the steady state sohtions is studied. 

Figure 3.1 shows a prototypical system of a moving belt dnven by eccentncally-mounted pulleys. 

c is the moving speed of the belt and r,, 5 ,  e, and e, denote radii and eccentricities of pulleys. 

Figure 3.1 : A prototypical mode1 of a viscoelastic moving belt driven by 
eccentricall y -mounted pulle y s 



The equation of motion in the y direction c m  be obtained by Newton's second Iaw 

where al1 the quantities are defined in Chapter 2. The ciifference between the prototypical system 

studied here and that discussed in Chapter 2 is that pulleys in the current mode1 are eccentric. 

The eccentricities of the pulleys would lead to non-homogenous boundary conditions. 

3.1.1 Non-homogenous Boundary Conditions 

The system is subjected to the following non-homogenous boundary conditions, 

V ( 0 ,  t) = e, sin(R,t) V(L, t) = e, sin(C2,t) 

where R, and il, are rotational frequencies of the pulleys. 

In practice, the pulleys can have different radii r, and r , ,  and so the excitations could be at 

distinct frequencies R, and R, .  The substitution of transverse displacement V with 

X 
V + e, sin(C2,t) + (el s i n ( ~ , t )  - e, sin(R,t) )- renden the boundary condition (3.2) homogeneous. 

L 

and the excitation is transferred from the boundary to the domain (Moon and Wickert, 1997). 

Correspondingl y, equations (3.1) and (3.2) are changed into the following form 

V ( 0 ,  t) = O V(L, r )  = O (3.4) 

Note that ~ ( x , t )  is the extemal force per unit length, which is transferred from the boundary 



support excitation. 

In this study, only the eccentricity of the right pulley is considered, and thus the extemal force 

F (x, t ) c m  be expressed as 

~ ( x , t ) =  (x- 2 i r , ) e , ~ ~ e O  +cc (3.5) 

where C2 is the rotational frequency of the right pulley, cc denotes the complex conjugate of al1 

preceding terms on the right side of equation (3.5). Under the assumption of no slip, the relation 

between the excitation frequency and the transport speed is in the form 

The sarne prototypical mode1 was investigated recently by Moon and Wickert (1997) using 

asymptotic method of Krylov, Bogoliubov, and Mitropolsky. Near- and exact-resonant responses 

amplitudes were predicated. In their study, the belt is assumed to be linear elastic and darnping is 

ignored. However, most of belt materials exert inherently viscoelastic behavior. To accurately 

describe the material property of moving belts, viscoelastic constitutive relation should be 

employed 

3.1.2 Equation of Motion in Standard Symbolic Form 

The one-dimensional linear differential viscoelastic constitutive law c m  be wri tten as 

a(t) = ~ ' e ( t )  (3.7) 

where the equivalent Young's modulus E* is determined by the viscoelastic property of belt 



materials and may be handled formally as an algebraic quantity. 

Applying the linear differentiai viscoelastic constitutive law and considenng the Lagrangian 

strain component, the perturbed stress is in the form 

Substituting equation (3.8) into equation (3.3) yields 

Introducing the following non-dimensional parameters 

The following non-dimensional equation for the transverse motion cm be obtained 

where the nonlinear operator ~ ( v )  is defined by equation (2.16) in Chapter 2. 

Equation (3.1 1) is the generalized equation of motion valid for ail kinds of viscoelastic model. In 

this study, the most frequently used Kelvin viscoelastic model is chosen to describe the 

viscoelastic property of the belt niaterial. The linear dimensionless differential operator E for 

Kelvin viscoelastic :ncdel is given by equation (2.20) in Chapter 2. In a same way as in Chapter 

2, equation (3.1 1) can be written in a standard symbolic form 

Mv, +Gv, + Kv = N(v)+ f ( x , t )  (3.12) 

where M. G and K are given by equation (2.17). Moving belts are one example of gyroscopic 



dynamic systems to the degree that their deformation involves small amplitude vibration, which 

is superimposed on the mean rigid body motion. Mechanical structures that c m  vibrate a b u t  a 

state of mean rctation or  translation are related by the mathematical similarity of their governing 

equation (3.12). In what follows, the direct multiple scales method is applied to any such 

gyroscopic dynamics system, and to moving belts in particular. 

3.2 NONLINEAR FORCED VIBRATION ANALYSIS 

In this section, the amplitude of near- and exact-resonant steady state response fgr non- 

autonomous systems is predicted. The method of multiple scales is applied directly to the 

equation, which is in the form of continuous non-autonomous gyroscopic systems. 

3.2.1 Multiple S d e s  Method 

Introducing a smail dimensionless parameter E as a bookkeeping device, equation (3.12) can be 

rewritten as 

Mv, +Gv, + Kv = ~ N ( V ) + & , ? )  (3.13) 

A first order uniform approximation is sought in the form 

v ( & C E ) = ~ , ( ~ . T ~ , T ,  ) +~ (W, ,T ,  )+- (3.14) 

Substituting equation (3.14) and the time derivatives in terms of To and TI into (3.13) and 

equating coefficients of like powers of E , 



a 2vI dr a %O 
M- + G l +  Kv, = -2M h o  

3 ~ :  n o  a* -G-+ ~ ( v , ) + f  (5.5) a, 
Al1 the excitation components on the right side of equation (3.16) except for f (5, ?) are 

evaluated from first order solution v, . 

The solution of equation (3.15) is in the form 

where the overbar denotes complex conjugate, o, is the kth natural frequency, and $, is the hqh 

eigenfunction. Function At in equation (3.17) will be detennined by eliminating the secular terms 

from VI. Substituting equation (3.17) into (3.16) leads to 

The solvability condition requires that the right side of equation (3.18) be orthogonal to every 

solution of the homogeneous problem. For the case where internai resonance does not exist, the 

solvabili ty condition can be determined as 

- 2iok Aim, - ~ ; g , i  + (3E, + 2ia>,E,)~;~,rn, ,  + fke8'"-"' 'O = 0 

in which 

In the near and exact-resonance cases, introduce a detuning parameter p = o(1) defined by 

R = w ,  +EL (3.2 1 )  



Substituting equation (3.21) into (3.19) leads to 

-2io,A;rn, -A&+ (3E, + 2iok E , ) A : ~ , ~ , ,  + f,da = O  (3 -22 )  

For convenience, express Ak in the polar form 

Note that a, and Bk represent the amplinide and the phase of the response. respectively. 

Substituting equation (3.23) into (3.22) and separating the resulting equation into real and 

imaginary parts yields 

Since Ti appears explicitly in equations (3.24) and (3.25). the equations are referred as a non- 

autonornous system. It is convenient to eliminate the explicit dependence on Ti, thereby 

transfoming these equations into an autonomous system. This can be accomplished by 

introducing a new dependent variable 8, defined by 

0, = PT - B k  (3.26) 

Using eqriation (3.26), equations (3.24) and (3.25) can be rewritten as 



3.2.2 Steady State Solutions 

For the steady-state response, the amplitude ak and the new phase angle 0, in equations (3.27) 

and (3.28) should be constant. Thus, setting a; = O and 8; = O and with some manipulations. 

the amplitude and phase of the response can be detemiined from the following algebraic 

equations 

9, = tan " c k  Mft ) - (1 + 4 )~m(f t  1 
(1 + 4 ) ~ e C f t  )+ C k  h C f k  1 

where 

1 
C3 = 6Q((3~.in2k Y + ~ 2 % ~  l2 ) (3.36) 

Note that c, , c, and c, are independent of the viscoelastic property of the belt material. OnIy c;  

changes with E ,  which is a measure of the degree of viscoelastic behavior of the belt. Equation 

(3.29) has one real and two complex conjugate roots for moving speeds below a critical fold 



velocity, and three real mots above that point. 

Substituting equations (2.5 1 )  and (2.52) in Chapter 2 into equations (3.3 1 )  - (3.36) yields 

1 
C, = --z4k4 (1 - y  k + 2y' + 3 y 4 ) ~ ,  (3 .37 )  
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If the "quasi-static stretch" is assumed, the steady response amplitude can aiso be obtained using 

the sarne equation (3.29) and (3.30) by simply redefining coefficients c, , c, . and c, as 

C, = k'n2p' (3.42) 

The response of the zeroth order solution is obtained by substituting the root of equations (3.29) 

and (3.30) into equation (3.17) as 



3.2.3 The First Order Solution 

Using equation (3.19), the following relation can be obtained 

Substituting equation (3.46) into (3.18) yields 

where 

The solution of equation (3.47), which is the corresponding response correction of v,.  can be 

obtained using separation of variables, 

v,(T,,~,)= h , (g )~ :e"~h~~  + ~ ( ~ , T , ) ~ i A t e ' @ ~ ~  + CC 

w here 

a(W= C (f2 (5.q lqn (5)) on (<) 
n=Il.Sl.-- 
n t k  

0, 1-- 
"n 

From equations (3.50) - (3.52). it is evident that the spatial variations of the first order solutions 

are different from those of the linear solutions. 



The stability of the steady state solutions is detennined by the Jacobian Matrix of the system. If  

al1 of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian Matrix have negative real parts, then the steady state 

solution is as yrnptotically stable. If one or more of the eigenvalues of Jacobian have positive real 

parts, the steady state is unstable. 

In order to analyze the stability of steady state solutions. Jacobian Matrix should be obtained 

first. In this section, a,, and O,, are used to denotc the steady state responses. Introduce srnall 

variations E,, and eh as 

= + 'at ( 3  -53) 

81 = + Ee, (3.54) 

Noting that a;, = O and O;, = O for steady state solutions. 

Substituting expressions (3.53) and (3.54) into equations (3.27) and (3.28) and linearizing the 

resulting equations, the following relations are obtained 

3 E v V % P &  cosO,, ~ e ( f ,  )- sin O,, 1m( fk ) 
E:& = 

4ka E, + kn €4 

- sin O,, ~ e (  f, )+ cos O,, lm(fk ) 
kxako 

€et 

Therefore, the Jacobian Matrix H can be expressed as 



To avoid the complexify of evaluating O,, , it is necessary to express those terms relating to O,, 

Eva>km2ka:0  cos^,, ~ e C f ,  )- sin O,, ~ m (  fk ) 
4kx klr 

3 E p k  m,,a,, - cos@,o Re@' )-sin O,, ImCf, ) 
- sin O,, ~ e (  fk  )+ cosû,, 1m( f k  ) 4klr k m &  

k m ,  O 
A 

in terms of a,, from equations (3.55) and (3.56) by letting a;, = O and O;, = 0 : 

(3.57) 

cos@,, h C f k  )+ sin O,, ~ e C f ,  ) =- ~ , o , m , , a ~ ,  

k m ,  O 4ka 

cos@,, ~ e ( . f ,  )-sin O,, h(fk ) - _ - 3E,m,,a:, 
klc 8kn - Pak0  

Using equations (3.58) and (3.59), the Jacobian matrix H cm be simplified as 

The corresponding eigenvalues A are the root of 

~ , ~ ~ n l ~ ~ a ~ ~  
From equation (3.61), it is found that the sum of the eigenvdues is , which is 

klr 

negative because m,, CO. This fact eliminates the possibility of a pair of purely imaginary 

eigenvalues and, hence, a Hopf bifurcation. With some manipulations. the product of the 

eigenvalues, which is the third term in equation (3.61), can be simplified as 



Considering c, < O ,  from equation (3.62). it is found that the product of the eigenvahes is 

always minus for the intermediate real root while the product of the eigenvalues is always 

positive for the other two real roots. This shows that the intermediate steady state solution is 

unstabIe and the other two steady state solutions are always stable. The interval where there are 

two stable and one unstable steady state solutions for each value of p is referred to an interval of 

bistability. 

In this section, numerical results of steady response amplitudes near and at exact resonance for 

moving belts are presented. Effects of the transport speed, nonlinearity and the viscoelastic 

parameter on the steady state response are discussed. 

To compare the results obtained in this study with those given by Moon and Wickert (1997). 

linear elastic constitutive law is first employed. Figure 3.2 shows the response amplitudes 

predicated by the method of multiple scales under the quasi-static assumption and those given by 

Moon and Wickert (1997). The non-dimensional transport speed y ranges from O. 1 to 0.4. which 

includes the resonant region. Three different values of the nonlinear parameter E, are chosen to 

investigate the nonlinear effect. The system parameters are e, = 0.00083, r, = 0.0733. It is clear 

that the results obtained in this study are identical to those given by Moon and Wickert (1997). 

This shows the validation of the proposed method. It can be seen that the effect of the moving 



speed on the response amplitude is significant. This is because both the Iinear natural frequencies 

of the system and the excitation frequencies depend on the moving speed. For moving speeds 

below a critical speed, the response amplitude is single valued; for moving speed above that 

critical speed, the response amplitude has three values corresponding to the sarne transport speed 

y .  Thus, the system shows a typical multi-vaiued nonlinear phenomenon. When the excitation 

frequencies detennined by the moving speed is near or at exact natural frequencies, the response 

amplitude becomes very large. In addition, it is observed that the bending of the curves is 

responsible for the jump phenomenon. The maximum amplitude is attainable only when 

approached from a lower moving speed. In the multi-vaiued response, the intermediate response 

is unstable and hence, cannot be produced both numerically and experimentally. However. the 

other two amplitudes are stable. Note that E, is a measure of nonlinearity. The higher the value 

of Ec is, the stronger the nonlinearity of the system is. It can be seen that Ec has a significant 

effect on the steady response amplitude of the system. With the increase of E , .  response 

amplitudes under the same transport speed decreases. 

The response amplitudes obtained using the method of multiple scales under the quasi-static 

assurnption are compared with those without this assumption in Figure 3.3. The same system 

parameters as those in Figure 3.2 are adopted. It is clear that the results without the quasi-static 

assumption and those with such an assumption are close to each other over the non-resonance 

region. The difference, however, grows within the resonant region. This shows that the quasi- 

static assumption is accurate at most time span. However, since the near- and exact-resonant 

response is very larger, the differences between the results with the quasi-static assumption and 

those without quasi-static become significant. 



Effects of the viscoelastic parameter Ev on the response amplitude are illustrated in Figure 3.3 \O 

Figure 3.6. The non-dimensionai radius r, and eccentricity of pulley e, are 0.083 and 0.0733. 

In Figure 3.4, E m .  Three different values of Ev are chosen as O. 1, 25, 50, respective1 y. From 

Figure 3.4, it is evident that the damping introduced by the viscoelastic mode1 reduces the 

amplitude of response, especially at near- and exact-resonant region. The amplitude of the 

response decreases as the damping increases. The maximum amplitude reduction for E, = 25 is 

40.3% while for E, = 50, the maximum amplitude reduction is 55.6%. The degree of vibration 

reduction also depends on the nonlinear parameter E,. Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 show the 

response amplitudes corresponding to higher values of E,, i.e., E,=800 and E,=1000. 

respectively. It is seen that under the same Ev, the amplitude increases as E, increases. 

Therefore, the degree of vibration reduction depends on the ratio E, / E, . When the ratio E, 1 E, 

is very small, the influence of viscoelasticity on vibration reduction is not significant. 

3.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The amplitude of near- and exact-resonant response is predicted for forced vibrations of 

viscoelastic moving belts excited by the eccentricity of pulleys. Based on the linear viscoelastic 

di fferential constitutive law, the generalized equations of motion are derived for a viscoelast ic 

moving belt with geometric nonlinearities. The method of multiple scales is applied directly to 

the goveming equations, which are in the form of continuous non-autonomous gyroscopic 

systems. From the above study, the following conclusions cm be drawn: 

1 ) The moving speed of belts has a significant effect on the steady state response since both the 



Iinear natural frequencies and the excitation frequencies depend on the moving speed. For 

moving speeds below a critical speed, the response amplitude is single vdued; for moving 

speed above that critical speed, the response amplitude has three values corresponding to the 

same transport speed. 

2) Viscoelastic model can be used to accurately describe the damping mechanisrn of beIt 

materials. The damping introduced by the viscoelastic model determines the vibration 

reduction. Therefore, it is possible to predict a desirable damping vaiue that can significantly 

reduce the transverse vibration of moving belts. 

3) The method of multiple scales is applied directly to the governing equations. No assumptions 

regarding the spatial dependence of the motion are made while commonly used perturbation 

approach assumes that the motion of the nonlinear system has the same spatial dependence as 

the linear system. Discrepancy between the direct approach proposed in this study and the 

discretization approach commonly used exists at the first order approximation. 

It should be mentioned that viscoelastic property not only reduces the vibration, but also shifts 

stability boundaries significantly in the parametric vibration of moving belts. which will be 

shown in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. Furthemore, viscoelastic model can aIso be used to predict 

the belt creep which leads to the excessive slip of the belt drive system. More work needs to be 

done to get deep insight on the effects of the viscoelastic property of belts. 
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Figure 3.2: Cornparison of response amplitudes predicated by the method of 
multiple scales and those given by hkon and Wickert ( 1997) 
O: method of multiple scales ---: given by Moon and Wickert (1997) 
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Figure 3.3: Cornparison of response amplitudes without the quasi-static 
assurnption and those with the quasi-static assumption 
O: without the quasi-static assumption; ---: with the quasi-static assumption 
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Figure 3.4: Cornparison of responses for different E, (E,=400) 
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Figure 3.5: Cornparison of responses for different E, (Ee=800) 

O: EA. 1 A: Ep25 V: EpSO 
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of responses for different E v  ( E e  1000) 



In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, the free and forced vibrations of viscoelastic moving belts are 

studied where a prior assumption in modelling prototypical systems is that the initiai tension is 

constant. However, one major problem in belt drive systems is that crankshaft-driven belt tension 

actually fluctuates, which leads to the occurrence of large transverse belt vibrations. Such a 

system with fluctuation tension as  a source of excitation is called a parametrically excited 

moving belt system. With reliability, Wear, and noise of utmost concern, it is of great interest to 

recognize and understand this important source of dynamic response. 

The dynamic response and stability of parametrically excited viscoelastic belts are investigated 

in the current and the next chapters. in this chapter, the generalized equation of motion is 

obtained for a viscoelastic moving belt with geometric nonlinearity . Approximate solutions are 

obtained by two different approaches. In the first approach, the method of multiple scales is 

applied directly to the goveming equation, which is in the form of continuous gyroscopic 

systems with weakly nonlinearity. In the second approach, the equation of motion is first 

discretized by using translating string eigenfunctions as a basis for a Galerkin discretization. and 

then the method of multiple scales is applied to the resulting discretized gyroscopic equation. It 

is demonstrated that the results given by the two approaches are identical for the zeroth order 



approximation. There are discrepancies between solutions at the higher level of approximation. 

Closed-form solutions for the amplitude and the existence conditions of non-trivial limit cycles 

of the summation resonance are obtained. It is shown that there exists an upper boundary for the 

existence condition of the sumrnation parametric resonance due to the existence of 

viscoelasticity. EEects of viscoelastic parameters, excitation frequencies, excitation amplitudes, 

and the axiai moving speed on dynamic responses and existence boundaries are investigated. 

The prototypical mode1 of a viscoelastic moving belt used in this chapter is the sarne as that in 

Chapter 2. Consider that the viscoelastic string is in a state of uniform initial stress, and only the 

transverse vibration in the y direction is taken into consideration. The Lagrangian strain 

component in the x direction related to the transverse displacement is ~ ( x .  r ) = v,' (x ,  r )/ 2 . Thus. 

the equation of motion in the y direction can be obtained by rearranging equation (3.3) 

with boundary conditions 

V(0. t )  = O V(L.  t )  = O  (4.2) 

where the subscript notation x denotes partial differentiation with respect to the spatial Cartesian 

coordinate x, A is the area of cross-section of the string, p is the mass per unit volume, T is the 

tension in the belt, and E' is the equivaient Young's modulus determined by the viscoelastic 

property of belt materials. 



It is assumed that the tension T is characterized as a small penodic perturbation & cosSlt on the 

steady state tension T, , i.e. 

where R is the frequency of excitation. These belt tension variations arise from the loading of 

the pulley by the belt-drive accessories (e.g., air conditioning compressor). They may also arise 

from pulley eccentricities. The rotational modes may also induce tension variations, which will 

be shown in Chapter 10. 

The Kelvin viscoelastic model is chosen to describe the viscoelastic property of the belt material. 

The linear differential operator E' for the Kelvin viscoelastic model is given below 

where E, is the stiffbess constant of the spring and q is the dynarnic viscosity of the dashpot. 

Lntroducing the following non-dimensional parameters 

the corresponding non-dimensional equation of the transverse motion is given by 

where the nonlinear operator N(V)  is defined in Chapter 2. 



Introduce the mass, gyroscopic, and linear stiffness operators as follows 

where operators M and K are symmetric and positive definite and G is skew-symmetric for sub- 

criticai transport speeds. Employing a small dimensionless parameter E as a bookkeeping device. 

equation (4.6) can be rewritten in a standard symbolic form 

a zv 
Mv, +Gv, + KV =aV(v)+urcosw- 

ag 

Equation (4.8) is in the form of a continuous gyroscopic system with weakly nonlinearity and 

parameter excitation tem. The direct multiple scales method and the discretization multiple 

scales method will be ernployed to solve equation (4.8) in the following. 

In this section, the method of multiple scales is applied directly to the goveming partial 

differential equation, which is in the fonn of a continuous gyroscopic system. No assumptions 

regarding the spatial dependence of the motion are made. A first order unifom approximation is 

sought in the form 

v ( ~ , 5 , ~ ) = v o ( ~ , T o 9 ~ ) + m i ( 6 > ~ o v ~ ) + . . .  (4*9) 

where T, = r is a fast scde characterizing motions occumng at one of the natural frequencies 

&, of the system or o; I; = &? is a slow scale characterizing the modulation of the amplitudes 

and phases due to the nonlinearity, viscoelasticity and possible resonance. 



Substituting equation (4.9) into (4.81, using the chain rule of time derivatives and equating 

coefficients of like powers of E give 

d 2vo 
M- ay, +G-+ Kv, = O  a ~ :  G 

When the perturbation frequency w approaches the sum of any two natural frequencies of the 

system, summation pararnetric resonance can occur. As a special case of the sumrnation 

parametric resonance, the principal parametric resonance will also be presented when o 

approaches 2mi.  A detuning parameter p is introduced to quantify the deviation of o from 

on + o, , and is described by 

O =O, +w, +&p (4.12) 

in which, w, and q are the nth and fth natural frequencies of the corresponding linear system. 

To investigate the summation parametric response and stability, solution of equation (3.10) can 

be expressed as 

v, = @,, (4 )A, (T, )eaTO + #[ (6 )A, (T, )e 'a'To + cc (4.13) 

where Gn ( 5 )  and Q, (5) are the nth and l th complex eigenfunction of the displacement field. and 

cc denotes the complex conjugate of dl preceding terms on the right side of equation (4.13). 

Functions An and A, will be determineci by eliminating the secular terms from V I .  

Substituting equations (4.12) and (4.13) into (4.1 1) and expressing the trigonometric functions in 

exponentiai form result in 



d 'v, 
M- AI +G-+ Kv, =NST+ a ~ , ~  a 0  

w here 

NST in equation (4.14) represents al1 the non-secular terms and overbar denotes complex 

conjugate. Due to the nonlinearity and viscoelasticity, NST involves some compticated spatial 

distribution functions. Thus, the spatial variations of the first order solution v, is different from 

that of linear solution v, . 

Equation (4.14) has a solution only if a solvability condition is satisfied. For cases where intenial 

resonance does not exist, the solvability condition can be determined as 

in which 



Refemng to Wickert and Mote (1990). the kth natural frequency and eigenfunction normalized 

for rn, = l  of linear rnoving belts are a, = kz(1 - y 2 )  and #k = &sin(kx~)e('*). respectively. 

Substituting these eigenvdues and eigenfunctions into equations (4.18) and (4.19) leads to 

m, = rn, = 
4m2f'v[-sin(n +f)rrv + i(l -cos(++ rb)] 

( n + ~ ) I X n + i ) ~ v ~ - ( n - ~ ) ~ ]  

In this section, the goveming partial differentid equation is discretized first using Galerkin 

procedure. By assuming the translating eigenfunctions of the linear problem to be the spatial 

solutions at al1 levels of approximation, the goveming equation is reduced to an ordinary 

differential equation in time. Then the rnethod of multiple scales is applied to the resulting 

ordinary differential equation. 

4.3.1 Galerkin Discretization 

The nonlinear differential equation (4.8) cm be cast in the canonical form 

w here 

The corresponding translating complex eigenfûnctions y, have the structure 



It has been shown that the translating complex eigenfunction is a superior basis for the solution 

of linear response problems under free and extemally excited conditions. Presentl y, the 

translating eigenfunctions will be used in a Galerkin discretization of nonlinear pararnetrically 

exci ted response problems. 

Consider the expansion 

R R 
wrC6 Y, +Cd +C,"vl' + C h :  (4.24) 

as the solution of equation (4.21). c: and 5: (k = n, 1 )  are the real and imaginary cornponents 

of the generalized coordinates. Substituting equation (4.24) into the goveming equation (4.2 1 ) 

and using the orthogonality conditions from equation (2.31) yield the following equations of 

modal coordinates 



4.3.2 Multiple S d e s  Method 

After the partial differential equation is reduced to the ordinary differential equations. the method 

of multiple scales can be applied to the resulting equations (4.25) to (4.28). c: and 6: are 

assumed to be of the form 

r: =~:,(T,,T ) + E c , x ~ ~ T ,  )+- - -  

c: = r :o(~o,T ,  ) + G ( T O J  )+--- 

for k = n, I 

Upon substitution of equations (4.29) and (4.30) into (4.25) - (4.28). gathering coefficients of 

1 i ke powers of e yields the following equations: 

Order O (&O) ,  

for k = n, i  

for k = n, 1 



w here 

R R 
V, = c.",#f + Co@: + LO& + CA@: 

Solving equation (4.3 1) and (4.32) yields a pair of general solutions, given by 

CP, = A, (T, )ei*G + A, (T, )e-'"'~ 

po = A, (T, ) e ' " J ~  s' (T, )e-'"kT~ 

for k = n,i 

Each of the above solutions comprises two terms, in which the second term is the complex 

conjugate of the first. Coefficients A, and & are functions of T, and will be determined by 

elirninating secular tems from c i  and ci,. Substituting equations (4.36) and (4.37) into (4.35) 

results in 

vo = #, (5 )A, (T, )e iwaTo + 0, (5 )A, (T, )e 'wtTo + cc (4.38 j 

It cm be seen that the spatiai distribution of the zeroth order solution used in discretization 

approach is the same as that of the zeroth order solution used in the direct approach. 

4.3.3 Solvability Condition 

Attention will be focused on the sumrnation pararnetric resonance in which a detuning parame ter 

is defined through equation (4.12). Substituting equations (4.121, (4.36), and (4.37) into (4.33) 

and (4.34) with the trigonometric functions re-expressed in exponential form results in the 

occurrence of the undesirable secular term eiaaTO Or i q ~ ~  . To determine the solvability 

conditions, particular solutions, which are free of secular terms, are sought in the form 

cn = P,, (T, )egTO (4.39) 



CL, = p,, (q )eiWT0 (4.40) 

Substitution of equation (4.39) and (4.40) into equations (4.33) and (4.34), and equating the 

coefficient of elqr0 to zero ( k n ) .  the following pair of equations with a singular coefficient 

rnatrix is obtained: 

Since the homogeneous equations of (4.41) and (4.42) have a non-trivial solution. the 

inhomogeneous equation of pn, and p,, will only exist if and only if the following solvability 

condition is satisfied 

i o n  --de: 1 1  M , ~ c ( ~ E ,  +2it11, E,)A:A, 
nn: 

This solvability condition can be simplified as 



Using the following relation 

Equation (4.44) can be simplified further as 

Note that the above equation is the same as equation (4.16). 

Similady, when kl, equating the coefficient of ei*& to zero yields 

The solutions for p,, and pt2 will exist if and only if the following solvability condition is 

satisfied 



With some algebraic manipulations, the solvability condition (4.49) can be rewritten as 

Note that the above equation is also the same as equation (4.17). 

The modulation equations (4.46) and (450) obtained in this section are in full agreement with 

those obtained using the direct multiple scales approach. This is because the equation of motion 

for moving belts only involves the cubic nonlinearities. In this case, the modulation equations are 

detennined only by the spatial variations of the zeroth order solutions, which are identical for 

both approaches. This is vaiid only when the first order approximation is sought. It should be 

mentioned that though the zeroth order solutions for both approaches are the same, the first order 

solutions from the two approaches are different. 

If the second order approximation is sought, where the expansion for the displacernent is in the 

fonn 

v = V ~ ( ~ , T ~ ~ T ,  9 T 2 ) + ~ v l ( ~ , ~ o * ~ , ~ 2 ) + ~ 2 v 2 ( ~ , ~ 0 T ~ 9 ~ ) + * - .  (3.5 1 ) 

the modulation equations governing the zeroth order amplitude and phase of the motion will be 

determined by the first order and second order equations. The spatial distributions of both the 

zeroth order and the first order solutions have influence on the modulation equations. Since the 

spatial distributions of the first order solution for the two approaches are different. discrepancy 

exists between the modulation equations obtained from the two approaches. Therefore, even the 

zeroth order solutions of the two approaches are different. 



4.4 LIMIT CYCLES AND EXISTENCE CONDITIONS 

For nonlinear systems, limit cycles may exist in the vicinity of a parametric instability region. In 

this section, the interest is focused on the behavior of limit cycles around the parametric 

instability regions for eiastic and viscoelastic nonlinear systems. 

4.4.1 Equations of Response Amplitudes and Phases 

To solve the nonlinear equations (4.16) and (4.17), express A, and A, in polar form 

Note that a, and Bk (k  = n.1) represent the amplitude and the phase angle of the response. 

respective1 y. 

Substituting equations (4.52) and (4.53) into (4.16) and (4.17) and separating the resulting 

equation into real and imaginary parts yield 



where Re(rn, ) and h ( m ,  ) indicate the reai and imaginary components of m, . 

It is convenient to elirninate the explicit dependence on Ti from the above equations, thereby 

transform these non-autonomous equations into autonomous equations. This can be 

accomplished by introducing a new dependent variable 8 defined as 

=PT -B.  -pl (1.58) 

Differentiating equation (4.58) with respect to T, yields 

e'=p-B; -8; (4.59) 

Using equations (4.58) and (4.59) with some algebraic manipulations, the amplitude modulation 

equations (4.54) - (4.57) can be rewritten after combing equations as 

r Ev~nmzn a, = au1 a: + -[cos0 1m(mn1 )+ sin 6 ~e(m, ,  )] 
4nn 4nlt 

2 3~,m,,a:  & = p i  + 3Ecm21a' + (cos0 ~ e ( m , , ) -  sin 8 1m(mn1 ) [ O"' +s) (4.62) 
8nn 811t 4 n m ,  4l1tt~, 



4.4.2 Limit Cycles of Elastic Moving Belts 

For the steady state response of elastic moving belts, the amplitudes a,, and a,, , and the phase 

angle 8, in equations (4.60) - (4.62) should be constant. Thus, for elastic systems. setting 

a:, = O ,  a:, = O . and E, = O in equations (4.60) and (4.6 1) and eliminating tems involving O,, 

yield 

For steady state analysis, eliminating 0, frorn equations (4.60) and (4.62) with a:, = O  and 

6; = O and substituting equation (4.63) into the resulting equation, the amplitudes of steady state 

response of summation parametric resonance for elastic systems are obtained 

From the amplitude expressions (4.64) and (4.65) of elastic problems, it can be seen that the first 

iimit cycle exists if 

J ~ e ( m ,  )' + ~m(rn,, )' 
U r -  - a 

and the second limit cycle exists if 



As a special case. the response amplitude of principal pararnetric resonance (n = 1 )  for elastic 

belts is given in the following 

where ( ( denotes absolute value. The first limit cycle (select plus sign in equation (4.68)) exists 

lsin n ~ l a  
if the translation speed is subcritical ( y  < 1)  and p + > O .  The second Iimit cycle 

2~ 

(select negative sign in equation (4.68)) exists if the translation speed is subcritical ( y  < 1 ) and 

lsin n q l a  
t u -  >o.  

2~ 

It should be mentioned that existence conditions of non-trivial limit cycles are the same as the 

stability conditions of the trivial solution for elastic systems (Zhang and Zu, 1998). Thus, it is 

concluded that the non-trivial limit cycles bifurcate from the trivial limit cycle at the stabiliiy 

boundary of the triviai limit cycle for elastic summation pararnetric resonance. 

4.4.3 Lirnit Cycles of Viscodastic Moving Belts 

For the steady state response of viscoelastic moving bel& setting al, = O ,  a:, = O ,  and 8; = 0 .  

and eliminating the term cos@, ~m(m,, )+ sin 8, ~ e ( m ,  ) from equations (4.60) and (4.6 1 ) lead to 

the following relationship between c(,, and a, 



It is seen that the relation between a,, and a,, of viscoelastic systems is different from that of 

elastic systems. 

Eliminating 0, from equations (4.60) and (4.62) with ad = O  and 8: = 0 ,  and substituting 

equation (4.69) into the resulting equation, the following amplitude modulation equation for 

steady state response is obtained 

C P : ~  + c2af0 + c,ad = O (4.70) 

where 

Cl =[ 3E.4. 2n + 3E5m2~ 21 " f i )  1' t 2 + ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 ,  Y 

It is obvious that equation (4.70) possesses a singular point at the origin (trivial periodic 

solution). In addition, two non-trivial singular points may exist describing limit cycles with 

amplitudes 



Equations (4.74) and (4.75) represent the amplitudes of the steady state response of the 

summation pararnetric resonance for viscoelastic systems. From the amplitude equations (4.74; 

and (4.75) of viscoelastic systems, it can be seen that the two non-trivial steady state solutions 

exist only when the following conditions are satisfied: 

Substituting the expressions of c , ,  c , ,  and c, into equations (4.76) and (4.77) leads to the 

following conclusions that the first limit cycle of viscoelastic systems exists if 

and the second lirnit cycle exists if 

As a special case, the response amplitude of principal parametric resonance (n = 1 )  for 

viscoelastic beIts is given in the following 



The first Iimit cycle (select plus sign in equation (4.80)) exists if the translation speed is 

a' 
r z q  1 E:. j‘ , The subcriticai ( y < l ), and - 

8 4y2  

second limit cycie (select negative sign in equation (4.80)) exists if the translation speed is 

It can be seen from equations (4.78) and (4.79) that the existence conditions of non-trivial limit 

cycles have an upper boundary for viscoelastic models, which is different from the conclusion of 

the corresponding elastic systems. The upper boundaries of existence conditions for the first limit 

cycle and the second limit cycle are identical and are determined by the viscoelastic parameter 

E, . The lower boundaries of existence conditions have no relation with the nonlinear parameter 

E, and the viscoelastic parameter E,, , and are different from those of the corresponding elastic 

systems. 

4.5 NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

in this section, numerical results of steady state responses and existence boundaries for the 

summation pararnevic resonance of moving belts are presented. Effects of the viscoelastic 



parameter, the amplitude of excitation, the frequency of excitation and the transport speed on the 

response of non-trivial limit cycles are investigated. 

The amplitudes of non-trivial limit cycles of the first principal parametric resonance (n= 1. I= 1 ) 

are plotted in Figure 4.1 as a function of excitation frequency (detuning), p and excitation 

amplitude, a, for an elastic system. The non-dimensional transport speed y is 0.2 and the 

nonlinear parameter E, is 400. Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 show the analogous results for the 

second principal parametric resonance (n=2, 1=2) and the first summation parametric resonance 

(n=l. 1=2), respectively. From Figures 4.1 - 4.3, it can be seen that the amplitude increases 

without bound as C( increases. When the excitation amplitude grows, the response amplitude of 

the first limit cycle increases while the second limit cycle decreases. Only the trivial solution 

exists if the existence conditions of non-trivial solutions are not satisfied. The results obtained 

here are identical to those given by Mockensturm et al. (1996). 

The non-trivial litnit cycles of the first summation parametric resonance (n=l,  1=2) for a 

viscoelastic moving belt are shown Figure 4.4. The non-dimensional transport speed y is 0.2. the 

nonlinear parameter E, is 400, and the viscoelastic parameter E, is 10. It is evident that though 

the amplitude increases with the growth of frequency p , there exists an upper bound. The non- 

trivial limit cycle will vanish when a and p approach this bound, which indicates that damping 

introduced by the viscoelasticity enlarges the region of the trivial limit cycles. This phenornenon 

for viscoelastic moving bel& is quite different from the corresponding elastic systems. 

The effect of viscoelastic parameter E, on the amplitude and the existence boundary of non- 
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trivial limit cycles is illustrateci in Figure 4.5. The system pararneters are E, = 4 0  , a = 0.5 and 

y = 0.25. Three different values of E, are chosen as 0, 25, and 50. It is clear that the amplitude 

decreases with the increase of E, for the first limit cycle while the amplitude increases with the 

growth of E, for the second lirnit cycle. The most important phenornenon is that the existence 

condition h a  an upper boundary for viscoelastic system. The larger the viscoelastic parameter 

E,. is, the narrower the region of non-trivial limit cycles is. 

Translation speeds not only influence the amplitude of the non-trivial limit cycles, but also 

influence the existence region of non-trivial limit cycles significantly. Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 

illustrate the effect of the translating speed on non-trivial limit cycles of the first principal 

(n = Z = 1) and the fint summation (n = 1, 1 = 2) parametnc resonance, respectively. The 

excitation amplitude a is chosen as 0.5 and the nonlinear parameter E, is 400. From Figure 4.6. 

for the principal parametric resonance, it is seen that the amplitude of limit cycles decreases with 

the increase of transpon speeds. The non-trivial amplitude grows more slowly with p when 

translation speeds is larger. Moreover, for the translation speed unsatisfying equation (4.78) and 

(4.79), the non-trivial limit cycles no longer exist. These results indicate that by increasing the 

transport speed while keeping other parameters constant, an unstable belt can be stabiiized. For 

the summation parametric resonance, the relation between the response and the transport speed is 

much more complicated. There exists a maximum value of response for the first limit cycle and a 

minimum value of response for the second limit cycle when y is around 0.2. 

The relation between the excitation frequency p and the transport speed on the boundaries of 



existence condition for the non-trivial lirnit cycles is plotted in Figure 4.8. The system 

parameters are E, = 10, E, = 400, and ar0.5. It is clear that the transport speed has a significant 

effect on the boundary of existence. 

The excitation frequency (detuning) p on the upper boundary of existence is plotted against 

viscoelastic property E, in Figure 4.9. In this example, y = 0.25, E, = 400, and a=0.5. It is 

much clearer that when E, increases, y decreases. Since the lower boundary has no relation 

with E,, the region of existence will narrow with the increase of E,.  Especially when E,, 

approach zero, the upper boundary of y will approach infinite. This agrees with the conclusion 

obtained by Mockensturm et al. (1996) that there is no upper boundary of existence for elastic 

problems. 

4.6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter, the dynamic response of pararnetrically excited viscoelastic moving belts is 

investigated. The Kelvin viscoelastic mode1 is employed to characterize the propeny of belt 

materials. The method of multiple scaies is applied directly to the governing equation of motion, 

which is in the forrn of continuous gyroscopic systems. No assumptions about the spatial 

dependence of the motion are made in this approach. Closed-form expressions are found for the 

response and existence conditions of the summation parametric resonance. The following 

conclusions cm be drawn from the above study: 

1)  The amplitude of the first limit cycle decreases with the increase of the viscoelastic 



parameter E,, while the amplitude of the second lirnit cycle increases with E,. 

2) The amplitude of the limit cycles decreases with increasing transport speeds for principal 

pararnetric resonance. There is no such a simple relation for the summation parametric 

resonance. 

3) There exists an upper existence boundary for the viscoelastic mode1 and this upper boundary 

of existence for timit cycles is determined by the viscoelastic property E,. . 

4) The Iower boundary of existence for limit cycles of elastic systems is identical to the stabil i t y  

boundary of the trivial solution. This suggests that non-trivial limit cycles of the sumrnation 

parametric resonance bifürcate from the trivial limit cycle at the boundary of the trivial Iimit 

cycle. 

5) The boundaries of existence have no relation with the nonlinear parameter E, . 



Figure 4.1 : The nontrivial lirnit cycles that bifurcate frorn the boundary of the first 
principal parameter instability region (H.2, n=l= 1, E&00, E , i )  
A: the first limit cycle B: the second Iimit cycle 



Figure 4.2: The nontrivial limit cycles that bifurcate from the boundary of the second 
principal parameter instability region (M.2. n=1=2* E&OO. Ea) 

A: the first limit cycle B: the second Iimit cycle 



Figure 4.3: The nontriviai Iimit cycles that bifurcate from the boundary of the first 
summation parameter instability region ( H . 2 ,  n=l ,1=2, E,=400, E d )  

A: the first limit cycle B: the second limit cycle 



Figure 4.4: The response amplitude of non-trivial limit cycles for the summation pararnetric 
resonance of a viscoelastic moving belt (n= l,1=2, E, = 400, E,, = 10 , y a . 2 )  

A: the first limit cycle B: the second limit cycle 



Figure 4.5: Effects of E, on the nontnvial limit cycles for the first summation parametric 
resonance (n= l,1=2, E, = 400 , y = 0.25, a 4 . 5 )  

A: the first limit cycle B: the second limit cycle O: E,-O A: Ep25 x :  E ~ 5 0  



Figure 4.6: Effects of the transport speed on non-trivial lirnit cycles of the fint 
principal pararnetric resonance ( E, = 400, E, = 10, arO.5, n=l= 1) 

A: the first limit cycle B: the second limit cycle 



Figure 4.7: Effects of the transport speed on non-trivial limit cycles of the first 
summation parametric resonance ( E, = 4 0 ,  E,, = 10, a=0.5, n=l ,  1=2) 

A: the first timit cycle B: the second limit cycle 



Figure 4.8: Effects of the transport speed on the existence boundary of nontrivial limit cycles 
for the first sumrnation parametric resonance (n=l. b 2 ,  E, = 400. a a . 5 ,  E, = 10) 

A: Upper boundary B: Lower boundary 



Figure 4.9: Relations of  p and E, on the upper existence boundary of non-trivial limit cycles 
for summation parametric resonance (n=l, 1=2, E, = 400, y = 0.25 , adI.5) 



VISCOELASTIC MOVING BELTS 

The amplitude and existence conditions of non-trivial limit cycles are derived in Chapter 4. The 

stability of these limit cycles is of great concem by automobile manufacturers since an unstable 

belt could lead to large amplitude vibration and adversely impact belt life. To better understand 

the effect of design parameters on the stability of belt drives and to stabilize an unstable belt 

drives are an important topic. 

In this chapter, the stability of pararnetrically excited viscoelastic moving belts is studied. 

Stability boundaries of the trivial lirnit cycle for general summation and difference paramecric 

resonance are obtained. The Routh-Hurwitz criterion is used to investigate the stability of non- 

trivial limit cycles. Closed-form expressions are found for the stability of non-trivial limit cycles 

of general surnmation parametnc resonance. It is shown that the first limit cycle is always stable 

while the second limit cycle is always unstable for the viscoekîstic moving belts. Examples 

highlight the important effects of viscoelastic parameters, excitation frequencies, excitation 

amplitudes and axial moving speeds on stability boundaries. 



It has been shown (Wanda, 1990) that the stability of the trivial limit cycle of nonlinear systems 

coïncides with the stability of the equilibnum point of the corresponding linear systems. Thus. it 

is convenient to perform the stability analysis of linear systems to obtain the stability boundary 

of the trivial lirnit cycle of nonlinear systems. Mockensturm et al. (1996) derived the closed-form 

expressions for the stability boundaries of the principal and the first summation resonance of 

linear systems using KBM method. In this section, the stability boundaries of the trivial solution 

of summation and difference parametric resonance are obtained based on the amplitude 

modulation equations derived in Chapter 4. 

5.1.1 Stability Boundary of Summstion Resonance 

The amplitude modulation equations of the linear system are given from equations (4.16) and 

(4.17) by removing the nonlinear terms as 

Note that the nonlinear terms have been taken out from the original equations. In order to 

transform equations (5.1) and (5.2) into equations with constant coefficients, introduce the 

folIowing transformation 



Substitution of equations (5.3) and (5.4) into equations (5.1) and (5.2) yields 

Express A, and At into reai and irnaginary parts 

Substituting equations (5.7) and (5.8) into (5.5) and (5.6) and separating the real and irnaginary 

parts from the resulting equations lead to 

Since equations (5.9) to (5.12) have constant coefficients, the general solutions cm be sought in 



hsening equations (5.13) - (5.16) into equations (5.9) - (5.12) results in 

Express a2, and a,, in terms of a,, and a,i from equations (5.17) and (5.18) as 

a,. = - nmlr bh(m,  )+ 28 ~ e b ,  ))+nm,; (2P lm(mn, )- P Re(mn,)) 

Substitution of equations (5.21) and (5.22) into equations (5.19) and (5.20) yields 

( S .  17) 

(5.18) 

( S .  19) 

(5.20) 

a Irn(m,,) - nïnZ 1rn(rn, )i1' + 48 2, a ~e(rn, ,  ) n l k 2  ~ e ( m ,  ' + 4P ' 
+ a,, = O  (5.24) 2 a 

- (Mmn, Y + h ( m ,  I2 ) a - (~e(m,, )' + lrn(mn, )' ) 
2 2 

For non-triviai a,, and a, , ,  the determinant of the coefficient matrix in equations (5.23) and 

(5.24) must vanish, Le., 



Since the system is stable only when jY has a negative real component. the transition at which 

P = O  is where the stability boundaries are located. Therefore. the stability condition for the 

generai summation resonance of linear moving belts is obtained as 

Substituting the expression of m, given in Chapter 4 into equation (5.26) yields 

It is seen that equation (5.27) is the same as the existence condition of non-trivial limit cycles of 

noniinear elastic systems given by equations (4.66) and (4.67) in Chapter 4. This suggests that 

the non-trivial limit cycle of summation parametrïc resonance of elastic systems bifurcates from 

the instabili ty boundary of trivial solution. 

Equation (5.27) represents the stability boundary of sumrnation resonance for the linear belt 

system. Two special cases are discussed here. The first case is the primary parametric instability. 

When n = 1 in equation (5.1), primary parametric instability occurs. Upon substituting n = 1 into 

equation (5.27), the stability boundary condition of trivial solution is 

sin nqtz  p = f  
2~ 

which leads to the stability boundaries for the first order approximation 



2a sin n z y  
m. = E ~ ( . - ~ ~ ) P ~ I ~ ~ ~ ]  nv1-y 

The above solution is identicai to the results given by Mockensturm et al. (1996) 

The second case is the fundarnental summation resonance. When the excitation frequency is 

equal to the sum of frequencies of the first and second mode, the fundarnental summation 

resonance occurs. Upon substitution of n = l , 1 =  2 into equation (5.27), the stabili ty boundary 

condition of trivial solutions is 

which leads to the following stability boundaries for the excitation frequency 

5.1.2 S tability Boundary of Dwerence Resonance 

Following the same procedure as that in the analysis of summation resonance, the difference 

resonance is examined by introducing a detuning parameter C( defined as 

O = W ,  -O, +êC( (5.32) 

The elimination of secular terms yields the corresponding solvability condition. The first order 

approximation equation for difference resonance is of the same form as equations (5.1 ) and (5 2)  

except that the terms involving pararnetric excitation are different 



w here 

It can be proved that rkn1 and fi, are conjugate pair for difference resonance while m,, = ml,, 

for summation resonance. 

The equations o f  a,, and a,; for the difference resonance can then be obtained in a s m e  way as 

in the summation resonance: 

a h ( m , , ) +  n1a2 ~m(m,,$.~' +4p2) a,, = O  (5.37) 
a - (~e(m, ,  )' + ~rn(m,, )' ) 
2 

For a non-trivial a,, and a,;, the detenninant of the coefficient matrix in equations (5.37) and 

(5.38) must vanish, Le., 



For linear problems, j? which is the parameter determining if the solution is stable. should 

satisfy the following equation 

It follows from equation (5.40) that must be pure imaginary. Therefore. for difference 

resonance of linear system, the trivial solution is always stable. 

The stability of the non-trivial limit cycIes is determined by the corresponding Jacobian Matrix 

of the system. For nonlinear elastic systems, Mockensturm et al. (1996) used KBM 

approximation to obtain a closed-form expression for stability boundary of non-trivial limit 

cycles that exist around the principal pararnetric instability regions. in this study, the stability 

boiindary of resonances of any arbiirary two modes is derived for viscoelastic systems. 

5.2.1 Jacobian Matrix 

As given in Chapter 4, the equations of amplitudes a, and a, for non-trivial limit cycles and the 

corresponding phase angle 8 are obtained using the method of multiple scales as 

r EPnmzn 3 aa, 
a, = an + - [cos8 Im(m,)+ sin 8 ~e ( rn ,  )] 

4nz 4nz 

a; = E V W %  a, 3 + -[cos0 aa, Im(mn, )+ sin 8 ~ e ( m , ,  )] 
411t 42n 



w = p +  Ecm2na,2 + 3Eem2fa' + (cos0 ~e(rn , ) -  sin O ~rn(m,, ) ( 5  -43 ) 
8nn 8 1 ~  

In order to analyze the stability of steady state solutions of a,, , a,, , and B o ,  introduce small 

variations E, , sa, , and E, as 
m 

a n  = a n 0  + ' a n  

a1 = a10 +&a1 

O = @ ,  +e, 

Note that a:, = O .  a:, = O .  and 9; = O for steady state solutions. 

Substituting expressions (5.44) - (5.46) into equations (5.41) - (5.43) and linearizing the 

resulting equations, the following relations are obtained 

- " v @ n - n a : ~   COS^, h ( m ,  )+ sin 8, ~e(rn, ,  )] 
E:,, - 4 n ~  G, + 4nn 

=a,, [- sin 8, h ( m ,  ) + cos@, ~ e ( m , ,  )] + 
4nx Ee 

a[cos 8, h ( m , ,  ) + sin 8, ~ e ( m , ,  )] 3 ~ , q  rn,a;o &oI = 
41n %, + 4 1 ~  &a, 

=a,, [- sin 8, lm(mn, ) + cos 8, ~e(rn, ,  )] + 
411r €9 

E; = [34".nan0 4 n ~  + (cos û,, ~ e ( m ,  ) - sin hn(mn, ) 

- (sin 8, Re(m,,)+ cos9, 



To avoid the complexity of evaiuating O,, it is necessary to express those terms relating to 8, in 

terms of a,, and a,. This can be accomplished by setting ai, = O .  a;, = O .  and 8; = O in 

equations (5.4 1) - (5.43) and rearranging the resulting equations as 

a[cose, h ( m ,  ) + sin 8, ~ e ( m ,  )] =-  ~ ~ q ~ p : ~  
411s 4dlran0 

g = COSO, ~ e ( m , ) -  sin Oo1rn(m,) 

Substitution o f  equations (5.50) - (5.52) into (5.47) - (5.49) results in equations for penurbed 

motions with coefficients matrix expressed in terms of a,, and a,, as 

where 



5.2.2 Routh-Hurwitz Criterion 

Stability of the non-trivial limit cycles is now decided by the nature of the eigenvalues of 

Jacobian matrix H. If ail the eigenvalues have negative real parts, the steady state solutions are 

stable. On the other hand, if the real part of at least one of the eigenvalues is positive. the 

corresponding steady state solution is unstable. By the use of Routh-Hurwitz criterion the 

stabiiity conditions can be detennined as 

4 < 0  (5 .55)  

h , > o  (5.56) 

& < O  (5.57) 

h, c O (5 .58)  

where 

h, = IHI 

h4=4k-tS 

and 1 1 denotes the determinant of a matrix. 

It should be noted that if h, c O .  h, < O and h4 < O ,  then h, is always greater than zero. Thus. 

h, < O, h, c O and h, < O are the sufficient conditions that the steady state is stable. However, if 

h, = O ,  then h, > O must be considered for the stability analysis. 



5.2.3 Simplification of 4, &, & and h, 

Substituting the expression of matrix H in equation (5.54) into equations (5.59) and (5.60), and 

performing algebraic manipulations result in 

The main difficulty in the stability analysis of non-trivial lirnit cycles lies on how to evaluate Ii; 

and h, . In this section, the main procedure in evaluating h, aiid h, is shown in the following. 

Substituting equation (5.54) into (5.61), the determinant h, of matrix H can be obtained as 

follows 

+ 'v@n&na:O 3 E e % n a n 0  + 

4naafo [ 4nn [41;, 4nxaf0 OafO Il} 



Using the relation between a,, and a,, , Le., mmmznaL -- - a10 Y and performing algebraic 
~1m21a:o a n 0  

manipulations, the following relation can be obtained 

Substituting equation (5.66) into (5.65), h, can be rewritten as 

It is difficult to determine if 4 is p a t e r  than zero from equation (5.67) directly. The expression 

of g in terms of the specific steady solution (the fint limit cycle or the second limit cycle) musc 

be obtained first. However, it would be too complicate to evaluate h, if substituting the 

expressions of an, and al, directly into the expression of g in equation (5.52) as well ris 

equation (5.67). This difficulty can be overcome by using the following relation derived from 

equation (4.64) in Chapter 4 

Inserting equations (4.71) and (4.72) into (5.68) yields 



Note that plus sign is  selected for the first lirnit cycle and the minus sign is selected for the 

second limit cycle. 

Substituting equation (5.69) into equation (5.67) results in 

where 

Substituting the relation between an, and a,, into equation (5.7 1 )  leads to 

tnserting the relation between an, and al, into equation (5-72)- and performing 

alge braic manipulation yields 

(5.73, 

complicate 

From equations (5.73) and (5.74), it is evident that a, +a ,  = O .  Therefore, the expression of hi 

I l i  



can be simplified as 

where plus sign h, is selected for the first limit cycle and minus sign in h, is selected for the 

second limit cycle. 

Substituting the expressions of h, , 4 ,  and & into equation (5.62), h, can be obtained as 

follows 

Substituting equation (5.69) into (5.76) results in 

where 



Using the relation between a,, and a,, , and perfonning complicate algebraic manipulation. ci: 

c m  be rewritten as 

Substituting equation (5.79) into (5.77), the final fom of h, can be obtained as  

where plus sign is selected for the 6rst lirnit cycle and minus sign is selected for the second limit 

cycle. 

Based on equations (5.63), (5.64), (5.75), and (5.80) and the Routh-Hurwitz criterion, the 

stability of viscoelastic moving belts and elastic moving belts are examined, respectively, in the 

following. 



5.2.4 Parametric Resonance of Viscoelastic Moving BeIts 

For viscoelastic moving belts, Since m, < O and m, < O ,  it can be seen from equations (5.63). 

(5.75) and (5.80) that h, , h, and h, are always less than zero for the first limit cycle. Thus. the 

first limit cycle is always stable. It is also evident that 4 is always greater than zero for the 

second iimit cycle. Thus, the second amplitude limit cycle is always unstable. 

Considering the existence condition of limit cycles given in Chapter 4, the following conclusions 

can be drawn for parametric resonance of viscoelastic moving belts 

the first limit cycle exists and it is always stable. 

second Iirnit cycle exists and it is always unstable. 

It is noted that the lower boundaries of limit cycles do not coincide with the stability boundary of 

1 inear s ystems. which is quite different from corresponding elastic systems. The possible reason 

is that the viscoelastic model introduces material damping which will lead to vanish of lirnit 

cycles in some region. Therefore, for viscoelastic model, there exists an upper boundary and a 

lower boundary. In other words, viscoelasticity narrows the stable region for the first limit cycle 

and also narrows the unstable region for the second limit cycle. Since the second limit cycle is 



always unstable, this corresponds to saddle point and therefore a motion which is unrealizable in 

either numerical or laboratory experiments. 

5.2.5 Parametric Resonance of Elastic Moving Belts 

For elastic moving belts, since E,. = O ,  h,, &, and h, are equal to zero. In this case, the limit 

cycles are stable if and only if h, > O. Setting E, = O ,  h, can be rewritten as 

For elastic parametric resonance, there exist the following relations 

where plus sign is selected for the first limit cycle and minus sign is selected for the second limit 

cycle. Substituting equations (5.82) and (5.83) into (5.81) yields 

It cm be seen that h, > O for the first limit cycle while h, c O for the second limit cycle. This 

leads to the conclusion that the first lirnit cycle is always stable and the second limit cycle is 

always unstable for the parametric resonance of elastic moving belts. 

Considering the existence condition of non-trivial limit cycles, the following conclusions can be 

drawn for parametric resonance of elastic moving belts: 



Jhn(m, )' + ~e(m,  )2 
1) L f p 2 -  a . the first lirnit cycIe exists and it is always stable. 

2&k 

J~m(m,, )' + ~e(m,  )' 
2) If p 2  a, the second lirnit cycle exists and it is always unstable. 

2&k 

Comparing with equation (5.26), it is suggested that the non-trivial limit cycle of summation 

pararnetrk resonance of elastic systems bifurcates from the instability boundary of the trivial 

solution. 

5.3 NUMEIUCAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

In this section, numerical results for the stability anaiysis of summation parametric resonance of 

moving belts are presented. Effects of the viscoelastic parameter, the amplitude of excitation. the 

frequency of excitation and the transport speed on stability boundaries of non-trivial limit cycles 

are discussed. 

The stability boundaries of the trivial solution for the principal parametric resonances (n= 1. l= 1 

and n=2, 1=2) and the summation pararnetric resonance (n=l. 1=2 and n-1, 1=3) are plotted in 

Figure 5.1 to Figure 5.4 as a fûnction of the transport speed, excitation amplitude and frequency 

(detuning). From Figure 5.2, it is seen that for the second mode principal parametric resonance. 

there are two translating speeds where the slopes are unbounded and the instability region closes 

al together. The instability region reaches maximum when the transport speed y approaches zero. 

As the translating speed grows, the instability region begins to close. The instability region 

widens with the increase of the excitation amplitude. From Figure 5.3 (n=l ,  1=2) and Figure 5.4 



(r t=1,1=3) ,  it is evident that the instabiiity region almost closes when the transport speed is very 

small. As the transport speed y increases, the instability becomes wider, reaches a maximum 

and closes as the translation speed increases to the critical speed. 

The stability regions of the first non-trivial lirnit cycle and the second non-trivial lirnit cycle are 

illustrated in Figure 5.5 for surnmation parametric resonance (n = 1.1 = 2) of a viscoelastic 

moving M t .  Three different values of E, , Le. 10, 25, and 50, are chosen to show the effect of 

the viscoelastic property on the stability and instability regions. Since the first limit cycle is 

always stable while the second limit cycle is always unstable for viscoeIastic materials, the stable 

(unstable) region of the first (second) limit cycle should be the sarne as the corresponding region 

of existence. It can be seen that the lower boundaries for different E,  are identical, while the 

upper boundaries are different for different E, . The lower boundaries for the first and the second 

Iimit cycle have the sarne absolute value but opposite sign. The upper boundaries for the first and 

the second lirnit cycle with the same E, are identical. 

In this chapter, the dynamic stability of pararnetrically excited viscoelastic belts is investigated. 

The Routh-Hurwitz criterion is employed to investigate the stability of limit cycles. Closed-form 

expressions are found for the stability of limit cycles of the general summation parametric 

resonance of viscoelastic moving belts. The following conclusions are drawn in this study: 

1) The first limit cycle is always stable for both viscoelastic and elastic parametric resonance. 



2 )  The second limit cycle is unstable for both viscoelastic parametric resonance and for elastic 

parametric resonance. 

3) The existence boundary of non-trivial limit cycles of elastic systems coincides wirh that of 

the stability boundary of the trivial limit cycle. For viscoelastic systems, however, the 

existence boundary of non-trivial limit cycles is different frorn the stability boundary of the 

trivial Iirnit cycle. 

4) Viscoelasticity Ieads to the upper boundary of existence for non-trivial limit cycles. This 

suggests that viscoelasticity narrows the stable region of the first limit cycle and the unstable 

region of the second limit cycle. 

5) The translating speed, excitation frequency and excitation amplitude have significant 

influence on the stable and unstable region of Iimit cycles. 



Figure 5.1: Stability boundaries of the trivial limit cycle for the first principal 
parametric resonance (n= 1, I= 1, E, = 400 ) 
- The upper boundary ----. The lower boundary 

Figure 5.2: Stability boundaries of the trivial limit cycle for the second principal 
parametric resonance (n=2.2=2, E, = 400 ) 

- The upper boundary ----- The lower boundary 



Figure 5.3: Stability boundaries of the trivial Iimit cycle for the surnmation 
parametric resonance (n= l,1=2, E, = 400 ) 
- The upper boundary ----- The lower boundary 

Figure 5.4: Stability boundaries of the trivial limit cycle for the summation 
parametric resonance (n- 1, i=3, E, = 400 ) 
- The upper boundary ----- The lower boundary 



Figure 5.5: Effect of E, on the stability boundary of nontrivial limit cycles for the 

first summation pararnetric resonance (n= 1, h 2 ,  E, = 400 , y = 0.25 ) 

A: First limit cycle B: Second Iimit cycle 
S: Stable region U: Unstable region T: Trivial solution region 
- Upper boundary, Ev =10 - Upper boundary, E, -25 

-.-a- Upper boundary. Ev =50 --- Lower boundary 



TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF MOVING BELTS WITH 

In Chapter 2 to Chapter 5, the free, forced and parametrical vibrations of Kelvin viscoelastic 

moving belts with the constant translating speed have k e n  analyzed. For most of the belt 

materials, Kelvin viscoetastic mode1 is accurate enough to describe the material property. 

However, for some materials such as plastics and composite materials, more sophisticated 

constitutive relations are needed to characterize the materiai propenies. Furthemore, serpentine 

belt drives are often subject to acceIerations and decelerations, during which the traveiling speed 

is not constant but tirne dependent. Transient dynarnic response must be considered in these 

cases. Thus, the objective of this chapter is to study the transient rrsponse of rnoving belü having 

more complicated viscodastic property. 

Coleman and Nol1 (1960) proved that simple isotropie material under small deformation can be 

represented by linear integral viscoelastic constitutive law. The integral types of viscoelastic 

relations are more widely used in ment  years since they can represent more complicated 

material properties. Fung et al. (1997) investigated the dynamic response of an integral type of 

viscoelastic moving string. In their paper, the string material was assumed to be constituted by 

the hereditary integral type. The goveming partial differential-integrai equation of motion was 

reduced to a set of second order nonlinear differential-integrai equations by applying Galerkin's 



method. The stationary string eigenfunctions was chosen as the spatial distribution functions. 

The resulting equations were solved by the finite difference numerical integration procedure. 

Wickert and Mote (1991), and Pakdernirli (1994) demonstrated that the usual choice of 

stationary string eigenfunctions has poorer convergence properties than travelling string 

eigenfunctions. Taking only one mode of travelling string eigenfunction yields comparable 

results with those of four modes of stationary string eigenfunctions. The convergence of 

travelling eigenfunctions is superior since the physics of the problem involves motion, which can 

be captured better through travelling eigenfunctions. 

The current chapter employs the linear viscoelastic integral constitutive law to mode1 the 

viscoelastic characteristic of belt materials. By assuming the translating eigenfunctions instead of 

stationary eigenfunctions to be the spatial solutions, the goveming equation is reduced to 

differential-integrd equations in time, which are then solved by the block-by-block method. The 

transient amplitudes of parametrically excited viscoelastic moving belts with uniform and non- 

uniform travelling speed are obtained. The effects of viscoelastic parameters and perturbed axial 

veiocity on the system response are also investigated. 

Consider that the viscoelastic string is in a state of uniform initial stress, and only the transverse 

vibration in the y direction is taken into consideration. The Lagrangian strain component in the .r 

direction related to the transverse displacement is ~ ( x ,  r )  = V: (x. t ) /  2 . Thus, the equation of 



motion in the y direction c m  be obtained by Newton's second law as 

a2v a2v , azv  
($+O)= + v p X  =P[a ; i -+~x , -  + xr- Y + .cm - 

w t  ax- ax 1 
with boundary condition 

V(O,t)=O V ( L , t ) = O  (6.2) 

where x, and x, denote the translating velocity and acceleration of the moving belt and al1 the 

other quantities are defined in Chapter 2. Note that an extra term that related to the translating 

acceleration is added to the right side of equation (6.1) due to variation of the travelling speed. 

For viscoelastic matenal, the stress-strain relation is given by the Boltzmann superposition 

principle 

a(x , t )=  ~ , e ( x , i ) +  1 ~ ( t  -t')E(x,t')dt' (6.3) 

where ~ ( t )  is the stress relaxation function while E, is its value at z = O .  i.e., the initial Young-s 

rnodulus of the material. 

Substituting equation (6.3) into equation (6.1) yields 

The nonlinear partial differential-integral equation (6.4) govems the dynamic behavior of the 

viscoelastic travelling belts. In the present study, it is assumed that the initial tension T is 

characterized as a small p e n d  perturbation T, cosRt superimposed on the steady state tension 



Introduce the following non-dimensional parameters 

The non-dimensional equation of transverse motion can be obtained 

where the nonlinear operator ~ ( v )  is defined as 

In many studies of axial moving materials, the axial velocity is considered to be constant. 

However, when a system is subjected to acceleration, the dynarnics of the system rnay brs 

changed. Pakdemirli et al. (1994) analyzed the stability of an axial accelerating linear elastic 

string using multiple scales method. In this study, the transient response of non-uniform 

travelling viscoelastic belts is calculated numerically. Assume the velocity of moving belts to 

have a small harmonic variation about a non-dimensional mean velocity y, as follows: 

6, = y,, + y, sin a,? (6.9) 

where y, is the amplitude of the pemirbed axial velocity and o, is the frequency of the 

perturbed velocity. This mode1 better represents many real systems, since small variations in the 



velocity are likely occur in many applications. 

Using the following relations denved from equation (6.9) 

en = y,CUo COS OoT 

(1 - COS ho?) 5: = y: + 2y0y, sin wof + 
2 

and substituting equations (6.9) - (6.1 1) into equation (6.7) result in 

y: (1 -cos2o0r) 
2yo y, sin o,.t + 

2 

i t  is noted that the time-dependent coefficients of equation (6.12) include sin ws , sin w,.r . 

cosmos, and cos 2%?. Thus, the paramevic excitation may occur a< frequencies o. o, . or 

In this section, the goveming partial differential-integrai equation is discretized using Galerkin 

procedure. By assurning the translating eigenfunctions of the linear problem to be the spatial 

solutions, the goveming equation is reduced to an ordinary differential equation in time. 

6.2.1 Canoaicd Form of Equation of Motion 

Following Wickert and Mote (1990), the nonlinear differential equation (6.12) c m  be cast in the 
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canonical form 

where 

The corresponding translating complex eigenfunctions have the structure 

6.2.2 Galerkin Discretbation Using Translating Eigenfunctions 

Consider the expansion 

as the solution of equation (6.13). 11. and qi are the real and imaginary components of the 

generalized coordinates. Substituting equation (6.16) into the equation (6.13) and using the 

orthogonality conditions yieid the following equations of modal coordinates 

R i.R -UA: = Q,, (n = 1.2,---)  

fl; +0,7if =q:  (n= 1.2;-.) 



w here 

Substituting equation (6.16) into equation (6.19) and performing algebraic manipulations yield 

R R R  R R I  R 1 R+' ckq, 11117. + C k q i  91 V m  +G& 171 % 
R I 1  1 I R 6 I I I  

cLqk qr q, + ~LttkVi 9, + C-qiq, 9, 

where 





Similarly, substituting equation (6.16) into equation (6.20) and performing aigebraic 

manipulations yieid 

i y: (1 - cos mer) qi = a ~ 0 ~ r n - 2 y ~ y ~  s i n q r -  ~ ( A ~ V :  + cq:) 
2 =1 

where 



-3 F,& - 
D&" =- 7 CL, 

+ C L  +- 
9 9 

There exists great difficulty to solve the nonlinear differential-integral equations (6.17) and 



t b  ];LI 1 .m .d?~! i ;~ l iy  Thus. rt is nccessq  to resort to numerical techniques. There are many 

.iiicrnari\c rncthcxis i~vsiilrible such as finite difference integration, linear multistep method and 

hltrr k b? -trl(xh mcthod. 

t . . \ i ~ p i  for  wrnc relativcly low order methods such as the trapezoidal method, most of the 

\chcmcs rcquirc more starting values, which must be found in some other way. The block-by- 

b l w h  method (Linz. 1985) used in this study not only gives starting values but also provides a 

convenient and efficient way for solving the equations over the whole interval. The block-by- 

hlock metliod is a generalization of the well-known implicit Runge-Kutta method for ordinary 

di fferential equations. 

To construct the block-by-block method, equations (6.17) and (6.18) are rewritten in general 

standard form of the differential-integral equations: 

where 

w=b: ti: qrnl 

and rn is the numbers of mode used in the mode expansion. 



The block-by-biock method is then formulated by appropriate combinations of numerical 

integration and interpolation. Using p r l  and p=2 in equation (6.57) and replacing the integral by 

appropriate Simpson's rule result in 

h 
TI?.+* = TI.. +6@(t2n  7 1 2 . 9  22. 4 ' ( f + n + ~ / l  7 ? Z ~ + I I Z >  z b + i n  ) + F ( ' z n + ~  9 q ? n + i  9 'rii-1 )I (6*59) 

where h is the time step of the integration and t,,+, ,, = t,, + h 12 . 

z, Is cornputrd by 

- 
Z zn+i - 

applying Simpson's rule to equation (6.58) 

Here {%) is the set of Simpson's rule weighs (1 4 2 4 .- - 4 2 4 1). The extraneous 

values q 2 n A i ,  and z ,,,, are approximated by quadratic interpolation as 

Equations (6.59) - (6.64) constitute an implicit set of equations for q,,+, and q2n,r.  Stanng from 

the initial conditions, a block of two values (i2,+, and q2,+, at each time step can be obtained. Ir 



is proved that the block-by-block method has fourth order accuracy. 

6.4 NUMERICAL WULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

6.4.1 Three-element Viscoelastic Model 

In order to study the trends of the nonlinear response, the belt material is considered as a three- 

element viscoelastic rnodel shown in Figure 6.1. The constitutive law of the model is 

a+ El + El a =  E,E +- GE2 
(6.65) 

Figure 6.1 : Three-element model of the 
viscoelastic belt materid 

Figure 6.2: The relaxation modulus of 
the three-element model 

This kind of rnodel is the simplest spnng-dashpot model that can simulate the behavior of linear 

viscoelastic materials of the solid type with limited creep deformations when EI is nonzero. and 

of the fluid type with unlimited viscous deformations for E, = O .  The stress relaxation function 

of the three-element model can be found from the constitutive law by applying Laplace 

transform and the inverse Laplace transfonn as 



and E(O) = Eo = El . The value of E, = E, = 3 . 0 ~  10" Pa and I), = 3 x 10' Pa days used here are 

from Fung et al. (1997). The plot of ~ ( t )  is shown in Figure 6.2. The transient curve approaches 

a steady state value of E, / 2 . 

6.4.2 One Mode Expansion 

Taking the one-mode shape approximation in equations (6.21) and (6.38) and using the 

definition of the non-dimensional parameter Ë, q," and qi can be reduced to 

where 



and al1 other coefficients can be calculated using equations (6.22) - (6.37) and equations (6.39) - 

(6.54). The pararneter k, is a measure of the degree of viscoelasticity of the moving beits. The 

viscoelastici ty increases while k, decreases. The case for k, approaching infini t y corresponds to 

the elastic string system. 

6.4.3 Transient Response of Viscoelastic Moving Belts 

The influence of the material parameter k, on the transient amplitudes of free vibrations is 

shown in Figure 6.3. For the convenience of verifiing the numerical results, al1 the parameters 

used here are from Fung et al. (1997). The initial tension T, is 100 N, the density of the material 

p is 7860 k g / m 3 ,  and the length of the span L is 1 m. The initial condition rf =0.01 and 

71: = 0.0 is used to integrate equations (6.17) and (6.18). It can be seen that the vibration 

frequency of the corresponding elastic moving belts is greater than that of the viscoelastic belts. 

This is because the damping introduced by viscoelasticity of the matenal generally leads to lower 

vibration frequency. It is observed that the vibration frequency decreases as the value of 

pararneter k, increases. This conclusion agrees with the results by Fung er al. (1997). 

The trmsient amplitudes of pararnetrically excited moving belt with constant travelling veloci ty 

are shown in Figure 6.4. The amplitude of excitation a is equal to 0.5 and the excitation 

frequency w is equal to 6.0. Three different values of material pararneter k, are considered here. 



It is seen that the modal responses exhibit a typical beat phenornenon since the excitation 

frequency is near 20, . Comparing the responses of different values of k, shows that the increase 

in k ,  leads to the increase in motion. 

The transverse vibrations of an axial accelerating viscoelastic parameter are iilustrated in Figure 

6.5 and Figure 6.6. The steady state velocity y, is equal to 0.5 and initial tension To remains 

constant. In order to diverge rapidly in the transient amplitude, y, is set to be the same order as 

y,. In Figure 6.5, the frequency of the perturbed velocity is equd to ~ ( l  -y : ) .  In Figure 6.6. the 

frequency of the pemirbed velocity is equal to 2 4 1  -y:) .  It is noted that the transient 

amplitudes increase with the growth of the amplitude of the perturbed axial velocity y, .  The 

parametnc excitation occurs at both the frequencies w, and 2 0 , .  No beat phenornenon occurs 

when y, is small. The citical y, when parametrical resonance occurs for wo = a(1- ) is 

greater than that for @, = 2 ~ ( 1  -y:) .  

The viscoelastic integral constitutive law can be used to characterize the complicated physical 

properties of some belt materiais. Travelling eigenfunctions instead of stationary eigenfunctions 

are used to discretize the partial differential-integral equation goveming the motion of rnoving 

belts. The resulting differential-integrai equations are solved by the block-by-block method. The 

transient ïesponse of a viscoelastic moving belt with the constant and non-uniform axial 

velocities is calculated. The major conclusions of this study include: 



1) The convergence of travelling eigenfunctions is superior to that of stationary eigenfunctions. 

Usually, taking only one mode of travelling eigenfunctions yields very accurate results. 

2) The block-by-block method is more accurate, convenient, and efficient to solve differential- 

integrai equations than the finite difference method. This method can be applied to a wide 

range of problems with more complicated integral kernel. 

3) The parameuic resonance occurs at both frequencies w, and 20 ,  for harmonic variation of 

the axially moving velocity. The criticai y, when parametrical resonance occurs at w, is 

greater than that at a,. 

4) The damping introduced by the viscoelasticity of belt materials leads to the decrease of 

vibration frequencies. However, the vibration frequency does not decrease with an increasing 

viscoelasticity. 
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Figure 6.3: A comparison of responses for different values of k3 

O: k3=1ûûû x: k3=1ûû A: k3= IO 
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Nondimensional time, r 

Figure 6.4: A cornparison of the amplitudes for different vdues of in the 
case of parametric resonance with a constant travelling speed. 



Non-dimensional time, r 

Figure 6.5: The effect of the axial perturbation velocity on the transient 

amplitude for o, = ~ ( 1 -  y: )  ( y, = 0.5 , k3= 10) 
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Non-dimensional time, r 

Figure 6.6: The effect of the axial perturbation velocity on the transient 

amplitude for o, = 2z(1- y: ) ( y ,  = 0.5 , k3= 10) 

O: yl=0.6 x: q d . 2  A: yl=O.O 



DRIVE 

In Part 1, only the transverse vibration of belt 

SYSTEMS 

spans is considered as an axially moving material 

while the rotational vibration of serpentine belt drive systems is ignored. However, Beikmann et 

al. (1996) demonstrated that there exists a coupling mechanism between the rotational vibration 

and the transverse vibration. ui Beikmann's model, the belt material is elastic and darnping is not 

considered. As pointed out in Chapter 1, most of belt materials exert inherently viscoelastic 

behavior. In order to model damping characteristics of belt materials accurately, it is necessary to 

turn to the viscoelastic theory of materials. 

In Part II (Chapters 7 - 12), a viscoelastic hybrid model is developed to represent the entire 

serpentine belt drives. The coupled model could give a more complete picture of the dynarnic 

behavior of the system since the belt tension variation and the belt damping can be directly 

accounted for. Modal analysis of linear self-adjoint and non-self-adjoint hybrid model is 

performed to determine natural frequencies, modal shapes, and dynamic responses of linear 

systems. The discretization multiple scaies method and the direct multiple scales method are 

employed to derive the steady state responses of nonlinear systems analytically. The results of 

coupled analysis could enplain the existence of multipie Iimit cycles and the large amplitude 

vibration regions, which are greatly concemed by accessory drive engineers. 



In this chapter, the nonlinear equations of motion will be derived for viscoelastic serpentine beit 

drive systems. This prototypical system contains al1 the essential components present in 

automotive serpentine drives: 1) a driving pulley 2) a driven pulley 3) a dynarnic tensioner and 4) 

a serpentine belt span. The material properties of belts are characterized by the linear viscoelastic 

constitutive law and Hamilton's Principle will be used to derive the governing equations of 

motion and boundary conditions. 

7.1 NONLINEAR EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR GENERAL VISCOELASTIC 

MODEL 

The prototypical system prqosed by Beikmann et al. (1 996) is shown in Figure 7.1 . Several 

assumptions are made to simplify modeling of the serpentine belt drive: 

1 ) Longitudinal vibrations of belt spans are not taken into consideration 

2) Lagrangian strain for belt extension is employed as a finite measure of the strain 

3) The stress-strain relation satisfies linear differential viscoelastic constitutive law 

4) Belt bending stiffness is negligible 



Axial translation speed of the belt, c, is constant 

Belt slippage is negligible 

Belt/pulley contact points do no change from those defined at the equilibri 

f 

0 
0 

/ 

Figure 7.1 : A prototypicai serpentine belt drive system 

Based o n  the above assumptions, the system kinetic energy T is obtained as 

um state 

where Bi (i=i, 4) is the rotation from equilibrium of the ith discrete element (pulleys or tensioner 



ami), wi (i= 1, 3) is the transverse deflection of span i from equilibrium, Ji and ri are the mas 

moment of inertial and radius of the ith discrete eiement, and li is the length of belt span i. 

The linear di fferential viscoelastic mode1 is empioyed to characterize the damping and elas tic 

behavior of belt materials: 

~ ( t )  = E * E ( I )  (7 .2)  

where a ( r )  and ~ ( t )  are the stress and strain in belt spans. and E* is the equivdent Young's 

modulus. 

Using kinematics constrains, the strain in the x direction for span i (i=l, 3) related to the 

displacement c m  be expressed as 

where iy, and y, are the alignment angles between the tensioner arm motion and the adjacent 

belt spans at equilibrium, Poi is the total equilibrium operating tension for the ith spm, and A is 

the cross sectional area of the belt. 

Considering equations (7.2) - (7.5), the potential energy of the prototypical system is 



where O,, is the tensioner spnng deflection in the reference position, and k, is the rotational 

spring stiffness of the tensioner spring. 

The externai tensioner arm damping considered here includes viscous darnping and coulomb 

darnping. The viscous darnping force TV is given by 

TV = -D,03 (7-7) 

where D, is the viscous damping coeffkient. Spring coulomb-damped tensioner has a slip-stick 

characteristic (Kraver et al., 1996). A viscous equivaient for the coulomb vibration darnping is 

defined as 

Tc = -D,83 (7-8) 

where Tc is the coulomb damping force and D, is the equivalent viscous darnping coefficient. 

force normal to tensioner arm viscous 

coulomb slip-stick equivalent 

hysteresis 

Figure 7.2: Coulomb tensioner characteristic 



Rao (1986) proposed a method to determine the equivalent viscous damping coeficient. The 

basic idea is that the energy loss in a hysteresis cycle is set equal to the energy loss in a viscously 

damped cycle. Thus, the equivalent viscous damping coefficient can be obtained as 

where Fa, ,  Fa,,  Fa,,  Fa,, and O, are defined in Figure 7.2. 

For viscous damping and equivalent viscous darnping, the Rayleigh dissipation function 0 can 

be expressed as 

As shown in Figure 7.1, the work done by externd forces including the work done by accessory 

drive and engine torque Mi is 

As pointed out by Rao (1992)' Hamilton's Principle is applicable to any material. Hence. 

Hamilton's Principle can be used to derive the equation of motion for viscoelastic serpentine belt 

drive systems 

Upon integrating by parts when needed, the equations of motion for the belt spans are 

where Pd, (i=l, 3) is the dynamic tension in each belt span. Note that the form of equations of 



motion for viscoelastic s belts is the same as that of corresponding elastic systems except thar 

Young's modulus E for elastic kits  is replaced by the equivalent Young's modulus E' for 

viscoelastic belts. 

For elastic belt drive systems, the longituciinai waves propagate much more rapidly than 

transverse waves since Po I E A  CC 1. Therefore, belt tension can be assumed as being spatially 

constant. This assumption is often refemd to as "quasi-static stretching". For viscoelastic belt 

drive systems, this assumption is still valid. Under this assumption the dynamic tensions P,, 

( i= l ,  3) in the belt span can be expressed as 

Pdi =- 
1 E*A[r383 cosy, +r2B2 -56 ,  +-t(w&,r))hk 

11 2 1 

Using kinematic constrains, the boundary ternis can be expressed as functions of the discrete 

element rotations as 

w, (1, , t ) = r3B3 sin iy, 

w2 (O, r ) = r3B3 sin iy, 

Substituting equations (7.14) - (7.18) into (7.12) and integrating by parts yield the equations of 

motion for the discrete elements 



For pulley #1, 

For pulley #S, 

For the tensioner arm, 

For pulley #4, 

J4e4.a = -('dl + ' 0 2  h + ( ~ d 3  + ' 0 3  )rd + 1 (7.22) 

The equations of motion of serpentine belt drive systems are composed of a set of ordinary and 

partial differential equations. This kind of model is called a hybrid model since it describes the 

motions of both discrete elements and distributed elements. 

7.2 EQUATIONS OF M o n m  FOR KELVIN VISCOELASTIC MODEL 

In the above section, the governing equations of serpentine belt drive systems with generül 

differential viscoelastic constitutive relations are derived in the symbolic form. in this section. 

the most frequently used Kelvin vixoelastic model is adopted to charactenze the constitutive 

relation of belt materials. The resulting linear and nonlinear equations are the bais for the modal 

analysis and nonlinear analysis described in Chapters 8 - 12. 



7.2.1 Linear Equstions of Motion for Kelvin ViscoeIastic Model 

Substituting the constitutive equation (2.19) of Kelvin model into equations (7.13), (7.19) - 

(7.22) and linearizing resulting equations for small oscillations about the equilibrium s tate, the 

linear equations of motion for Kelvin viscoelastic model are obtained. 

The Iinear equations of motion for belt spans are 

m(%, +2nv, . , ) -~ ,w~. ,  = O  i = 1 . ~ 3  (7.23) 

where P, = P, - mc' . Note that the linear equation of motion (7.23) for viscoelastic moving bel t 

is the same as that for elastic moving belt. 

For pulley # 1, the linear equation of motion is 

w here 

x, = 59, (i = l,4) (7.25) 

m, = J , / ~ ~  (i=1,4) (7.26) 

k, = E A / I ,  ( i=l ,3)  (7.27) 

d i = @ / ( .  (i=1,3) (7.28) 

F, = M , / q  (i=1,4) (7.29) 

and M, is the dynamic component of the applied moment on pulley i. It is noted that damping 

terms, which have the same formulation as that of viscous darnping, occur in equation (7.24). 



This shows that viscoelastic constitutive relation not only can describe the elastic behavior of 

materials but also can characterize the dissipation behavior of materials. 

S imilar treatment of pulley #2 and pulley #4 yields 

and 

Equations (7.23), (7.24), (7.30), and (7.31) show that linear transverse belt vibration and pulley 

vibration are decoupled. However, linear coupling does exist between the transverse vibration of 

the belt spans and that of the tensioner m. Neglecting nonlinear terms in equation (7.21 ) and 

using trigonometric relations le& to the equation of motion for the tensioner arm 

md3.n + (eiY.x (4 1- mcw,, (4 ))sin VI + (- e z w 2 . x  (O)+ mcw2.t ( a s i n  y l 2  

where 

k, = k, + k,, 

2 k, = k, / r ,  



Equations (7.23), (7.24), (7.30) - (7.32) constitute the linear equations of motion for the 

serpentine belt drive system. Since both dmping terms and gyroscopic terms exist in the 

equations and the system includes discrete and distributed elements, this system is a hybrid non- 

self-adjoint system. In Chapter 8, the eigenvalue problem governing free vibrations of the 

coupled system is formulated by neglecting the damping terms. in Chapter 9, complex modal 

anal ysis is performed and cIosed-fom solutions are obtained for this hybrid non-sel f-adjoi n t 

system for the first time. 

7.2.2 Noniinear Equations of Motion for Kelvin Viscoelastic Mode1 

Substituting the constitutive relation of Kelvin mode1 into equations (7.13), (7.19) - (7.22) and 

omitting nonlinear terms higher than the third order, the nonlinear equations of motion for the 

Kelvin viscoelastic mode1 are derived. 

For belt spans, the nonlinear equations of motion are 

rn(wi, + 2cwj,= )- ptiwi., = P,W, i = l ,2 ,3  (7.37) 

where P, can be separated into the linear componeni P,, and the nonlinear component P,, 

Pd = Pa + PwL (7.38) 

Pd, ,  = k, ( 2 3  cosv, + X2 - XI )+di O i i  COSVl + x 2  - XI (7.39) 

Pd,, = k 2 ( X 3 c o s ~ 2 + ~ 4  - x ~ ) + ~ z ~ ~ c o s Y ~  +x .~ -x? )  (7.40) 

= k 3 ( ~ i  - ~ 4 ) + ~ 3 k l  - 2 4 )  (7.4 1 ) 



The nonlinear equations of motion for the discrete elements are 

For puIley# 1 

For the tensioner ami, 

For pulley ü4 

The nonlinear equation (7.37) for the belt spans couples to equations (7.43) - (7.46) goveming 

the four discrete elements (three pulleys and the tensioner am). This set of nonlinear equations 

provides the bais for the nonlinear analysis described in Chapters 10 - 12. 



In Chapter 7, the nonlinear equations of motion for serpentine belt drive systems are derived. The 

darnping is introduced through viscoelasticity of belt materials. In this chapter, as a first step to 

tackle the original problem, the modal analysis of linear undamped serpentine belt drive system 

is performed to identify the natural frequency spectrum and to calculate the corresponding mode 

shapes. The eigenfunctions obtained hem will be used in Chapters 10 - 12 for the nonlinear 

vibration analysis of damped serpentine drive systems. 

The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the linear undamped prototypical system were calculated 

by Beikmann et al. (1996). A two-level iteration based on Holzer's method is employed to solve 

the eigenvalue problem. However, this numencai approach lacks the ability to provide an 

indication of the effect of design parameters on natural frequencies. 

In this study, the entire system is divided into two subsystems: one with a single belt and its 

motion is not coupled with the rest of the system in the linear analysis, and the other with the 

remaining components. Instead of using the iteration method, an explicit exact characteristic 

equation for natural freque~cies of the prototypical system is obtained. This c haracteristic 

equation can provide insight conceming the effect of design parameters on natural frequencies of 



the system. The response of serpentine belt drive systems to arbitrary excitations is obtained as a 

superposition of orthogonal eigenfbnctions. The exact solution without using eigenfunction 

expansion is derived when the excitations are non-resonance hannonic. 

From equations (7.23), (7.24), and (7.30) - (7.32), it is seen that for the linear analysis, the 

transverse vibration of span 3 and vibration of other components are decoupled. Thus, it is 

desirabie to divide the entire system into two subsystems: subsystem 1 which includes span 3 

only and subsystem 2 which includes ali the other parts of the system. 

For subsystem 1, the equation of motion can be rewritten in operator form 

M3w3 +G3W3 + K3w3 = F3 

where 

For subsystem 2, the equations of motion can be rewritten in matrix operator form 

W+GW+KW =F 

w here 



= f2(x9t)  f,(*qt) f 4 ( x 9 t )  f 5 ( ~ , ' )  f 6 ( ~ 9 ' )  (8 -6 )  

and the displacement vector W is composed of the displacement of belt span 1, belt span 2, three 

pulleys and the tensioner arm 

w = {w,,G.t) w2(-4 x,(') %At) % 3 ( d  z4W (8.7) 

The mass mauix operator M, stiffness rnatrix operator K, and gyroscopic matnx operator G are 

defined, respectively, as follows 

M =  

- - 
m 0 0 0 0 0  

O r n o  0  0  0  

o o m ,  O O O 

O 0 0 0  O 

0 0 0 0 m , 0  

O 0 0  O O m ,  



The presence of  boundary t ems  in G and K appears to break skew or symmetry. However. this is 

not true and the foilowing will demonstrate that matrix operator G is skew symmetric and matrix 

operator K is symmetric. 

awt aw,, (GW. W) = II' 0 ~rnc-gc~x + $~mc-w,dx -mesin y I w ,  (1, )2, + mcsin y,w2 (0)2, (8.1 I ) 
ax ax 

where 

k, +k, kt  C O S W ~  - k2 cosiyz 

-k2 I (8.13) 
k, cosy, - k, cos y, kt COS' VI + k, cos2 + k4 k~ COS lyz 

Equations (8.1 1 )  and (8.12) become, after integrating by parts, 

+ mcsin pl%, (1, )%, - mesin v,Y, ( 0 ) ~ ~  

= - (w, GW) 



From equations (8.15) and (8.16), it is concluded that matrix operator G is skew symmetric and 

matrix operator K is symmetric in the inner product definition. Therefore, the serpentine belt 

drive systern operating at non-zero axial belt speed constitutes a conservative gyroscopic system. 

The modal analysis of discrete gyroscopic systems was studied extensively (Meirovitch. 1971. 

1975). A similar study of a single axially moving span was conducted by Wickert and Mote 

(1990) and their analysis can be applied directly to subsystem 1. Thus, the modal analysis of 

subsystem 1 will no longer be discussed in this study. Instead, focus of the present study will be 

on subsystem 2. Since the serpentine belt drive system is a hybrid system consisting of both 

discrete and continuous elements, a combination of both Meirovitch's and Wickert's methods 

suggested by Beikmann et al. (1996) is employed to formulate the eigenvalue problem and to 

evaiuate the properties of the eigensolutions. 

To apply the methods of Meirovitch (1974) and Wickert and Mote (1990) to the present 

continuous/discrete system, equation (8.5) should be cast in the first order form. Defining the 

state vector and the excitation vector 



and matrix di fferential operators 

equation (8.5) becomes 

AU+BU =Q (8.2 1 ) 

Equation (8.21) is the canonical form of the equation of motion and its solution satisfies the 

appropriate boundary conditions and initial conditions. 

The inner product of two state space vectors Un and Ur is defined as 

- - 
(un. u,) = f (#inwlr + w , , ~ ,  tir + j" + W ~ , R  tiX + x;E + XTX, (8.22) 

where the overbar denotes complex conjugate. With respect to this inner product, the operator A 

and B satisfy several properties, which are the cornerstones of the subsequent analysis. First. 

operator A is symmetric, and operator B is skew symmeuic; namely. 

(AU,, u,) = (U, , AU,) (8.23) 

(BU,, u,) = -(un. BU,) (8.24) 

Second. operator A is positive definite for sufficiently low transport speed. Dynamic systerns 

described by one symmetric and one skew-symmetric operator are termed gyroscopic systems. 



The eigenvalue problem of the subsystem 2 can be studied in the context of gyroscopic dynarnic 

systems when the equation of motion is cast in the operator form. 

The separable solution 

~ ( x ,  t)  = FtekRei*'} (8.25) 

leads to the eigenvalue problem 

AnAYn + B Y n  = O  (8 -26) 

in which Ân and \Yn are cornplex. The eigensolutions satisS several properties. The eigenvalues 

are imaginary; namely, An = ion, where o, is the real oscillation frequency. Furthemore. the 

eigenfunctions Y, have the structure 

W, = y#; + l y  (8.27) 

Here, O, ( x )  is the normalized eigenfunction associated with the displacement field. which can 

be expressed as 

(x)= b,. G) #Zn (1) 2in 22. 23n 2 4 n  Y 



where @,, and &, are the nomalized eigenfunctions of transverse displacements tv,(x,r) and 

w2 (x,r). f,, . X L n ,  f S r  and 24, are nomalized eigenhnctions associated with the displacement 

of discrete components. The eigenfunctions y, satisw the orthonormality relations 

(AY,R.Y:) = a,, (8.3 1 ) 

(AYL Y:) = 6- (8.32) 

(AV:*Y:) = O  (8.33) 

(BVC Y:) = 0 (8.34) 

( B V ~ : )  = O  (8.35) 

(BW:. Y',) = @,a,, (8.36) 

8.2.2 Characteristic Equation of Eigenvalues 

Since the serpentine belt drive system is a hybrid system (part continuous and part discrete), the 

usual approaches to solve the corresponding eigenvalue problem are not applicable to this 

systems. Beikrnann et al. (1996) used Holzer's method to solve the free vibration problems. 

Holzer's method (Meirovitch, 1986) involves two iteration loops: 1 )  an "inner loop" for the 

cyclic belt span/pulleys, and 2) an "outer loop" for the tensioner a m .  The iteration solution was 

employed in both the inner loop and the outer loop and thus provide little indication of the effect 

of design parameters on natural frequencies. In the following study, instead of using the iteration 

solution, the direct solution method is used to derive the expiicit exact characteristic equation. 



It is assumed that the motion is harmonie, that is 

W, (x. t ) = #b (x)e (i = 1.2) 

Xi = f,ei" (i = 1,4) 

Substituting equations (8.37) and (8.38) into equation of motion for pulleys. eliminating el" . and 

putting those ternis including f ,, on the nght side of equations yield 

(k, + k3 - m , 0 2  k,, - k A n  - k 3 k r .  = kl COSWX~. (8.39) 

- k, f ,, + (k, + k ,  - m 2 0 2  )X2,  - k 2 t 4 ,  = (k2 cosy2 - k, COS Y ,  )&, (8.40) 

-k&, -k ,g2 ,  +(k2 +k, - m p 2 ) & ,  = - k z c o s ~ l & ,  (8.31 ) 

Sum of equations (8.39) - (8.41) leads to 

 IL +m222, + m 4 f r n  = O  (8 -42 ) 

Inserting equation (8.42) into (8.39) and (8.41) and solving the resulting equations lead to 

where 



To capture the coupling between the transverse belt motion and the tensioner arm rotation. 

general solutions for the transverse response of the belt spans must be obtained. The solution 

form used here is the one presented by Sack (1954). For M t  span 1, the eigenfunction @,,, (.Y) can 

be expressed as 

@,, ( x )  = e"'" [g, sin(ml<)+ b, cos(~rlc:)] (8.47 ) 

w here the effective wave velocity c; , the propagation speed cl of transverse wave. and the phase 

propagation velocity cl for span 1 are defined as 

Using boundary conditions &, (0) = 0 and #,, (1, ) = f,, sin W ,  to determine the integration 

constants in the eigenfunction expression (8.47) leads to 

6, = O  

Similarly, for span 2, the eigenfunction can be expressed as 

#ln ( x )  = eiulCi [a2 sin (a / CS ) + bZ COS@ I CI )] 



where the effective wave velocityc; , the propagation speed c, of transverse wave, and the phase 

propagation velocity ci for span 2 are defined as 

Appl ying the boundary condition that #,, (O) = f ,, sin (y, and &, (i2 ) = 0 . the integration 

constants in equation (8.53) can be obtained as follows 

b, = sin w,X,, 

Substituting equations (8.43) - (8.45), (8.47) and (8.53) into the equation of motion for tensioner 

an-n yields the characteristic equation for eigenvalues of the system 

From equation (8.59), it is not difficult to study effects of different parameters on eigenvalues of 

the system. For the rotationally dominant modes, since the first two terms on the left side of the 



characteristic equations are much smaller than the remaining terms, the natural frequencies are 

mainly detennined by the axial stiffhess, masses and the tensioner arm orientation. Therefore. the 

natural frequency should be weak functions of the translating speed. For transversely dominant 

modes. since cot(d,/c:) or cot(&lc;) is very large, the natural frequencies are mainly 

determined by the span tension and the translating speed. Thus. the natural frequencies are 

expected to decrease significantly with the speed. For the lower order transversely dominant 

modes, the axial stiffhess, masses and the tensioner a m  orientation have some effect on the 

natural frequencies whiIe for the higher order modes, the natural frequencies are atmost 

independent on masses of the discrete components and the tensioner arm orientation. 

The characteristic equation (8.59) is a nonlinear equation which can be solved numerically. The 

approach proposed for the analysis of the three-pulley system is readily extended to more 

complex belt cirive systerns involving multiple accessories. After having eigenvalues of the 

system, the corresponding eigenfunctions can be obtained by substituting these eigenvalues into 

equations (8.43) - (8.45), (8.47) and (8.53). It is noted that both the amplitudes of the complex 

eigenfunctions of the belt spans and the amplitudes of the real eigenvectors of the discretr 

components depend on the norrnalization. 

The response of a single belt subjected to general excitations and initial conditions was obtained 

by Wicken and Mote (1990). In this study, modal analysis method for a single belt is extended to 



the hybrid subsystem 2 while the response of subsystem 1 c m  be directly calculated using the 

resuIts given by Wickert and Mote (1990). 

Consider the expansion 

as the solution of equation (8.21). The components 

(8.60) 

{:(t)  and 5; ( t )  of the generalized 

coordinates are real. and it is assumed that the expansion is complete. Substituting equation 

(8.60) into (8.21), forming an inner product with ( W ~  y() and using the orthonormality 

conditions lead to the following equations of motion for modal coordinates 

S;:-on5: = 9:(t) (8.6 1 ) 

5': + 0.5: = 4 3 )  (8 -62) 

where 

The solutions of equations (8.61) and (8.62) are given as follows 

where the initiai values of the modal coordinates are 



c: (0) = (AU,? y::) 

5: (0) = (AU,, y:) 

Fol lowing equation (MO), the field variable expansion becomes 

In the previous section, the response of serpentine belt drive systems to arbitrary excitation is 

obtained using the eigenfunction expansion method. This result is obviously applicable to the 

steady state response of the system subjected to non-tesonance harmonic excitations. However. 

since the expression is in terms of the linear mode shapes, it is not easy to use in the direct 

perturbation analysis for nonlinear systems. Explicit exact expression for the steady state 

response is still preferred. 

Assume that the harmonic excitations are in the forrn 

F = WxJ) f h J )  f3(xJ) f4(xJ) f&J) f k )  )Te'" (8 -70) 

where w is the excitation frequency. The steady state response of the system is also harmonic 

with the same oscillation frequency 

w = W4 Md a a, a3 2 J e l m  (8.7 I ) 

Substituting equations (8.70) and (8.71) into equation of motion of belt span 1 from equation 

(8.5) and eliminating elm yield the following two-point boundary-value problem 



0, (O)= 0 

Q I  (1, )= X ,  s w ,  

The generd solution of equation (8.72) is 

0,  (x)=  eimt4 [a, sin(ua,/c;)+b, cos(m/c; ) ]+&,  ( x )  (8.75) 

where 6, ( x )  is the particular solution of equation (8.72). Applying boundary conditions. the 

integration constants in equation (8.75) can be obtained as 

b, = 4, (0) 

Similady, for span 2, the spatial dependence function is given as follows 

@,(x)  = eiUtci [a, s in(m/c i )+  b, cos(riald)]+ &2 (x) 

w i th boundary conditions 

@,(O) = z3 s i n ~ ?  (8.79) 

@2(4)=0 (8.80) 

where b2 ( x )  is the particular solution. The integration constants al and are obtained by using 

the boundary conditions: 

- Q> ([ 1 c; 

a2 = 2 2 - k3 sin 1,5 - Q~ (o))co~(o~~ ICI  ) sin(d2 /ci) 



lnserting equations (8.75) and (8.78) for belt spans into the equation of motion (8.5) for the 

tensioner arm, the terms involving wl and w2 cm be simplified u 

w here 

Substituting equations (8.83) and (8.84) into the equation of motion of the tensioner m. 

rewriting the resulting equation and the three equations of motion for pulleys into matrix fom. 

and eliminating e'" lead to the following algebraic equation 

w here 

-k, k1 + k2 k, cosy ,  - k, cosy, 
~ ~ ~ = / - k ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  k ~ ~ o s ~ ~ - k ~ c o s ~ ~  k33 



Substituting the solution of equation (8.87) into (8.75) and (8.78), the explici t exact expression 

for the response of the serpentine belt drive system is derived. It is noted that the solution 

procedure does not involve eigenfunction expansion. The solution in this form is very convenient 

to be used in the direct perturbation andysis of the corresponding nonlinear problem. 

8.5 NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

in this section, numerical results of natural frequencies and linear forced vibration response of 

serpentine belt drive systems are presented. Effects of the transport speed and the tensioner arm 

orientation on natural frequencies are discussed. 

Figure 8.1 : The three-pulley serpentine belt drive system 

Two prototypical systems simuiated are identical to those proposed by Beikrnann et al. ( 1  996) 

where natural frequencies of the two systerns were calculated using the iteration approach. in this 

study, natural frequencies are obtained directly from the characteristic equation and the response 

is calculated from the exact closed-form expressions. The physical properties are shown in Table 



8.1. The baseline system shown in Figure 8.1 has a first rotationally dominant mode frequency 

nearly twice that of the first transverse mode of span 3. The modified system is identicai to the 

first, except for the addition of a 0.076kg mass to the tensioner am.  

Table 8.1: The physicd properties of the prototypical system 

1 Pulley 1 1 Pulley 2 1 Tensioner ami 1 Pulley 4 1 'pin 
Coordinates 

The error function of the characteristic equation (8.59) is plotted against the frequency in Figure 

8.2. It is seen that the transversely dominant natural frequencies are nearly equal to those of the 

fixed-fixed span. This is because the belt mass is smdl compared to the discrete masses. In this 

case, numerical problems occur for the iteration method due to the singularity. Andysis in 

clockwise and counter-cloçkwise is needed to ensure that no naturd frequency is missed. 

However, from the expiicit characteristic equation, ail the eigenvalues can be obtained without 

any numericai difficulties. 

Radii l (ml 
Rotational Inertia 

(kg- m' ) 

Other Physical 
Properties 

Cornparison of natural frequencies among those obtained from experiment (Beikmann et al.. 

1996), Hotzer's method (Beikmann et al., 1996) and the approach proposed in this study is 

shown in Table 8.2 and Table 8.3. It can be seen that comlation among three methods is quite 

good. The first mode, for both systems, is dorninated by span 3 vibration. Since there is no 

(0.5525.0.0556) (0.3477.0.057 1 5 )  (0.2508.0.0635) 1 (0.0,O.O) 

0.0889 

0.07248 

Belt modulus: EA=170000 N, m a .  1029 kg/m, 
Tensioner Spring Constant: k, = 54.37 N-mirad, 

Tensioner Pulley Mass: 0.302 kg (baseline) 0.378 kg (modified) 

0.0452 

0.00293 

0.097 

0.001 165 

0.02697 

0.000293 



coupling between the transverse vibration of span 3 and pulley rotations, the change of properties 

of subsystem 2 does not alter the natural fkquency of span 3. This is demonstrated by the 

negligible difference in the fundamentai natural frequency of span3 between the baseline and 

modified systems. The second mode is the vibration dominated by span 2. It has a frequency of 

50.53Hz in the baseline system and 50.27 Hz in the modified system. 

Table 8.2: Comparison of the natural frequency of the baseline system at zero speed 

Experimental 
Mode # 

1 1 33.0 1 32.03 1 32.03 1 1 Mode, Span 3 

Characteristic equation 

(W 

2 1 51.75 1 50.52 1 50.53 1 1 Mode, Span 2 

Dominant mode 

5 1 N/A 1 NIA 1 1 14.19 

3 

4 

- p-~p - -  . 

6 NIA NIA 1 153.75 3rd Mode, Span 2 

N/A 1 218.51 1 2nd Mode. Rotational 

62.5 

NIA 

Table 8.3: Comparison of the natural frequency of the modified system at zero speed 

Experimental 
Mode # 

62.22 

NIA 

62.18 

102.50 

-- - -  

4 

5 

6 

7 

1 " Rotational 

znd mode, Span 2 

Characteristic equation 

(Hz) 
Dominant mode 

50.27 

58.57 
- 

N/A 

NIA 

NIA 

NIA 

1" Mode, Span 2 

1 " Rotationai 
- -- -- 

102.50 

1 14.19 

153.75 

203.19 

-- - - - 

NIA 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

2nd mode . Span 2 

1" Mode, Span 1 

3* Mode, Span 2 

2nd Mode, Rotational 



The third mode is dominated by the tensioner arm rotation. It has a natural frequency of 62.18 Hz 

in the baseline system and 58.27 Hz in the modified system. This demonstrates the significant 

effect of the mass on the natural frequency of this mode. The vibration mode shapes of the 

baseline system are s h o w  in Figure 8.3 and Figure 8.4. As predicated in the modal analysis. 

there is a significant coupling between the span's transverse vibration and the tensioner  MI 

rotational vibration as shown in Figures 8.3 and 8.4. 

Table 8.4: Effect of the tensioner arm orientation on the natural frequency (Hz) of 

the baseline system at zero speed 

The effect of the tensioner a m  orientation on natural fiequencies is shown in Table 4. It can be 

seen that the tensioner arm orientation has a significant effect on the rotationally dominant mode 

while it has less effect on the transverseiy dominant mode for zero speed. From the characteristic 

equation, it is seen that the tensioner ami orientation affects the tensioner stiffness and the 

coupling between the tensioner arm and the transverse span motion. Therefore, the tensioner a m  

orientation influences rotationally dominant modes signitïcantly. With the increase of the 

translating speed, the tensioner arm orientation will change the span tensions and thus will 

significantl y affect the natural frequency of transvenely dominant modes. 
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Mode # 

1 

(YI. W.) 

(45.78'. 91.26') 
32.03 

(53.2g0,83.76') 
32.03 

(49.54',87.~ 1 ' )  

32.03 

(60.79'. 76.26') 

32.03 



The effect of the translating speed on the natural frequencies of single moving belt has ken  

studied extensively (Beikrnann et al., 1996, Moon and Wickert, 1997). However, for the whole 

serpentine belt drive system where the coupling between pulleys and belt spans exists, this effect 

need hrther considered. Beikmann et al. (1996) investigated this effect using experimental and 

numerical method. In this study, the relation between the translating speed and natural 

frequencies are obtained directty from the characteristic equation (8.59).  Figure 8.5 illustrates the 

relation beiween namal frequencies and the engine speed for the baseline system and the 

modified system, respectively. Higher order transversely dominant mode frequencies are not 

shown in Figure 8.5 since they are simply integer times of the first transversely dominant mode 

frequency of spanl or span2. It is evident that the natural frequencies of rotationally dominant 

modes remain nearly constant while those of uansversely dominant modes decrease with the 

speed. These results agree very well with the conclusions by Beikmann et al. (1996). It is noted 

that there are some irregularities for the second rotationally dominant mode. This is because at 

some operating speeds, a higher order transversely dominant mode frequency which is not shown 

in Figure 8.5 approaches that of the second rotationally dominant mode. This is termed "cums 

veering" and indicates large and complementary changes in the associated modes. From the 

characteristic equation (8.59), it can be seen that one of the first two terrns on the left side of 

equation (8 .59)  becomes not negligible at curve veering, which result in some irregularities at 

some speeds. 

The steady state responses of the serpentine belt system subjected to a harmonic excitation are 

shown in Figure 8.6 to Figure 8.8. The excitation is imposed on puliey 4 with the amplitude of 

excitation 2.697 N-m and the excitation frequency 124.36 Hz. Figure 8.6 and Figure 8.7 show 3- 



D diagrarns for the response of span 1 and span 2 with respect to time t and space x and Figure 

8.8 shows the response of discrete components. It is seen that the response of span 1 at x=O is 

zero while it is not equal to zero at the other end due to the coupling with the tensioner a m .  The 

response of span 2 at xzO is not equal to zero. The response of the tensioner arm is the largest 

compared with that of other pulleys. It is noted that for the linear model, when the excitation 

frequency is not equal to the natural frequency of the system, the dynamic response is very small. 

However, for the nonlinear model, under the condition of the internai resonance, the response 

may be very large. 

8.6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The modal analysis of the linear prototypical serpentine beIt drive system is performed in this 

study. The entire system is divided into two subsystems: subsystem 1 with belt span 3 only and 

subsystem 2 with other components. In the linear analysis, the equations of motion of these two 

subsystems are uncoupled. Therefore, it is convenient to deal with these two systems separately. 

AIthough the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the prototypical system were catculated in 

previous study (Beikmann et al., I996), it is not convenient to investigate the effects of different 

parameters on eigenvalues since an iteration approach is employed. in this study, the explicit 

exact characteristic equation for eigenvalue is derived without using the iteration approach. From 

the characteristic equation, the following two concIusions about the effect of the design 

parameters on natural frequencies can be drawn: 

1) The translating speed has a significant effect on natural frequencies of transversely dominant 
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modes while it has less effect on those of rotationally dominant modes. The natural 

frequencies of transversely dominant modes decrease with the increase of translating speed. 

2) The tensioner arm orientation influences natural frequency of rotationally dominant modes 

greatly. At lower translating speed, the effect of the tensioner arrn on transversely dominant 

modes is small. With the increase of the translating speed, this effect also increases. 

The response of serpentine beit drive systern subjected to arbitrary excitations is represented as a 

superposition of orthogonal eigenfunctions. When the excitations are non-resonance harmonie. 

the explicit exact solution without using eigenfunction expansion is derived. This kind of 

expression is particularly useful in the direct perturbation analysis of the corresponding nonlinear 

problems. 
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Figure 8.2: Error function of the characteristic equation for eigenvalues 



Figure 8.3: Transverse vibration mode of span 2 of the baseline system (50.53Hz) 

- mode shape ----- baseline system 

Figure 8.4: Rotational vibration mode of the baseline system (62.18 Hz) 

- mode shape ----- baseline system 
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Figure 8.5: Relations between natural fiequencies and the engine speed 
A: the baseline system B: the modified system 

O: mode 2 A: mode 3 V: mode 4 0: mode 5 +: mode 6 x: mode 7 



Figure 8.6: The steady state response of span 1 

-- se 
Figure 8.7: The steady state response of span 2 



Figure 8.8: The steady state responses of discrete components 

O Pulley 1 x Pulley 2 + Tensimer arm A Pulley4 



In Chapter 8, the modal anaiysis is performed for linear undarnped serpentine belt drives. In this 

chapter, the damping introduced by viscoelasticity of belt materials is considered. In this case. 

the serpentine belt drive of interest is a hybrid, gyroscopic and darnped system. Any system with 

combined effects of damping and gyroscopic forces belongs to a class of non-self-adjoint 

systems. The modal analysis proposed in Chapter 8 is not valid for a non-seIf-adjoint belt drive 

system since the eigenfunctions are not orthogonal to the operators. An approach to solve this 

problem is to use the bi-orthogonal state space eigenfunctions, which has to estîmate the adjoint 

state space eigenfunctions whose physical meaning has not been well classified (Pesterev and 

Bergman, 1998). Only in a few special cases, the closed-form eigenfunctions of the adjoint 

system can be obtained. 

In the present chapter, the complex modal analysis method is extended to the hybrid linear non- 

self-adjoint mode1 of serpeatine belt drive systems for the first time. The adjoint eigenfunctions 

are acquired in terms of the mode shapes of an auxiliary hybrid system. The explicit closed-form 

characteristic equation for eigenvalues and exact closed-form solution for dynamic response of 

non-self-adjoint hybrid serpentine belt drive systems are given. 



The equations of motion of a linear viscoelastic serpentine belt drive system are denved in 

Chapter 7. The damping terms introduced by Kelvin viscoelastic mode1 have the sarne 

formulation as that of viscous damping. As in Chapter 8, the entire hybnd serpentine belt drive 

system is divided into two subsystems: subsystem 1 which includes span 3 only and subsystem 2 

which includes al1 the other parts of the system. Since the linear vibration of subsystem I and 

subsystem 2 is decoupled, only subsystem 2 is considered here. 

For subsystem 2, the equations of motion can be rewritten in matrix operator form 

MW+(D+G)W+KW =F 

with boundary condition 

where matrix M, G, and K. and vectors W and F are defined in Chapter 8. Damping matrix D is 

defined as follows 

r 
O O O O O O 

O O O O O O 
O O d , + d ,  -4 - d ,  cos y ,  - 4 
O O -4 4 +d,  d l  COS v ,  - d2 COS @yZ - d, 

O O -d l  cosy, d ,  cosy,-d,cosy, d , c o s 2 ~ ,  + d 2 c ~ s 2 @ y t + d 4  dzCOSiY2  

O O - -4 -4 dz COS d2  +d ,  

To appl y the complex modal anal ysis method to the present non-conservative continuous- 

discrete system, equation (9.1) should be cast in the first order form: 



u twrr !hc \talc vcctor and the excitation vector are defined as 

~ n d  mritrix differential operators A and B are defined as 

Equation (9.5) is the canonical forrn of  the equations of  motion and its solution satisfies the 

appropriate boundary conditions and initial conditions. 

For the two arbitrary vectors 

With respect to this inner product, the matrix operator B is non-self-adjoint since both damping 

and gyroscopic terms exist in the equations of motion. Thenfore. the adjoint eigenvalue problem 

has to be solved. 



For the distributed system, Yang (1996) showed that the adjoint eigenfunctions is related to the 

mode shapes of the original system. In this study, the relation between the eigenvaiue problem of 

the adjoint system and that of the original system is studied for the hybrïd serpentine bett drive 

system. 

9.2.1 Formulation of the Adjoint Eigenvalue Problem 

The eigenvalue problem associated with equation (9.5) is 

BY, = AnAYn 

where A, E C is the nth the eigenvalue and Y, is the nth state space eigenfunction. Note thnt 

A, is not pure imaginary due to the presence of darnping while A, is pure imaginary for 

undamped gyroscopic system. In Iight of equation (9.6), the complex eigenfunctions V, have 

the structure 

v n = { u n  *.y (9.14) 

i = @ln ( 1  @ ~ n  X l n  f t 2 n  X 3 n  X d n  I (9.15) 

Here, +, is the physicd space eigenfunction satisfying the following eigenvalue problem 

[.M+AJD+G)+K]+, = O  (9.16) 

The adjoint eigenvaiue problem to equation (9.13) is defined as 

B'ï, = &AT, 



where the astensk * denotes adjoint operator and î, is the nth eigenfunction of the adjoint 

hybrid system in the state space which is in the fonn of 

rn ={% @,J (9.18) 

en = h. (4 <ph (1) z,, x'. x~. z4= 1 (9.19) 

Since A is a constant symmetric mauix. the adjoint differential operator A' is equal to A. The 

adjoint differentid operator Bo can be determined from the definition of adjoint problems 

(Roach, 1982): 

( T ~ , B Y ~ ) = ( B ' ~ ~ . \ Y , )  (9.20) 

Substituting equation (9.9) and (9.14) into the left side of equation (9.20) and integrating by pans 

yieid 

Express B ' in the following form: 

where BI ,  , B ,:, B ,, and B, are spatial operaton to be determined. Inserting equation (9.22) 

into the right side of equation (9.20) leads to 



Comparing the corresponding ternis in equations (9.21) and (9.23), the following relations are 

derived 

BI, =-(D-G) (9.23) 

B,, = 1 (9.25) 

B,, =-K (9.26) 

B, = O  (9.27) 

01i (0) = 0 (9.28) 

 ri (11 ) = X l i  sin VI (9.29) 

0 2 i  (0) = 23i sin y l 2  (9.30) 

~ 2 i ( ' 2 ) = 0  (9.3 1 ) 

Note that adjoint physical space eigenfunction cp, satisfies the same boundary condition as the 

eigenfunction @, for the serpentine belt drive system. From equations (9.24) - (9.27), the adjoint 

differential operator B' is given by 

9.2.2 Physical Meaning of Adjoint Eigenfunctions 

The physical meaning of adjoint eigenfunctions is not clear for systems with combined effects of 

damping and gyroscopic force. Extending a recent study on adjoint eigenfurictions of distnbuted 



systems (Yang, 1996), the following discussion shows that the adjoint eigenfunctions can be 

obtained in terms of the mode shapes of an auxiliary system. 

Substituting equation (9.18) into (9.17) yields 

KM + X ,  (D-G)+ ~ k ,  = O 

Note that cp, is the eigenfunction of the adjoint eigenvalue problem to equation (9.16). As 

defined in Chapter 8, the stiffhess and gyroscopic matrix operators are dependent on the 

translating speed c of belts with the properties 

K = K(C) = K(- C )  (9.35) 

G = G(C)  = -G(- c )  (9.36) 

Define an auxiliary system 

MI% +(D+G(-c))w + K ~ I  = F 

with boundary conditions 

w here 

fi={', ( ~ 9 ' )  ' ~ ( x T ' )  Zl(') Z3(') X j ( f )  X~( ' )Y  (9.40) 

The auxiliary system actually is the same as the original system represented by equation (9.1 ) 

except for that its transport speed is in the opposite direction. The eigenvalue problem of the 

auxiiiary system is 



where &, and i$, are the nth eigenvalue and nth eigenfunction of the auxiliary system. Ir is seen 

that solutions of the eigenvalue problem (9.33) and (9.4 1) are in the relationships 

- - 
A,, = À. (9.42) 

9. = *. (9.43 ) 

Therefore, the adjoint eigenfunction Q, is the mode shape of the auxiliary system (9.37). This 

conclusion provides an easy way to estimate the adjoint state space eigenfunctions. 

The state space eigenfunctions of the original and the adjoint systerns are in the bi-orthogonaiity 

relations 

( ~ ; , B \ Y  ,) = Xj6, (9.44) 

(~;,AY ,)=a, (9.45) 

The above equations are proved as follows. The inner product of equation (9.13) with T, is 

(ri. BI ,) =(ri. Â,AY ,) (9.46 ) 

and the inner product of equation (9.17) with Y, is 

( B * ~ , . Y , ) = ~ ( A * ~ ~ . Y , )  

According to the definition of adjoint operators equation (9.20), the adjoint operator A' and B. 

satisfy the following equations 



( ï i , ~ ~ , > = ( ~ ' T i , ~ j )  

(T~.BY , )= (B'T~ ,P , )  

Subtracting equation (9.46) from (9.47) and using equations (9.48) and (9.49) Iead to 

(Xi - ~ ~ ï i , ~ ~ , ) = 0  (9.50) 

By assumption, the eigenvalues & and are distinct. Hence, equation (9.50) cm be satisfied if 

and only if 

(T~.AY,)=O (9.5 i ) 

Equation (9.5 1) represents the bi-orthogonality relation of state space eigenfunctions of hybrid 

serpentine drive systems. Substituting equation (9.51) into (9.46), it can be shown that the state 

space eigenfunctions satisfy a second bi-orthogonality relation, namely, 

(ri,sul , ) =O  (9.52) 

If an eigenvalue has multiplicity rn, then there are exactly rn eigenfunctions belonging to the 

repeated eigenvaiue. and these eigenfunctions are generally not orthogonal to one another. 

aithough they are independent and orthogonal to the remaining eigenfunctions of the hybrid 

system. However. independent functions can be orthogonalized by using the Schmidt 

orthogonalization procedure. 

Note that the eigenvalue problems, equation (9.13) and (9.17), are homogeneous. Thus only the 

shape of the eigenfunctions is unique and the amplitude is arbitrary. This arbitrariness c m  be 

removed through normdization. A mathematically convenient normdization scheme is given by 



where 

In Chapter 8, the explicit exact charactenstic equation of undarnped serpentine belt drive systems 

is derived. In this chapter, the same approach is employed to determine the eigenvalues and 

eigenfunctions of damped serpentine belt drive systems. The eigenfunctions of the corresponding 

adjoint system are also derived in terms of the proposed auxiliary system. 

9.4.1 Eigenvalues and Eigenfunctions of the Serpentine Belt Drive S ystem 

It is assumed that the motion of the serpentine belt drive system is in the form 

W =$ne 4t 



Substituting equation (9.57) into equations of pulleys from equation (9.1) without the force 

ternis. eliminating ek*, and putting those tems including z3, on the nght of equations yield 

Sum of equations (9.58) - (9.60) leads to 

Inserting equation (9.61) into (9.58) and (9.60) and solving the resulting equations yieid 

Xin = W i n  (9.62) 

w here 

m - A(&, + d2Ân )- ni' +m4 
(k, + d 3 Â n ) - ~ A ~  '[k, + d , & ) c o s ~ ,  

2 C ,  = 
m2 m2 J 

A 



+ d,nn )- (k, + d , ~ ,  ) + d,A, )- (k, + 44, ) 

For bel< span 1 .  the eigenfunction ( x )  can be expressed as 

Using boundary conditions #,,, (0) = 0 and el, (1, ) = X,, sin y, to determine the integration 

constants in the eigenfunction expression (9.69) leads to 

Similarly, for span 2, the eigenfunction can be expressed as 

Applying the boundary conditions An (O) = 2," sin y, and #,, (1,) = 0 ,  the integration constants 

in equation (9.72) can be obtained as follows 



Substituting equations (9.62) - (9.64), (9.69) and (9.72) into the equation of motion (9.1) for 

tensioner a m  y ields the characteristic equation for eigenvalues of the darnped serpentine bel t 

drive system 

9.4.2 Eigenfunctions of the Adjoint System 

As discussed in Section 9.2, the eigenfunctions of the adjoint system are the mode shapes of the 

auxiliary system, which is the same as the original system but with its transport speed in the 

opposite direction. 

After calculating the eigenvalue An of the original system, replacing with in equations 

(9.62) - (9.64) yields the modal shapes of discrete elements, 

Z t n  = c 1 3 ~ 3 n  

'I 

R 2 n  = CU X 3 n  



Since the transporr speed of the auxiliary system is in the opposite direction, the eigenfunction 

cp,,, ( x )  cm be expressed as 

Note that formulation of the eigenfûnctions of the auxiliary system is the same as that of the 

original system except that the phase propagation velocity cl, is minus. Using boundary 

conditions p,. (O) = 0 and cp,, (1, ) = X3, sin y, to detennine the integration constants in the 

eigenfunction expression (9.79) leads to 

Similarly, for span 2 of the auxiliary system, the eigenfunction can be expressed as 

Applying the boundary condition q2,, (O)= X3,  sin (y, and ( 1 2 )  = O.  the integration constants 

in equation (9.82) cm be obtained as follows 



9.5 MODAL EXPANSION REPRESENTATION FOR THE DYNAMK RESPONSE 

The modal expansion theorem lays a foundation for developing series solutions rnethod for 

h y bnd non-sel f-adjoint s ystems. Consider the expansion 

as the solution of equation (9.5) and it is assumed that 

(9.85) 

the expansion is cornpiete. Substituting 

equation (9.85) into ( 9 3 ,  forming an inner produçt with ï, and using the bi-orthonormality 

conditions lead to the following equations of motion for modal coordinates 

5. =X&+4n(t )  n = 1 , 2 , - - -  (9.86) 

where 

Representing cornplex values in the standard f m  5, = 5: + ie: , q, = qt + iqi , T, = rn + X': 

and denoting An = an + ion, equation (9.86) can be rewrïtten as two real equations as 

5'; = an<." + a.5. + 4: (1) (9.88) 

5. = -an<: + Q ~ C :  f 4>1(') (9.89) 

Camparing equations (9.88) and (9.89) for non-self-adjoint systems with equations (8.61) and 

(8.62) for undamped systems shows that additional ternis ane: and an<: related to damping 

occur in the mode equations. The solutions of equation (9.88) and (9.89) are given as follows 



where the initial values of the modal coordinates are 

5."(0)= (r:. AU,) 

5.' (0) = (r:, AU,) 

Following equation (9.85). the field variable expansion becomes 

9.6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The complex modal method is applied to hybrid non-self-adjoint serpentine belt drive systems. 

A relationship between the adjoint state space eigenfunctions and the original mode shapes is 

established. This relationship makes it possible to represent the adjoint eigenfunctions with the 

equations of motion for an auxiliary system. The dynamic responses of a non-self-adjoint system 

subjected to arbitrary disturbance and initial conditions are obtained in modal expansion 

expression. The major conclusions of this study include: 

1 )  The eigenvalue of non-self-adjoint system is not pure imaginary, which is different from 

undamped serpentine belt drive systems. 

2) The eigenfunctions of the adjoint system are the modal shapes of the auxiliary systern, which 

is the sarne as the original system but with its transport speed in the opposite direction 

3) The state space eigenfunctions of original system and the corresponding adjoint system are in  

the bi-orthogonality relations. 



The current chapter deals with the nonlinear vibration of elastic serpentine belt drive systems 

using discretization multiple scales method. in the serpentine belt drives, nonlinear interactions 

between rotational and transverse vibrations could cause large parametric resonance, which 

seriously impacts the noise and vibration performance of vehicles. Therefore, it is very important 

to predict the excitation threshold levels of parametric resonance and provide recommendations 

to reduce vibration levels. 

Beikmann e.t al. (1996) used Runge-Kutta method to calculate the nonlinear response of 

serpentine belt drives. Although the numerical integration method can provide the trends of 

nonlinear responses, it c m  not provide a basic understanding of parametric resonance and the 

existence of multiple Iimit cycles. 

In this chapter, belt material is considered tu be linear elastic and modal damping is introduced to 

capture the energy dissipation of the system. The equation of motion is cast into a system of first 

order equations and suitable orthogonal basis hinctions are chosen to discretize the equations. 

The method of multiple scales is then used to treat the resulting ordinary differential equations. 



The cases of both one-to-one and two-to-one intemal resonances combined with a primary 

external resonance are considered. Solutions for the amplitude of non-trivial lirnit cycles are 

obtained. It is shown that quadratic nonlinearity terms in the equations affect the behavior of the 

system significantly. Effects of excitation frequencies, excitation amplitudes and modal damping 

on dynamic responses are investigated. Stability analyses of the amplitude and phase modulation 

equations are performed. 

A prototypical serpentine belt drive system developed by Beikrnann et al. (1996) shown in 

Figure 7.1 is used in the present study. The complete derivation of equations of motion for this 

mode1 is given in Chapter 7. However, the viscoelasticity is not included in this chapter to 

simplify the problem. Instead, modal damping is introduced to capture the energy dissipation of 

the system. The nonlinear equations of motion for the belt spans couple to those governing the 

four discrete elements (three pulleys and the tensioner arm). As shown by Beikmann et c d .  

(1996), for linear analysis, the transverse vibration of span 3 and the vibration of other 

components are decoupled. Thus, it is desirable to divide the entire system into two subsysterns: 

subsystem 1 which includes span 3 only and subsystem 2 which includes al1 the other 

components of the whole system. 

10.1.1 Symbolic Form of Equations of Motion for Subsystem 1 and Subsystem 2 

For subsystem 1, the equation of motion is compactly written in the operator f o m  as 
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with boundary conditions 

w,(o,t) = O q ( 1 3 , r )  = O 

w here 

For subsystem 2, the equations of motion can be rewritten in the operator form as 

MW+GW+KW=F 

with boundaries 

w1 (oJ) = O wl(bt) = ~ 3 b ) ~ ~ ~ ~ 1  

where the vector F includes dl non-homogeneous and nonlinear terms: 

F,, = M ,  /q results from the applied dynamic moment on pulley i, and the total dynamic 

tension Pd in each span can be separated into the linear component P, and the nonlinear 

component PM 

w here 



10.1.2 Modal Expansion 

Following Beikmann et al. (1996), it is assumed that the eigenfunctions are complete, i.e.. any 

arbitrary function in the domain of interest can be written in terms of the infinite sum of those 

eigenfunctions. Under this assumption, the response of the system c m  be expressed as 

where qm ( x )  and $,, (1) are the eigenfunctions of subsystem 1 and subsystem 2, CnR and j,' are 

the real and imaginary components of the modal coordinate 6, . and qf. V; are the and 

irnaginary components of the modal cwrdinate q,, . 

The orthogonal propexties (see Chapter 8) of the eigenfunctions are then used to diagonalize the 

linear terms in the equations of motion. Substituting equations (10.1 1) and (10.12) into equations 

( 10.1 ) and (10.4), taking the inner product with vectors ( e i ~ ,  (P: and ($,R, +: respectively. 

and applying the orthogonal conditions yield 

R 5': -wn5. = 4. - 2 F ~ 5 . "  

1 C.' + a.5. = 4. 

R R i l  - Liil= qm3 - 2Cmr2,i1, 



I i + A.7: = 4,i (10.16) 

where c, and <, are modal damping, dm is the mth order frequency of the subsystem 1 ,  on is 

the nth order frequency of the subsystem 2, and 

R 
<In = * n  'dl f el!. ~ 1 . ~ ~  - ' d 2  % #in ~ 2 . x ~ ~  (10.17) 

1 Note that each term of q:, q i ,  qt3, and q,, contain different modal coordinates. which appear 

in the curvature and dynarnic tension terms in equation (10.10). These terms provide modal 

coupling. Furthemore, since the dynamic tensions contain linear and quadratic terms, d. q n .  
R 1 qm3 , and 4,; will contain quadratic and cubic nonlinearities. 

10.1.3 The Two Mode Expansion 

In this study, the cases of one-to-one and two-to-one internai resonances combined with a 

primary extemal resonance are considered. Thus, only the eigenfunctions of those modes 

involving intemal resonance occur in the expression of solutions. Therefore, q f .  qi , 4:, , and 

1 q,, in equations ( 10.17) - (1 0.20) cm be expressed as follows 









Inspecting equations (10.21) - (10.24) for the modal coordinates reveals which modal frequency 

ratios can produce internal resonances. An internal resonance arises for two modes, n and rn, 

when the nonlinear tenns qf and q: have a dominant frequency a,, and the nonlinear terms 

R I q,, and q,,,, have a dominant frequency A,,, . Such a pair of modes can exchange energy and 

interact strongly. Significant energy exchange between modes may still occur under slight 

interna1 detuning. In the following study, the method of multiple scales will be employed to 

investigate these interactions between different modes due to the nonlinearities. 

It is evident from equations (10.21) - (10.24) that the discretized equations of motion of 

serpentine belt drive systems involve quadratic and cubic nonlinearities. Therefore, up to third 

order approximation is needed for the multiple scales method. The solutions for {P, 5,'. & , 



9.' =E~:(T~,T,,T~)+E~~:~(T~.~ ,T~)+&~~$(T~,&,T~)+.-- ( 10.54) 

17: =W~~(T,,T,,T~)+&'~~~(T~~~,~~)+E~~:~(T~,~.T~)+--- ( 10.55) 

11: =w:,(T~.T, ,T~)+€'V:~(T~,~ ,TZ)+&~~):~(TO~T~,T~)+--. ( 10.56) 

where E is a small dimensionless measure of the response amplitude used as a bookkeeping 

device; T, = t is the fast-time scale whereas 7; = n and T2 are the slow-time scales. The 

time derivatives can be written in terms of T,, as follows 

a a -=- a a +&-+e2-+.-• 
at a& al; 37, 

The darnping and forcing terms are ordered so  that they counter the effect of the nonlinear ternis: 

that is 

Substituting equations (10.53) - (10.59) into equations (10.21) - (10.24) and equating 

coefficients of like powers of e yield 

First order 

Second order 



w here 

N~~ = g ,k$  )L + g26:5:~ ( 10.64) 

(9' N~~ = g7 Q:I )Z + g 8 5 ~ ~ : i  + 89(5:1 )t + B I O ~ : R I  )t + ~ I I V : I V ~ I ~  g 1 2  qml ( 10.65) 

R R 
NQ3 = hiCni?tmi + h,6$q:i ( 10.66) 

R R 
NQ4 = h75nlqmi + hsP:q:i ( 10.67) 

Third order 

where 



The first order solutior? is 

111, = B, (T, , T2 )eikTO + cc 

q:, = ~ B , ( T , , T , ) ~ ' ~ "  +cc 

10.78) 

10.79) 

where cc stands for the complex conjugate of the preceding terms and A,, and B, are complex 

functions yet to be detennined. 

When one of the frequencies of subsystem 1 is near one of the frequencies of subsystem 2. a one- 

to-one intemal resonance will occur. To quantitatively describe a p n m q  extemai resonance and 

a one-to-one interna1 resonance, introduce two detuning parameters a, and O, defined by 

2 
0, =A,  +E O1 ( 10.80) 

R =a, +€'a, (10.81) 

where SL is the frequency of excitation force. 



10.3.1 Solvability Condition of the Second Oder Equations 

For one-to-one intemal resonance, since there is no secular term ansing from Ne,.  Nez, Np> 

and Ne, , the solvability conditions for equations (10.62) and ( 10.63) are obtained by eliminating 

the secular terms 

that is 

Therefore, A,, = A,,@,) and B, = B,(T,) only. This shows that for one-to-one interna1 

resonance, there is no = a dependence. 

10.3.2 The Second Order Solutions 

After eliminating the secular terms, the solutions of the second order equations (10.62) and 

( 10.63) can be obtained as 



where 





EIirninating the secular terms in equations (10.68) - (10.71) leads t~ the following solvability 

conditions: 

10.3.4 Modulation Equations and Steady State Solutions 

From equations ( 10.1 18) and ( 10.1 19). the modulation equations for the complex ampli tudes A, 

and B, are obtained as 

where 



Express the complex amplitudes 4 and B, in the polar form 

Substituting this polar fom into equations (10.120) and (1 0.12 1 ), and separating the resulting 

equations into real and imaginary parts, the first order differential equations for the amplitudes 

and phases are obtained as follows 

where 

5, = 2(8, - B, + ~ I T , )  



For the steady-state response, the amplitude q and a, and the new phase angle 6, and 6 ,  in 

equations ( 10.125) - (10.128) should be constant. Setting 

a a , m 2  = a a , m ,  =ay,  la^, = a y 2 ~ a r ,  = O  (10.131) 

and with some manipulations, the amplitude and phase of the response can be deterrnined from 

the resulting algebraic equations. However, anaiyticai solutions of equations (10.125) - (10.128) 

are impossible to obtain, thus numerical procedure will be adopted. 

It is of great interest to determine how solutions of a system Vary with a certain parameter. There 

are several algorithms penaining to find the steady state solutions and periodic solutions of 

continuous-time systems. In this study, an arclength continuation scheme will be employed in 

Section 10.6 to trace the branches of steady state solutions or periodic solutions in a given state- 

control space. 

When one of the frequencies of subsystem 2 is near two times of one of the frequencies of 

subsystem 1, secular terms will arise from nonlinear terms. In this case, a two-to-one intemal 

resonance will occur. To quantitatively describe a pnmary resonance and a two-to-one intemal 

resonance, two detuning parameters a, and al are introduced as 

al,, = 24, +€a, (IO. 132) 

Q =on +€'02 (10.133) 



10.4.1 The Second Oder Solution 

For two-to-one intemal resonance, there are secular terms arising from N o l ,  N p ? .  Npi and 

N,,. Eliminating the secular ternis leads to the following solvability conditions for equations 

( 10.62) and ( 10.63) 

3 4  -- 
al; 

3 4  Therefore, the explicit expression for - and - aBm are obtained as 
al; al; 

where 

Cornpared with equations (10.84) and (10.85), it is seen that the complex amplitudes A, and 4, 

are dependent on T, for two-to-one intemal resonance while A,, and B, are independent of T, 



for one-to-one internai resonance. This is because there are secular terms arising from the 

nonlinear terms at the second order for the two-to-one internai resonance. 

After eliminating the secular terms. the solution of equations (10.62) and (10.63) cari be 

expressed as 

6:2 = (s&eziagT0 +cc)+ 5244, + s,B,&, (10.140) 

2 Zia& 
6:2 = (s5 A, e + CC)+ ss~.An + S, B,B, (10.141) 

77:2 = =,4Bme i b . + k h o  +, (10.142) 

I - =, 4 B, e'b"'J 'L PO + cc flmz - ( 10.143) 

where cc denotes complex conjugate of the preceding terms. It is noted that the solutions at the 

second order for two-to-one intemal resonance can be directly obtained from equations ( 10.86) - 

( 10.89) by letting those secular tenns be zero. 

10.4.2 Solvabiüty Condition of the Third Oder Equations 

Substituting equations (IO. 140) - (10.143) into (10.72) - ( 10.75) yields 

Ncl = (A,'A,Q, + A,B,B,&, )?"To + NST 
- 5  - - 

Nc2 = ( A : A , ~ ,  + A. B,,, ~ , 8 2  biagTo + NST 

N,, = (A,A,B,~, + B:B,,,Ô, b ' ~ ~ ~  + NST 

Nc, = (A,A,B,& + B:B,G~ )i?kTo + NST 

where NST represents non-secular tenns. 

(IO. 144) 

(10.145) 

(10.146) 

(10.147) 



El iminating the secular terms, solvability conditions for equations ( 10.68) - ( t 0.7 1 ) are 

Therefore, the explicit expression for - a4 and - aBm are obtained as 
aT2 aT2 

10.4.3 Modulation Equations and Steady State Solutions 

Upon noting that 4 and Bm are independent of T,, . it follows that 

dBrn as, . asm -=&- + E -  - + O(&) 
dt al; aT, 

Substituting equations (10.136), (10.137). (10. and (10.15 1 )  into (10.152) and ( 10.153) 

results in the equations of motion for the slow evaluation of A, and B, in time r 



dB, - E~ - = E p  A B eiulq - - (A~À~B,B~ + B : B ~ ~ ~  + ~ C , , , A ~ B , )  
dT, 

Z n m  2 

Insening the polar form of A,, and B,,, into equations (10.154) and (10.155). and separating the 

result into real and imaginary parts, the fini order differential equations for the amplitudes and 

phases are obtained as folIows 

where 

For the steady-state response, the amplitude and phase of the response c m  be determined from 

the equations ( 10.156) - (10.159) by setting da, /dt = da, /dt = d r ,  Idt = dg, /dt = O . The 



resulting equations the cm be solved by the use of continuation method. 

To detemine the stability of a steady state solution of a,, , a,, , c,, , and <, . srnail variations 

E," . B , ~  , , and E ~ ~ ,  are siiperimposed on the steady state solution. that is. 

a, = a n 0  +€am 

a, = %O +&a" 

ci = r i o  +EL 

4 2  = C20 + E c r  

Substituting equations (10.162) - (10.165) into equations (10.125) - (10.128) or ( 10.156) - 

(10.159) and linearization the resulting equations, the foliowing equations are obtained in matrix 

form: 

E,, = HE, (10.166) 

where Et, = ka" E, EC2 and H is the Jacobian mauix. The elements of rnatrix H are 

functions of a,, , a,, , cl,, and cm. 

The stability of the steady state solution is decided by the eigenvaiues of the matnx H (Nayfeh 

and Balachandran. 1995). If al1 of the eigenvaiues of H have negative real parts. then the steady 

state solution is asymptotically stable. An asymptotically stable steady state soiution is called a 



~ i n L  If thc matrix H associated with a sink has complex eigenvalues, the sink is aiso called a 

\t.~b!c f w u s  On the other hand, if dl of the eigenvaiues of the matnx H associated with a sink 

rn rcril. [tic sink is also cdled stable node. 

I f  onc or more of the eigenvalues of H have positive reai parts, the steady state is unstable. When 

riIl of the eigenvalues of H have positive real parts, the steady state is said to be a source. If H 

=sociated with a source has complex eigenvaiues, the source is also called an unstable focus. On 

the other hand, if all of the eigenvalues of the matrix H associated with a source are real, the 

source is also called an unstable node. When some, but not dl,  of the eigenvalues have positive 

real parts whiie the rest of the eigenvalues have negative reai parts, the associated fixed point is 

called a saddle point. 

In this srudy, program AUTO developed by Doedel (1986) is used to investigate the behavior of 

nonlinear dynarnical systems as a function of parameters. AUTO can compute branches of stable 

and unstable steady state solutions and periodic solutions, locate Hûpf bifurcation points, anci 

locate folds and continue these in two parameters. AUTO uses the pseudo-arclength continuation 

scheme proposed by Keller (1977) to trace out the branch of fixed points and periodic solutions 

in the state-control space. 

Consider variation of the solution of 

~ ( x ,  a) = O 



with respect to the scaiar pararneter a. h the (n+l) dimensional (x, a) space, there may be 

many branches of fixed points. It is assumed that at least one solution x, has been calculated at 

a, and that the Jacobian matrix F, at (%,,a,) is nonsingular so that the implicit function 

thcorem holds locally. 

The arclength s dong a branch of solutions is used as the continuation parameter. Thus, x and a 

are considered to be functions of S. Near the tuming point, at s = s' . the solution (xo, a*) is 

obtained by using the usual arclength continuation approach. The prediction (x, , a, ) is then 

caiculated by wing the tangent predictor; that is 

where A s  is the step length. 

At this stage, the usual Newton-Raphson corrector would break down in the vicinity of the 

tuming point because there is no solutions on the vertical line. To overcorne this problem, Keller 

suggested a correction to (x,,a,) dong a solution path that is normal to the tangent vector t at 

(x, , a, ) . On the solution path. (x, a) satisfies equation ( 10.167) and the vector 

is normal to the tangent vector t; that is, 

XTt=O 

Substituting (10.168) and (10.169) into (10.171) and using the definition of t yield 



I 

(x-xo)Tx* + ( G - ~ ) L ~ ~ - & = o  ( 10.172) 

Equations ( 10.167) and (10.172) constitute the pseudo-arclength continuation scheme. In this 

scheme, the nt1 nonlinear algebraic equations are needed to be solved for the n+l unknowns 

(x. a) - 

The solutions of equations (10.125) - (10.128) for one-to-one intemal resonance and (10.156) - 

( 10.1 59) for two-to-one internal resonance are calculated using AUTO and numerical resuI ts are 

presen ted in the following section. 

10.7 NUMERICAL RE!~ULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

In this section, the steady state solutions with one-to-one and two-to-one internai resonances are 

solved using program AUTO. The modal response of two-to-one internal resonance is calculated 

from direct integration of the original coupled equations (10.13) - (10.16) to show the trends of 

the nonlinear response. The effects of excitation amplitude, excitation frequency and the internal 

resonance parameter are investigated. 

Three prototypical systems used in this simulation are identical to that proposed by Beikmann er 

al. (1996) except the arnount of additional mass added to the tensioner m. This added inertia 

serves to change the frequency of the rotationally dominant mode. but does not alter the 

frequency of the span 3 mode. The physical properties of the three systems are shown in Table 



8.1. An addition of 2.30 kg, 2.15 kg, and 1.65 kg mass is added to the tensioner arm of system 1, 

system 2, and system 3, respectively, at the tensioner pulley axis. The operating speed for 

systeml and systern 2 are 2000 RPM and the operating speed for system 3 is zero RPM. The 

frequency of the first transverse mode of span 3 for system 1 and system 2 is calculatrd as 28.1 1 

Hz and for system 3 is 32.03 Hz. The natural frequency of the first rotationally dominant mode 

for system 1, system 2 and system 3 is 28.19 Hz, 29.06 Hz, and 32.7 1 Hz, respectively. 

Examination of equations (10.125) - (10.128) goveming the nonhear response of one-to-one 

internai resonance reveals that two possibilities arise for the steady state solutions of one-to-one 

internai resonance. namely 1) a, = O ,  a, + O  and 2) a, # O ,  a, + 0. 

In the case of a, = 0 ,  for steady state solution, equations (10.125) and (10.126) can be rewritten 

as 

Re(e1 )a. - F, sin 6 ,  + (,onan = O 
8 

(IO. 173) 

It is noted that equations (10.173) and (10.174) are the sarne as t!!!!at for no intemal resonance. 

The interna1 detuning psifameter a, does not appear in above equations. 

Figure 10.1 presents the amplitude curves of a, venus cr, of system 1 for different modal 

darnping. When modal damping is equd to zero, bifurcation occurs. For a, below -0.4356 I/s, 

the response amplitude is single-valued; for O, within -0.4356 l/s and -0.2022 I ls .  the 



response amplitude has three values corresponding to the sarne a,. Thus, the system shows a 

typical multi-valued nonlinear phenornenon. The dominance of the quadratic nonlinearity is 

evident from the softening behavior shown in Figure 10.1. It is noted that no bifurcation occurs 

when damping exists, which indicates that damping has a significant effect on the nonlinear 

response of serpentine belt drive systems. Figure 10.2 shows the region where there exist multi- 

valued steady state responses. The two curves represent the two branches of t imit points. Within 

the region bounded by the two curves, there are three rest States and outside of the region there is 

only one steady state solution. 

In Figure 10.3, the solution curves for a, and a, of system 1 obtained from equations (IO. 175) 

- ( IO. 178) are shown with 6, as the parameter on the x-ais.  The modal damping for rotational 

mode is chosen as 1% and for transverse mode is chosen as 0.3%. It is seen that two branch 

curves exist for a, and a, on both sides of O, = O  a i s .  This is typical of a coupled system 

with quadratic non-linearities. However, the presence of cubic nonlinearity causes distortion and 



asyrnmetry in these curves. The stable and unstable solutions are also marked by thick solid lines 

and thin solid lines separately. There always exist twc steady state solutions for a, within the 

range where non-trivial solutions exist. Two steady state sdutions are possible for a,. one beiiig 

stable and the other unstable within a certain range of a, values. The single possible solution for 

a, becomes unstable near a, = 2.647 I/s. The instability of the steady state solutions for a, 

and a, is followed by a Hopf bifxcation which leads to oscillating amplitudes and phases. It is 

seen from Figure 10.3 that there is a branch of periodic orbits emana'cing from the rest state. 

Filled circles represent stable penodic orbits and open circles are unstable. The period-doubling 

bifurcations also occur. 

The periodic solutions for a,, a,, <,, and 6 ,  are shown in Figure 10.4 for oz = 2.647 l/s at 

which the amplitudes and phases become periodic. The solutions are obtained by numericaily 

integrating equations (10.125) - (10.128) with the values of a,, a, , (, . and j2  for a2 = 2.647 

l/s being the initial condition. 

Phase plane curves of a, and a, versus (, and (,, shown in Figure 10.5, reflect their limit 

cycle behavior. The dotted lines represents the nullclines which are curves where d/df=û. The 

intersection O f two nullclines is an equilibnum point. 

The frequency of the periodic solutions as a function of detuning parameter a2 is presented in 

Figure 10.6. The frequency initially goes down and then goes up. Note that the minimal 

frequency is not zero. 



Figure 10.7 shows the region where there exist non-trivial steady state solutions. The amplitude 

of the excitation is the y-axis and the detuning pararneter a, is the x-axis. The four curves 

represent the two branches of limit points, respectively. Within the region bounded by the first 

curve (from left to right) and the fourth curve (from left to right), there exist non-trivial solutions 

for both a, and a,. 

The effect of the amplitude of excitation is illustrated in Figure 10.8. The external detuning 

parameter 6, is set as 5.00 I/s and the interna1 detuning parameter a, is set as 0.5296 I/s. As 

the excitation level is increased from low levels, the steady state response is initially zero. When 

the excitation reaches a certain level, the response jumps to attain high arnplitude. The response 

amplitude of rotational mode grows with the increase of the excitation amplitude. However. one 

branch of transversely dominant mode decreases with the growth of the excitation amplitude. 

Figure 10.9 shows the effect of the intemal detuning parameter O , .  The external detuning 

pararneter a2 chosen as 5.00 l/s and the excitation arnplitude is chosen as 0.5. There is no non- 

trivial solutions when a, is less than -7.217 l/s. With the increase of a,, one steady solutions 

for an grows and the other solution decreases. Both steady state solutions for a, grow with o, . 

System 1 has a very small intemal detuning parameter a, (0.529594 Vs). For serpentine beit 

drive system 2 with larger intemal detuning pararneter a, = 5.95989. Us, the numericai results 

may be different. The numerical results of system 2 in the case of a, = O  are shown in Figure 



10.1 0 and Figure 1 1. S ince the internat detuning parameter a, does no appear in the goveming 

equations (10.173) and (10.174). the nonlinear responses of system 2 are similar to those of 

system 1 in the case of a, = O. Figures 10.12 - 10.16 show the numerical results of systems 2 in 

the case of a, # O .  It is seen that the steady state solutions of a, for system 1 and system 2 are 

different. There exists an additionai unstable steady state solution between = -5.295 i/s and 

O = -1 4 l/s. The relation between steady state response and excitation amplitude F, is also 

different. Three steady s?ate solutions are possible in a certain range of F, for system 2 while 

only two solutions exists for system 1. The plot of the frequency of the periodic solutions vs. o, 

shows that there exist two frequencies at the sarne oz. 

Figures 10.17 - 10.19 show the nonlinear response of system 3 with zero operating speed. In this 

case, gyroscopic terms perish in governing equations (10.1) - ( 10.4). The numerical results are 

simiIar to those of systems 2- 

10.7.2 Two- to-one Interna1 Resoaance 

Two prototypical systems (system 4 and system 5) used in this simulation are the same as that 

proposed by Beikmann et al. (1996). The operating speed for system 4 is zero RPM and the  

natural frequency of mode 1 of span 3 is 32.03 Hz. The operating speed for system 5 is 2000 

RPM. An addition of 0.39 kg mass is added to the tensioner arm of system 5, at the tensioner 

pulley mis. The frequencies of the first rotationaily dominant mode of system 5 and the mode 1 

of span 3 are calculated as 57.41 Hz and 28.11 Hz, respectively. 



The free responses of systern 4 where no intemal resonance exists are shown in Figure 10.20. 

The natural frequency of the first rotationally dominant mode is 55.00 Hz. The initial conditions 

R are as f o l l ~ w s : ~ , ~  = 0.02, q, = 0.01, 5; = 0.0, and r): = 0.0. It can be seen that each mode 

appears to vibrate independently at its natural frequency, modified slightly by the nonlinearities. 

This is qualitatively sirnilar to the linear case. 

Figure 10.21 shows the free responses of system 4 with zero detuning parameter. In this 

exarnple, the first rotationally dominant mode starts with zero initial conditions. The initial 

conditions for span3 are q: = 0.01 and q: = 0.0. Comparing the response of rotationall y 

dominant mode and mode 1 of span 3 shows that the increase in the rotational mode is 

accompanied by a slight decrease in the motion of the transverse mode. This indicates that these 

two modes can interact through a two-to-one type internal resonance. 

Figure 10.22 presents the nonlinear response of system 4 with larger detuning. The natural 

frequency of the rotational mode is 62.00 Hz. The initial conditions of the systems are identical 

to that in Figure 10.21. It is seen that a typical beat phenomenon oçcurs for rotationai mode. Note 

that the maximum response amplitude of rotational mode is less than in Figure 10.21 and the 

amplitude of transverse mode remains nearly constant. This is because the faster beat rate 

resulting from greater detuning shoriens the time that energy is passed into rotational mode. As a 

result, a smaller amount of energy is passed to rotational mode. 



The forced responses of system 4 with zero detuning parameter are shown in Figure 10.23. A 

dynamic moment with amplitude 0.3 Nm and frequency 64.06 Hz is imposed at pulley 4. The 

initial conditions of the systems are the same as that in Figure 21. Modal damping for rotational 

mode is set at 2% and for transverse mode is set at O. 1%. The response of rotational mode grows 

quickly and reaches its steady state amplitude. The response of span 3 grows expo~entiaily with 

time indicating that the system is unstable. 

The numericai simulation of system 4 demonstrates that transverse motion of span 3 may be 

pararnetncaiIy excited through two-to-one interna1 resonance. The internai and the extemal 

detuning parameters have significant effect on the nonlinear response. Reducing the Ievel of the 

excitation and moving the excitation frequency away from the rotational mode frequency helps 

to avoid pararnetric resonance in serpentine belt systems. 

SimiIar to the one-to-one intemal resonance, two possibilities arise in the steady state responses 

of two-to-one intemal resonance, that is 1) a, = O ,  a, # O and 2) a, # O ,  an # O .  In the case 

of a, = 0 ,  the goveming equations for a,, and c2 are identical to equations ( 10.173) and 

( 1  0.174). The intemal detuning parameter a, does not appear in these two equations. 

Figure 10.24 shows the amplitude curves of system 5 versus a? for different modal damping in 

the case of a, = O . It can be seen from Figure 10.24 that bifurcation occurs as 62 is w ithi n 

0.5 1 14 l/s and 0.8061 Vs. The dominance of cubic nonlinearity is evident from the hardening 

behavior due to the large response amplitude. It is noted that no bifurcation occurs when the 

modal damping is not equal to zero. This conclusion is identical to that for one-to-one intemal 



resonance. Figure 10.25 shows the region where there exist mufti-valued amplitudes. 

Similarly, for the steady state response of two-to-one intemal resonance. in the case of a, # 0. 

equations ( 10.1 56) - ( 10.159) can be rewritten as 

In Figure 10.26, the solution curves for an and a, of system 5 are shown with a: as the 

parameter on the x-ais. The modal damping for rotational mode is 1 % and for transverse mode 

is 0.3%. It is seen that three branch curves exist for an which is different from one-to-one 

intemal resonance. The results obtained in this study qualitatively agree with the experimental 

results by Beikmann et al. (1996). Two steady state solutions are possible for a,, one king 

stable and the other unstable in a certain range of a, values. From Figure 10.26. it is observed 

that quadratic nonlinearity dominates at low amplitude. As the amplitude ieveI increases, the 

cubic nonlineari ty term controls the response. 

Figure 10.27 shows a Hopf bifurcation which leads to oscillating amplitudes and phases. It is 

seen from Figure 10.27 that there is a branch of solutions or penodic orbits emanating from the 



rest state. The frequency of the periodic solutions as a function of detuning parameter a? is 

shown in Figure 10.28. The frequency of the periodic solutions does not change with 62, which 

is different from one-to-one resonance. The periodic solutions for a,. a,. c, . and c2 are 

shown in Figure 10.29 for a, = 1.135 l/s at which the amplitudes and phases become periodic. 

Phase plane curves of a, and a, versus 6,  and 5, in Figure 10.30 reflect their limit cycle 

behavior. 

The effect of the amplitude of excitation on dynamic response of system 5 is illustrated in Figure 

10.3 1. The external detuning parameter a, is set at 10.00 l/s and the internai detuning parameter 

o, is set at 7.4838 l/s. Figure 10.32 shows the effect of the interna1 detuning parameter a, on 

dynarnic response of system 5. The extemai detuning parameter al is set at 10.0 l/s and the 

excitation amplitude is set at 0.5. There is no non-trivial solution for cc, when a, is outside - 

18-86 l/s and 24-19 l/s. Two possible solutions exist for a, when O, is within 4.8984 l/s and 

24.19 Us. One solution is stable and the other is unstable. 

In this chapter, the discretization multiple scales method is employed to the treatment of elastic 

serpentine belt drive systems. The hybrid nonlinear equations of motion are discretized using the 

eigenfunctions of corresponding linear problems. The method of multiple scales is then apptied 

to the resulting ordinary diffenntial equations. The interaction between subsystem 1 and 

subsystem 2 is investigated. Transverse motion of subsystem 1 may be parametrically excited 



through the linear component of the dynamic tension while subsystems 2 is also excited by the 

nonlinear components of the dynarnic tension which is due to transverse vibrations of subsystem 

1.  Due to the existence of the quaciratic and cubic nonlinearities, both one-to-one and two-to-one 

internal resonance may occur. 

The effect of the internal detuning parameter has k e n  investigated through the variation of the 

mass attached at the end of the tensioner m. For large values of detuning pararneter O , .  the 

system is far from resonance and there is only one solution. When the system is near or at exact 

one-to-one internal or two-to-one resonances, the response becomes very large and shows a 

typicai multi-vaiued nonlinear phenornenon. 

The excitation frequency has a significant effect on the system response. Moving the excitation 

frequency away from the rotational mode frequency significantly increases the excitation level 

necessary to produce pararnetric resonance. Multiple lirnit cycles exist when the excitation is 

above threshold levels. 

The results presented in this chapter indicate the possibility of complicated bifurcations in 

serpentine belt drive systems. For certain range of detuning pararneter al, the steady state 

solutions for the amplitudes and phases of serpentine belt drive system undergo Hopf bifurcation. 

The resulting system response could be amphde-modulated motion. The period doubling 

bifurcation also occurs. 



Figure 10.1 : Response-frequency curves of system 1 for a,=O.O 

Figure 10.2: Multi-valued region of system 1 for a, = 0.0 
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Figure 10.3: Response-frequency curves of  system 1 for 5, = 1 %, cm = 0.3% 
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Figure 10.5: Phase plane curves of system 1 (datcd lines represenc the nullclincs) 
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Figure 10.6: Relation between frequencies of periodic soIutions and 02 for system 1 

Figure 10.7: Region of nontrivid Iimit cycles of system 1 
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Figure 10.8: Responseexcitation curves of system 1 for Zn = 1 %. lm = 0.34 

(q=0.529594 l/s and q=S.O Us) 
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Figure 10.9: Relation between responses of system 1 and intemal detuning parameter cri 

(q=5.0 Ils and F 4 . 5 )  
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Figure 10.10: Response-frequency curves of system 2 for &=Cl 

Figure 10.1 1: Multi-valued region of system 2 for a, = 0.0 
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Figure 10.12: Response-frequency curves of system 2 for (,, = 1 %. l,,, = 0.3% 



Figure 10.13: Relation between frequencies of periodic solutions and for system 2 

Figure 10.14: Region of nontrivial limit cycles of system 2 
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Figure 10.15: Responseexcitation curves of system 2 for 5, = 1 %. 5, = 0.3% 

(q=5.95989 lis and *--6.5 Ils) 
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Figure 10.16: Relation between responses of system 2 and intemal detuning parameter 01 

(-5.0 Ils and F4.5) 
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Figure 10.17: Response-frequency curves of system 3 for t,, = 196, lm = 0.346 
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Figure 10.19: Region of nontrivial limit cycles of system 3 





Figure 10.2 1 : Free responses of rotationally dominant mode and transversely dominant 
mode for system 4 in the case of intemal resonance 



Figure 10.22: Free responses of rotationally dominant mode and transverse1 y dominant 
mode for system 4 in the case of interna1 resonance (3.1 % detuning) 



Figure 10.23: Forced, damped responses of rotationaliy dominant mode and 
transversely dominant mode ( 5, = I % , Cm = O. 1 % ) for system 4 
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Figure 10.24: Response-fiequency curves of system 5 for &*.O 

Figure 10.25: Multiple-valued region of system 5 for &*.O 
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Figure 10.26: Response-frequency curves of system 5 for = 1 %, Cm = 0.3% 
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Figure 10.27: Periodic solutions of the amplitude a. for system 5 
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Figure 10.28: Relation between frequencies of periodic solutions and q for system 5 
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Figure 10.3 1: Responseexcitation curves of systern 5 for î,, = 1%. î,,, = 0.3% 

(q=7.48379 11s and -= iO.0 I l s )  
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Figure 10.32: Relation between responses of system 5 and intemal detuning parameter q 

(q= 10.0 Ils and F4.5) 



Ln Chapter 10, the coupled nonlinear equations of motion of serpentine belt drive systems are 

solved using the discretization multiple scales method. By assuming the eigenfunctions of the 

linear problem to be the spatial solutions at al1 levels of approximations, the goveming partial- 

differential equations and boundary conditions are reduced to ordinary-differential equations in 

time. The usud multiple scales is then applied to the ordinary-differentiai equations. 

In the present chapter, the multiple scales method is applied directly to the originai partial 

different equations. This direct treatment does not involve an a priori assumption regarding the 

spatial solutions. Nayfeh et al. (1992) were the first to show that direct perturbation methods 

yield better results for finite mode truncations and for systems having quadratic and cubic 

nonlinearities. Pakdernirly et al. (1995) compared the results of both direct perturbation method 

and discretization method for a nonlinear cable vibration problem. Et is concluded from his study 

that the bifurcation and stability analysis might differ for both methods, with the direct 

perturbation method better representing the behavior of the real system. 



In this study, it is aiso dernonstrated that there exist discrepancies between the direct multiple 

scales method and the discretization multiple s d e s  method for the nonlinear analysis of 

serpentine belt drive systerns. The discretization multiple scales method might yield incomplete 

spatial distributions of the displacements. The cases of both one-to-one interna1 resonance and 

two-to-one intemal resonance combined with a prirnary extemai resonance are investigated. The 

amplitude and phase modulation equations are obtained and the steady state responses are 

deri ved. Zffects of excitation frequencies, excitation amplitudes and internd detuning parame ter 

are investigated. 

A solution uniformly valid up to the third order for equations (10.1 j and (10.4) is presented by 

assurning an expansion of the f o m  

w = € w l ( ~ l ~ , ~ 2 ) + ~ 2 ~ 2 ( ~ .  I ; , T ~ ) + E ' w ~ ( T , , ~ , ~ ) + - - -  

w3 = ~ 3 1 ( ~ o , ~ . ~ 2 ) + ~ 2 ~ 3 2 ( ~ o , ~ , ~ 2 ) + ~ 3 ~ 3 3 ( ~ 0 , ~ l ~ ) + - - -  

where W, and w3i are O(1). 

The external excitations Fd19 F,, , damping coefficient C, of span 3, and damping matrix C of 

system 2 are reordered so that their effects balance the effect of nonlinearity; that is 

Fdl =e3Fdl Fd4 = e3Pd4 

D=E'D D, = E ~ D ~  



The time derivatives can be written in tems of the T, as follows 

a a -=- a . a  
+&-+&'-+--. 

at aq, al; aT2 

1 1.1.1 Direct Approach 

Substituting equations (1 1 . 1 )  - (1 1.6) into equations (10.1) and (10.4) and equating coefficient of 

like powers of E yield 

First order, subsystem 1 

w3, (0J) = 0 w3, ( l , * t )=o 

First order, subsystem 2 

(1  1. IO) 

( 1  1 . 1  1, 



where 

NQ3 = '3 ( X i  1 - %di b 3 l . x r  

Second order, subsystems 2 

w here 

Third order, subsystem 1 

w here 





and (1 1.9) are sought in the form 

w,, = t p m ~ m ( ~ . ~ 2 ) e " T 0  +cc ( 1 1.27) 

w, = @,An (T, , T2 )eimnT0 + cc ( 1  1.28) 

where cc stands for the complex conjugate of the preceding terms. Âm and a, are the 

eigenvalues assoçiated with subsystem 1 and subsystem 2, respectively, @, and rpm are the 

corresponding eigenfunctions, and A,, and B, are complex functions yet to be determineci. 

Substituting equations (1 1.27) and (1 1.28) into (1 1.14) and (1 1.18) with algebraic manipulation 

yields 

where 



To quantitatively describe a prirnary extemal resonance and a one-to-one interna1 resonance. 

introducing two detuning parameters C, and 0, defined by 

0, = A,,, +€*O, ( 1 1.34) 

n=on +&'a2 ( I 1.35) 

where R is the frequency of extemal excitation. 



11.2.1 Solvability Condition of the Second Order Equations 

Substituting equations (1 1.34) and (1 1.35) into (1 1.29) and (1 1-30}, it is noted that for one-to-one 

intemal resonance, the= is no secular terms arising from Np and N,, . Therefore. the solvability 

conditions for equations (1  1.12) and (1 1.15) are 

Inserting the expressions of @, and tpm from Chapter 8 into equations ( 1 1.36) and ( 1 1 -37) resul ts 

in 

Therefore. A,, = A,, (q) and B, = Bm (T,)  only. This shows that for one-tn-one internai resonance. 

there is no T, = ~t dependence. This conclusion is the same as that drawn from the discretization 

multiple scales method. 

1 1.2.2 Spatial Distribution Functions Using Modal Expansions 

In discretization multiple scaies method, the spatial distribution functions of the second order 

solution is the sarne as that of the first order solutions. In direct multiple scales method, the 

spat id distn butions are obtained by solving the corresponding boundary value problem. 
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After eliminating the secular terms, the solutions of equations ( 1  1.12) and ( 1  1.15) can be 

assumed of the forrn 

- (y A ze Z%'O w, - 2 2i&T0 
I n +CC)+Y~A,,A, +(ylBme +CC)+ Y~B,E,,,  

W32 = 7 5 1  (x)A~'me 4% +L PO + Y61 (x)~,, En e + cc 

where 

and the y,, capture the spatial dependence of the motion. Substi~ting equations ( 1 1 -40) and 

( 1 1.41) into ( 1  1-12) and (1 1. IS), the closed-form expressions for y, can be obtained by using 

modal analysis method 

where 





11.2.3 Spatial Distribution Functioos Using the Exact Method 

An alternative approach to obtain the spatial variation y, is to substitute eguations ( 1  1.40) and 

( 1 1.4 1 ) into (1  1-12) and (1 1-15) and separate variables. The resulting two-point boundary value 

problems can then be solved by the algorithms proposed in Chapter 8. Some of the closed-form 

solutions are shown in the follows: 

Demmination of (y,, (4 Y,, (4 YI 3 Y,, Y,, Y,, IT 

y,, (x)= e2i'Um"c~ [a,, sin(20nx/c;)+b,, cos(20nx/c:)]+ y,, (1) 

y,, ( x )  = eu"c''ci [a,, sin(2o,x/c;)+ b,, c o s ( ~ ~ x / c ; ) ] +  y,, (x) 

F,, (3) 
F,, (4) 

(K m -M DD (b' 4::; 1 =IFPI  @)+ f17 sin yt1  sin v2 

w here 



[y,5 sin vl - pl, (1, )b-2ima" "' + F I ,  (O)COS(ZO~L, I c:) 
a11 = sin(wl, /c:) 

-2i01.f~ 1 ci 

a,2 = -y,, sin v2cot(2a>,h /c;)+cot(20,4 /c;)9,,(0)- 
Y,  2 6 2  

s i n ( 2 u n -  /ci) 

k, +k, - k~ - k, cosv, - k, 
- k~ 4 + kz k, cos y, - k- cos vz - k2 

K D D  = - k, cos W, k, cos y/, - k, cos yz k33 k2 cos y/ .  

- k3 -kz kl cos iy, k, + k, 

p p p p p - - - - - - - - -  m t f o - - - - -  zqt2 
k33 = k, COS' y., + L, cos2 y, + k4 + 4, sin2 y, CI CI + 4' sin2 v2 cor(, c, C, ( 1 1 -78 ) 



C( 

di* 

- 
Yi 

Et. 



w here 

From equations ( 1  1.40) and ( 1  1.41), it is noted that the spatial variations o f  the second order 

solution include eigenfunctions of al1 linear modes while the spatial variations of the arbitrary 
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order solution in discretization multiple scales involve only eigenfunctions of resonance modes. 

Hence, the spatial variations in discretization multiple scales are incomplete. This would lead to 

the discrepancy of the modulation equations goveming the first order amplitudes and phases of 

the motion, which are detennined from the third order equations. Therefore, the two approaches 

predict qualitatively different motions for serpentine belt drive systems. 

11.2.4 Solvability Condition of the Third Order Equations 

Substituting equations (1 1.27), (1 1-28), (1 1.40) and (1 1.41) into ( 1  1.2 1) and ( 1 1.26) leads to 

- ~ p ~ - x u , -  '"JO + NST 

N,, = ( ~ 4 1 ~ ~ m e z u ' T 2  + r5,4&Bm + T ~ ~ B ~ K  )PiAm" + NST3 

where NST and NST3 denote non-secular terms and 

a% + r12 = kl ( X 3 ,  + i r n  -2 Zn + k2 (y,, cos y, + y,, - y14 )- 

- 

1 
( 1  1.105) 

+ 
2 a& ' 4 2 n  dX a 'etn 

ax ax ax - 







Equations ( 1  1.125) and (1 1.126) govern the time evolution of the amplitudes and phases of the  

response. The terms ei defined in equations (1 1.129) - (1 1.134) are composed of integrals of the  

spatial solutions detennined at the first and second orders. Thus the spatial solutions have strong 

influence on the evolution of the complex amplitudes A,, and Bm. Since the spatial variation of 

the second order is different from that of the first order, there exist discrepancies between the  

direct approac h and the discretization approach. 

11.2-5 Modulation Equations and Steady State Solutions 

Substituting polar form of An and B, into equations (1 1.125) and (1 1.126), and separating the  

result into real and imaginary parts, the fint order differentiai equations for the amplitudes and 



phases are obtained as follows 

( 1  1.136) 
1m(s3 )COS 5, - Re@, )sin 6, 

-an 8 
ana: - Fd sin c2 + onc,a, = 0 

where 

For the steady-state response, the amplitude an and a, and the new phase angle c, and <, in 

equations ( 1  1.136) - (1 1.139) should be constant. Thus, the amplitude and phase of the response 

c m  be determined from the following aigebraic equations, 

ai -on h ( 8 2  ) 
8 anai ( 1  1.143) 

1m(e3 )cos 6, - ~ e ( 8 ,  )sin 6, 
- o n  ana: - Fd sin c2 +tun<,an = O 

8 



To quantitatively describe a prirnary extemal resonance and a two-to-one interna1 resonance. 

introducing two detuning parameters a, and a2 defined by 

an = 24, +ml ( 1  1.147) 

fi = o, +e2o2 ( 1  1.148) 

11.3.1 The Second Oder Solution 

Substituting equations (1 1.147) and (1 1.148) into equations ( 1  1.12) and (1  1.15) and eliminating 

the secular ternis result in the solvability conditions 



a 4  Therefore, - and - a n  be expressed as 
al; aT 

w here 

It is noted that for two-to-one resonance, the complex amptitudes A, and B, are dependent on 

T, while there is no dependence for one-to-one resonance. Differentiating equations ( 1 1.15 1 ) and 

( 1  1.152) with respect to T, yields 

After elirninating the secular terms, at order e ' , the solutions of equations ( 1 1.12) and ( 1 1-15) 

can be obtained by solving the corresponding linear bound value problems 





Substituting equations (1 1.159) and (1 1.160) into (1 1-19) and (1 1.22) and eliminating the secular 

terms, the solvability conditions for equations (1 1.19) and (1 1.22) are found to be as follows 

where Oi are identical to those defined in Section 11.2.4, which are composed of integrais of the 

spatial solutions determined at the first and second orders. 

Inserting equations (1  1.155) and (1 1.156) into (1 1.165) and (1 1.166) leads to the expticit 

a 4  expression for - ..& and - a ~ ,  a ~ ,  

w here 



From equations (1 1.67) and (1 1.168). it  is noted that even though the space distributions of the 

second order solution were the same as those of the first order solution, the final modulation 

equations derived from the two approaches should be different. This is because there is an 

#A" 
additional term (M*, .en)- arising as a secular terrn in direct multiple scdes  method. There 

aq2 

is no equivalent term in the discretization multiple scales rnethod. This kind of discrepancy 

occurs only for the two-to-one intemal resonance of gyroscopic systems. 

11.3.3 Modulation Equations and Steady State Solutions 

Noting that A,, and B, are independent of 5 ,  equations (1 1.15 1). (1 1.152). (1 1.167) and 

( 1 1.168) c m  be combined to form the equations of motion for the slow evaluation of A, and B,, 

in time t 

~ = ( E p , + ~ 2 p , ) e - i g ~ q ~ ~ + ~ 2 ~ 3 ~ ~ ~ ~ + P I ~ n ~ m ~ + P s e M 2 h - ~ , ~ n ~ , )  (11.176) 
dl 



Expressing the complex amplitudes A,, and B, in the polar form, substituting this polar form 

into equations ( 1  1.176) and (1 1.177), and separating the resulting equations into real and 

imaginary parts, the first order differential equations for the amplitudes and phases are obtained 

as follows 

w here 

5, = 28, B. - ( 1  1.182) 

C, = -Ba + e2u2t ( 1  1.183) 

The amplitude and phase of the steady-state response can be determined from equations ( 1 1.178) 

-(11.181) bysetting ~ = 1  and d a , I d t = d a , / d t = d S ; / d r = d ~ 2 / d t  = O :  
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1 1.4 NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

in  this section, the equations of steady state responses with one-to-one and two-to-one interna1 

resonances are solved using program AUTO. The results are then compared with those obtained 

in discretization multiple scales method. Effects of excitation amplitude, excitation frequency 

and the in ternal resonance parameter are investigated. 

A cornparison is made between the direct multiple scales method and the discretization multiple 

scales method. Focus wilI be on system 2 used in Chapter 10 with an addition of 2.15 kg mas 

being added to the tensioner am, at the tensioner pulley axis. The operating speed is 2000 RPM. 

The frequency of the first transverse mode of span 3 is calculated as 28.1 104 Hz and the 



frequency of the first rotationally dominant mode is calculated as 29.0590 Hz. 

in the case of a, = 0,  the amplitude curves of a, versus 0, of system 2 for different modal 

damping are shown in Figure 1 1.1. It is seen that bifurcation occurs when modal damping is 

equal to zero and the system shows a typical multi-valued nonlinear phenomenon. No bifurcation 

occurs when damping is not equal to zero, which indicates that damping has a significant effect 

on the nonlinear response of serpentine belt systems. Figure 11.2 shows the region where there 

exists multi-valued amplitude for zero damping. Within the region bounded by the two curves. 

there are three rest States and outside of the two curves there is only one steady state solution. 

Comparison between the results for a, = O  obtained by the direct multiple scales method a n d  

those obtained by the discretization multiple scales method shows that the two approaches yirld 

qualitatively different predictions of the system response. For discretization multiple scales 

method, the dominance of quadratic nonlinearity is evident from the softening behavior shown in 

Figure 10.10. For direct multiple scales method. the dominance of the cubic nonlinearity leads to 

a hardening behavior shown in Figure 1 1.1. The steady state responses of direct multiple scales 

appear to be more reasonable since the one-to-one interna1 resonance results from the cubic 

nonlinearity. 

In the case of a, # 0. the solution curves for a, and a, of system 2 are shown in Figure 1 1.3. 

The modal damping for rotational mode is 1% and for transverse mode is 0.3%. It is seen that 

three branch curves exist for a, within certain range of detuning parameter a2. The highest 



branch corresponds to the case a, = O. The presence of cubic nonlinearity causes distortion and 

asymmetry in these curves. There always exist two steady state solutions for a, within the range 

where non-trivial solutions exist. The difference between the two steady state solutions for an 

approaches to zero as a, becomes smaller. Two steady state solutions are possible for a, wi th in 

a certain range of al values. There are two sets of Hopf bifurcation emanating from the steady 

state solutions, which lead to oscillating amplitudes and phases. Filled circles represent stable 

periodic orbits and open circles are unstable. 

It is evident that the responses for a, and a, obtained from the direct multiple scales method 

are quite different from those obtained from the discretization multiple scales method. For the 

discretization multiple scales method (see Figure I0.12), two branch curves exist for a, and a, 

on both sides of a, = O ,  which is typical of a coupled system with quadratic nonlinearity. For the 

direct multiple scales method, the distortion and asymmetry caused by the cubic nonlinearity 

seems to be more dominant. 

The frequency of the periodic solutions as a function of detuning parameter 0, is presented in 

Figure 1 1.4. Note that multi-valued phenornenon exists within certain ranges of a2. The periodic 

solutions for a,, a,, 6, , and 6 ,  are shown in Figures 1 1.5 for a2 = 2.844 I/s ai which the 

amplitudes and phases become periodic. Phase plane curves of a, and a, versus <, and <, . 
shown in Figures 1 1.6, reflect their limit cycle behavior. 



The effect of the amplitude of excitation on the dynamic response of system 2 is illustrated in 

Figure 1 1 -7. The extemal detuning parameter a, is chosen as 10 1/s and the intemal detuning 

parameter O, is 5.95989 I/s. As the excitation level is increased from low levels, the steady state 

response is initially zero. When the excitation reaches a certain level, the response jumps to high 

amplitude. 

Figure 11.8 shows the effect of the internal detuning parmeter a, on the dynamic response of 

system 2. The external detuning parameter a, is set at 10 I/s and the excitation amplitude is set 

at 0.5. The results are also different from those obtained from discretization multiple scales 

method. 

The numericd solutions for one-to-one internai resonance show that the discrepancy between the 

two approaches are particularly large. The reason is that the one-to-one internal resonance is due 

to the cubic nonlinearity and the belt drive system involves quadratic and cubic nonlinearities. 

The space variation used in the discretization multiple scales method is incomplete since 

components of the nonlinearity in the original system that are orthogonal to the linear mode 

shapes are discarded during the discretization. 

1 1.4-2 Two- to-one Interna1 Resonance 

The prototypical system simulated in this example is system 5 that is used in Chapter 10. An 

addition of 0.39 kg mass is added to the tensioner a m .  The operating speed for the system is 



2000 M M .  The frequency of the first transverse mode of span 3 is 28.1 104 Hz and the frequency 

of the first rotationally dominant mode is 57.4120 Hz. 

In the case of a, = O ,  Figure 11.9 shows the amplitude curves of a, versus c2 for different 

modal damping. Figure 11-10 shows the region where there exists multi-valued amplitude. It is 

observed that the direct multiple scales method and the discretization multiple scales method 

predict different responses of the belt system. However, the difference is not so large as that of 

one-to-one intemal resonance. The trend of responses obtained by the two approaches is the 

sarne. 

In the case of a, # 0, the steady state solution curves of system 5 for a, and a, of the system 

are shown in Figure 1 1.1 1. The two Hopf bifurcations, which lead to oscillating amplitudes and 

phases, are also presented. The results obtained in this study qualitatively agree with the 

experimental results by Beikrnann et al. (1996). For the discretization muItiple scales method. 

there is only one Hopf bifurcation point and the existence range for Hopf bifurcations is smaller. 

The frequency of the periodic solutions for system 5 as a function of detuning parameter cr2 is 

shown in Figure 11.12. It is different from one-to-one resonance that the frequency of the 

penodic solutions almost does not change with O,. The periodic solutions for a,, a,, c,, and 

Cz are shown in Figure 1 1.13 for c2 = 1.135 l/s at which the amplitudes and phases becomr 

periodic. Phase plane curves of a, and a, versus ç, and c2 in Figure 1 1.14 reflect their l imit 

cycle behavior. 



The effect of the amplitude of excitation on nonlinear response of system 5 is illustrated in 

Figure 1 1.15. The extemai detuning parameter a, is chosen as 10 I/s and the internal detuning 

parameter O, is 7.48379 Us. Figure 1 1.16 shows the effect of the internal detuning parameter a, 

on the response of system 5.  The external detuning parameter O2 is set at 10 I/s and the 

excitation amplitude is set at 0.5. 

The numerical solutions for two-to-one intemal resonance show that the discrepancy between the 

two approaches exists but not large. This is because that the two-to-one internal resonance is due 

to the quadratic nonlinearity. The resonance modes dorninate the response. Therefore. 

nonlinearity k i n g  discarded during the discretization does not cause large error. 

In this chapter, the multiple scales method is used to solve the governing partial differential 

equations of the serpentine belt drive system directly. It is found that transverse motion of 

subsystern 1 may be pararnetrically excited under one-to-one and two-to-one resonance 

conditions. The effects of excitation amplitude, external detuning parameter al and the internal 

detuning parameter a, have been investigated. For large values of detuning parameter a, and 

a,, the system is far from resonance and there is only one solution. When the system is near or 

at exact one-to-one or two-to-one internai resonances, the response becomes very large and 

shows a typical multi-valued nonlinear phenornenon. Moving the excitation frequency away from 

the rotation mode frequency significandy increases the excitation level necessary to produce 



parametric resonance. Reduce the excitation level is also an effective way to avoid parametric 

resonance. 

It is found that spatial solutions at the second order are different from the linear eigenfunctions of 

the system. These spatial solutions have a strong influence on the modulation equations 

goveming the first order amplitudes and phase of the motion, which are determined from the 

third order equations. Therefore there exist discrepancies between the direct multiple s d e s  

method and the discretization multiple scales method. 

The discrepancy for one-to-one intemal resonance between the two approaches is particuIariy 

large. The quadratic nonlinearity dominates for discretization multiple scales method while the 

CU bic nonlinearity dominates for direct multiple scales method in the case of ai, = O . The Hopf 

bifurcation, the relation between response and excitation amplitude, and the relation between 

response and excitation frequency for the two approaches are different. The discrepancy for two- 

to-one interna1 resonance between the two appmaches is small. The trend of responses obtained 

by the two approaches is the same. 
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Figure 1 1.4: Relation between frequencies of periodic solutions and 02 for system 2 
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Figure 1 1.7: Responseexcitation curves of system 2 for &, = 1 %, 5, = 0.3% 

(a1=5.95989 Ils and 02=10.0 US) 
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Figure 1 1.8: Relation between responses of system 2 and intemal detuning parameter q 

(q= 10.0 11s and F4.5) 



Figure 1 1.9: Response-frequency curves of system 5 for &=Cl 

Figure 1 1.10: Multi-valued region of system 5 for a, = 0.0 
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Figure 1 1.12: Relation between frequencies of periodic solutions and for system 5 
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Figure 1 1.15: Responseexcitation curves of system 5 for 5, = 1%. tm = 0.3% 

(e1=7.48379 l/s and a~10.0 I/s) 
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In Chapter 10 and Chapter I l ,  vibration of elustic serpentine belt drive systems is investigated. 

Modal damping is introduced without reference to damping mechanisms. This chapter discusses 

the nonlinear vibration of viscoelastic serpentine belt drive systems. The Kelvin viscoelast ic 

mode1 is employed to characterize the damping behavior of belt materids. The discretization 

multiple scales method is then used to determine the dynarnic response of belt drive systems. 

Although the direct multiple scaies method seems to be more accurate than the discretization 

multiple scales method, it is too complicated to apply the direct approach in the nonlinear 

analysis of viscoelastic systems. Both one-to-one and two-to-one internal resonances combined 

with a primary external resonance are considered. The effect of darnping on dynamic responses 

is studied. 

A prototypical serpentine belt drive system shown in Figure 7.1 is used in the present study. The 

Kelvin viscoelastic constitutive law is adopted to represent the material property of belts. The 

entire system is divided into two subsysterns: subsystem 1 which includes span 3 only and 

subsystem 2 which includes al1 the other components of the whole system. The equations of 



motion for subsystem 1 and subsystem 2 are âerived in Chapter 7. For subsystem 1. the equation 

of motion can be compactly written in the operator form as 

M 3  w, + G3w3 + K3 w3 = Pd3 w,., 

with boundary conditions 

(OJ) = O w3(13,t) = 0 

For subsystem 2, the equations of motion c m  be rewritten in the operator form as 

W+GW+KW=F-DW 

with boundary conditions 

W,(OJ) = O 4 (4 -4 = ~3 ( tkn  yl, ( 12.4) 

w2 (0'1) = ~3 (+in yl, w2(l2J) = 0 (12.5) 

where D is the damping matrix defined in Chapter 9 and the vector F includes al1 non- 

homogeneous and nonlinear tems: 

The total dynarnic tension P, in each span can be separated into the linear component P,, and 

the nonlinear component PM 



Note that damping tenns are added to the linear dynamic tension and the nonlinear dynamic 

tension. Equations (12.1) and (12.3) provide the basis for the perturbation analysis. 

To apply the discretization multiple scales method, equations (12.1) and (12.3) must be 

discretized first using appropnate eigenfunctions. The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of linear 

damped serpentine belt drive systems are derived in Chapter 9. However, since the eigenvdue is 

not pure imaginary, it is dificult to use the eigenfunctions of damped systems as the base 

functions of modal expansions for the perturbation anaiysis. Therefore, eigenfunctions for 

undarnped systems used in Chapter 10 are employed in the present chapter and only the 

eigenfunctions of those modes involving internai resonances are adopted in the expressions of 

solutions, that is, 

R R  I I  
w3 = V m P m  + V m P m  (12.12) 

R R 
W=gn @. +5:@1, (12.13) 

Substituting equations (12.12) and (12.13) into (12.1) and (12.3), taking the inner product with 

vecton rp: y and (@,R, )T , respectively, and applying the orthogonal conditions yield 

R 5': -& = 4. (12.14) 



where 

Note that there are no linear darnping terms in equations (12.16) and (12.17) for the Kelvin 

viscoelastic model. This is because the expression of strain for subsystem 1 is a nonlinear 

function of the transverse displacement. From equations (12.20) - ( 12.23), it is seen that there 

are additional terms g,, (6: )2 , 4,t:q: , h,,51r): , h,,{,'q; and h,&Lq: for viscoelastic belts 

drive systems. The definitions of gi and hi for viscoelastic systems, which are s h o w  in 

Appendices A and B, are also different from those for elastic systems. 

The multiple scales method can then be used to treat the ordinary differential equations ( 1  2-14) - 

( 12.17). Using the same procedure as in Chapterio, the dynamic response for both one-to-one 



and two-to-one intemal resonance can be obtained. The equations of amplitude and phase of 

steady state response for viscoelastic systems are identical to equations for elastic system. 

However, the expressions of s i ,  ti , Gi , and Gi for viscoelastic systems (see Appendices C and 

D), are different from those of elastic systems. 

12.3 NUMERICAL RE!SULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

In this section, example results are presented to highlight the significant effect of damping 

introduced by the viscoelastic constitutive relation. The steady state responses under different 

belt damping ratio are compared. Both one-to-one and two-to-one interna1 resonances are 

studied. 

The damping constant di (i=1,3) introduced by the Kelvin viscoeiastic mode1 may be linked 

with sprîng constant k, (i=1,3) through an experimentally determined damping constant 6 : 

di = 6 ki ( 12.24) 

where 6 for a typical production belt can range from 0.00001 to 0.01 (Kraver et al.. 1996). A 

cornparison is made between two different values of 6 ,  6 = 0.0001 and 6 = 0.0005. The 

darnping constant, d,  , which results from viscous and coulomb darnping, is set at 24.02 N dm. 

System 2 introduced in Section 10.7.1 is u s 4  in this simulation. The operating speed is 2000 

RPM. The natural frequency of the first transverse mode of span 3 is calculated as 28.1104 Hz 



and the natural frequency of the first rotationally dominant mode is 29.0590 Hz. 

In the case of a, + 0 ,  the solution curves for a, and a, venus a, are s h o w  in Figure 1 2.1 . 

The damping constant 6 is chosen as 0.0001. It is seen that two branch curves exist for a, 

within certain range of detuning parameter a,. There always exist two steady state solutions for 

an within the range where non-trivial solutions exist. Two steady state solutions are possible for 

a, within a certain range of a, values. There is one set of Hopf bifurcation emanating from the 

steady state solutions. which lead to oscillating amplitudes and phases. Cornparhg Figure 12.1 

for the viscoelastic system and Figure 10.12 for the elastic system shows that the solutions of an 

for both systems are simila. while the solutions of a, are different. For viscoelastic systems. 

cubic nonlinearity appears to dorninate the steady state response. 

Fipre 12.2 shows the effect of the interna1 detuning parameter a, on the dynamic responses of 

system 2. The external detuning parameter a, is set at 6.0 Ils and the excitation amplitude is set 

at 0.5. It is seen that the curve a, versus a, is very sirnilar to the curve a, versus 0,.  There 

exist two steady state solutions a, within a certain range of O, values. With the increase of o, . 

the two steady state solutions a, grow. It is clear that the amplitude a, of transverse vibration 

of subsystem 1 is greater than a, of rotational vibration of subsystem 2. This is because no 

darnping terms are introduced to the equations of motion for subsystem 1. 

The influence of the amplitude of excitation on the dynamic response of system 2 is illustrated in 



Figure 12.3. The extemal detuning parameter a, is chosen as 6.0 l/s and the intemal detuning 

parameter a, is 5.95989 I/s. As the excitation level is increased from low levels, the steady state 

response is initiaily zero. When the excitation reaches a certain level, two possible steady state 

response may exist. The two response amplitudes increase with the growth of excitation 

amplitude. 

The numericd results with damping constant 6 = 0.0005 are presented in Figures 12.4 - 12.6. It 

is seen that no Hopf bifurcation exists for higher damping constant. Cornparison between the 

results with 6 = 0.0001 and 6 = 0.0005 shows that the damping introduced by viscoelasticity 

has a great influence on system response. With the increase of damping constant, the steady state 

response decreases significantly. Moreover, the region where non-trivial solutions exist narrows 

with the growth of damping. These results indicate that by increasing the damping constant. an 

unstable belt drive system can be stabilized. 

12.3.2 Two-to-one Interna1 Resonance 

System 5 introduced in Section 10.7.2 is used in this simulation. The operating speed for the 

system is 2000 RPM. The frequency of the first transverse mode of span 3 is 28.1104 Hz and the 

frequency of the first rotationally dominant mode is 57.4120 Hz. Two different values of 6 ,  

6 = 0.0005 and 6 = 0.0001. are chosen to study the influence of damping. d, is set at 5.3 1 

Ns/m. 

The steady state responses with 6 = 0.00005 are shown in Figures 12.7 - 12.9 and the steady 



state solutions with. 6 = 0 .001  are illustrated in Figures 12.10 - 12.12. It is evident that no 

Hopf bifurcation wcurs for the two damping constants. Curves of a, and a, versus with 

6 = 0 . 0 0 5  are similar to that of the comsponding elastic system while the curves with 

6 = 0.0001 are quite different from those of the elastic system. The steady state response 

decreases with the growth of damping constant. The results of the viscoelastic model appear to 

agree with the experimental results better than the results of the elastic model. 

12.4 SUMMARY AM) CONCLUSIONS 

Ln this chapter, the discretization multiple scales method is employed for the analysis of 

nonlinear vibration of viscoelastic serpentine belt drive systems. The Kelvin model is used to 

represent the elastic and darnping behavior of belt materials. The nonlinear equations of motion 

are discretized using the eigenhnctions of linear undamped problems. 

The darnping introduced by the Kelvin viscoelastic mode1 plays an important role in the dynamic 

response of serpentine belt drive systems. It is possible to predict a desirable darnping value that 

can significantly reduce the vibration level and stabilize an unstable belt drive system. The 

viscoelastic model can be used to accurately represent the damping mechanism of belt materials. 

The numencal results of viscoelastic systems agree much better with the experimental results 

(Beikmann et al., 1996) than those of elastic systems. 
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Figure 12.1 : Response-frequency curves of system 2 for 6 = 0.000 1 
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Figure 12.2: Relation between responses of system 2 and parameter q for 6 = 0.0001 
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Figure 12.3: Response-excitation curves of system 2 for 6 = 0.0001 

(a1=5.95989 I/s and az=6.0 l/s) 
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Figure 12.4: Response-frequency curves of system 2 for S = 0.005 
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Figure 12.5: Relation between responses of system 2 and parameter q for 6 = 0.0005 

(-=-6.0 l/s and F A . 5 )  
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Figure 12.6: Responseexcitation curves of system 2 for 6 = 0.0005 

(crl=5.95989 l/s and oz=-6.0 Us) 
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Figure 12.8: Relation between responses of system 5 and parameter for 6 = 0.00005 

(op-5.0 11s and F4.5) 
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Figure 12.9: Response-excitation curves of system 5 for 6 = 0.00005 

(a1=7.48379 l/s and up5.O l/s) 
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Figure 12.1 1: Relation between responses of system 5 and parameter 01 for 6 = 0.000 1 

(ai=-5.0 l/s and F4.5) 
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CHAPTER 13 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, RECOM~MENDATIONS FOR 

DESIGN WORK, AND FUTURE WORK 

The present chapter surnmaries the research of this thesis, proposes generd recommendations for 

design work of serpentine belt drives, and suggest future work in the dynamic study of serpentine 

belt drive systems. 

13.1 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The free and forced vibrations of viscoelastic moving belts are studied in Chapter 2 and Chapter 

3. Viscoelastic models are proposed to describe the darnping mechanism of belt materials. The 

nonlinear natural frequencies and near-modal nonlinear response for free vibration of viscoelastic 

elastic moving belts are obtained by using the direct multiple scaies method. The amplitude of 

near- and exact-resonant response is predicted for viscoelastic moving belts excited by the 

eccentricity of pulleys. The proposed direct multiple scales method does not involve a prior 

assumption regarding the spatial dependence of the motion. The damping introduced by the 

viscoelastic mode1 reduces amplitude of response significantly while it has no significant effect 

on nonlinear natural frequencies of the system. The relation of nonlinear natural frequencies and 

nonlinear response versus moving speed agrees well with experimental measurements. 



The parametric resonance problem is solved in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. Closed-form 

expressions are found for the response and existence conditions of the summation parametric 

resonance. Stability boundaries of the trivial limit cycle for general surnmation and difference 

parametric resonance are obtained anaîytically. The first non-trivial limit cycle is dways stable 

for both viscoelastic and elastic parametric resonance. The second non-trivial limit cycle is 

unstable for both viscoelastic parametric resonance and for elastic parametric resonance. A major 

conclusion of this study is that there exists an upper existence boundary for the viscoelastic 

mode1 and this upper boundary of existence for non-trivial lirnit cycles is determined by the 

viscoelastic property E, .  This suggests that viscoelasticity narrows the stable region of the first 

lirnit cycle and the unstable region of the second lirnit cycle. For elastic moving beIts, the lower 

boundary of existence for non-trivial lirnit cycles is identical to the stability boundary of the 

trivial solution, which indicates that the non-trivial limit cycles of the summation parametric 

resonance bifurcate from the trivial limit cycie at the boundary of the trivial limit cycIe. For 

viscoelastic systems, however, the existence boundary of non-trivial limit cycles is different from 

the stability boundary of the trivial lirnit cycle. 

The transient response of viscoelastic moving bdts with general constitutive law is calculated 

numencally in Chapter 6. The viscoelastic integral constitutive law is appropriate to characterize 

cornplicated physical properties of some belt materials. The convergence of traveIling 

eigenfunctions proposed in Chapter 6 is superior to the convergence of stationary eigenfunctions. 

The block-by-block method used to solve the resulting differential-integral equations is 

demonstrated to be more accurate, convenient and efficient than the finite difference rnethod. The 

parametric resonance occurs at both ftequencies cu, and 20, for harmonic variation of the 



axiaily moving velocity. The darnping introduced by the viscoelasticity leads to the decrease of 

vibration frequencies. 

The dynarnic mode1 derived in Chapter 7 describes the serpentine belt drive systems as a hybrid 

(continuous and discrete elements), gyroscopic, and non-conservative system. Viscoelastic 

constitutive law is proposed to represent the interna1 damping property of belt materials. Viscous 

darnping and coulomb damping of tensioner arm are considered. The resulting equations of 

motion forrn the basis for the linear and nonlinear vibration analysis. 

The modal analysis of the linear undampeà serpentine belt drive system is performed in Chapter 

8. The explicit exact characteristic equation for eigenvalues is derived without using the iteration 

approach, which provides insight conceming effect of the design parameters on natural 

frequencies. The response of serpentine belt drive system subjected to arbitrary excitations is 

represented as a superposition of orthogonal eigenfùnctions. When the excitations are non- 

resonance harmonie, the explicit exact solution without using eigenfunction expansion is derived. 

The natural frequency of transversely dominant modes decreases with the increase of the 

translating speed. The natural frequency spectrum of rotationally dominant modes is speed- 

independent. The tensioner arm orientation influences natural frequency of rotationally dominant 

modes greatly. At lower translating speed, the effect of the tensioner ami on transversely 

dominant modes is small. With the increase of the translating speed, this effect also becomes 

more significant. 

The linear vibration problem of non-self-adjoint hybrid serpentine belt drive systems is solved in 
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Chapter 9. The eigenfunctions of the adjoint system are found to be the modal shapes of an 

auxiiiary systern, which is the same as the original system but with its transport speed in the 

opposite direction. This relationship illustrates the physical meaning of the adjoint eigenfunctions 

and makes it easy to determine the adjoint eigenfunctions. The eigenvalue of non-self-adjoint 

systems is not pure imaginary, which is different frorn undamped serpentine belt d ive  systems. 

The state space eigenfunctions of original system and the corresponding adjoint systern are in the 

bi-orthogonality relations. The dynamic response of a non-self-adjoint system subjected to 

arbitrary disturbances and initial conditions are obtained in the modal expansion expression. 

Nonlinea. vibrations of elastic serpentine belt drives are analyzed in Chapter 10 using the 

discretization multiple scales method. The hybrid nonlinear equations of motion are discretized 

using the eigenfunctions of corresponding linear problems. The method of multiple scales is then 

applied to the resulting ordinary differential equations. This perturbation analysis provides a 

basic understanding of parametnc excitation threshold levels and the existence of multiple limit 

cycles. Numerical results show that subsystem 1 may be pararnetrically excited through the linear 

component of the dynamic tension while subsystems 2 is also excited by the nonlinear 

cornponents of the dynarnic tension. For large values of internal detuning parameter a,, the 

system is far from resonance and there is only one solution. When the system is near or at exact 

two-to-one internal or one-to-one resonance, the response becomes very large and shows a 

typical multi-valued nonlinear phenornenon. The excitation frequency has a significant effect on 

the system response. The results also indicate the possibiility of complicated bifurcations in 

serpentine belt drive systems. For certain range of excitation frequencies, the steady state 

solutions for the amplitudes and phases undergo Hopf bifurcation. The resulting response could 



be amplitude-modulated motion. The p e n d  doubling bifurcation also occurs. 

Nonlinear vibrations of elastic serpentine belt drives are analyzed in Chapter 11 using the direct 

multiple scales method. It is found that there exist discrepancies between the direct multiple 

scales method and the discretization multiple scaies method. Numerical results show that the 

discrepancy between the two approaches for one-to-one internal resonance is large. The quadratic 

nonlinearity dominates for discretization multiple scales method while the cubic nonlinearity 

dominates for direct multiple scaies method in the case of a, = O .  The Hopf bifurcation, the 

relation between response and excitation amplitude, and the relation between response and 

excitation frequency for the two approaches are also quite different. The discrepancy between the 

two approaches for two-to-one internal resonance is small. The trend of responses obtained by 

the two approaches is the same. 

Nonlinear vibration anaiysis of viscoelastic serpentine belt drives is performed in Chapter 12. 

The Kelvin model is employed to describe the mechanical behavior of belt materiais. It is found 

that the damping introduced by the Kelvin viscoelastic model is very important in determine 

dynamics of serpentine belt drive systems. It is possible to significantly reduce the vibration level 

and stabilize an unstable belt drive system by increasing the belt darnping level. 

The viscoelastic moving continua model and the hybrid viscoelastic belt drive model proposed in 

t his research encompass diverse mechanical systems such as high-speed magnetic tapes, 

translating sheets and webs, aerial cable tramways, band saws, pipes that contain flowing fluid. 

and power transmission chahs. The method of solution cm be applied to a wide range of 



gyroscopic systems (for instance, disks, shafts, and rotors) without k ing  restricted to serpentine 

belt drives. The direct multiple scaies method and the discretization multiple scales method are 

readil y extended to systems with more complicated nonhearity and damping mechani sm. 

13.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DESIGN WORK 

Based on this research, the following general recomrnendations are proposed for the design work 

of serpentine belt drives: 

1 )  The viscoelastic moving belt model and the discrete spring-mass model are recommended for 

preliminary design work. The hybrid viscoelastic serpentine belt drive mode1 is 

recommended for final design work. 

2) hcreasing the belt darnping and the tensioner damping can greatly reduce the vibration 

amplitude and stabilize an unstable belt drive system. Belt damping has a more significant 

effect on rotational vibration amplitude than tensioner damping. 

3) Increasing the modulus of elasticity can lead to higher naturd frequencies and lower vibration 

response. 

4) Selecting a tensioner with a Iow spring constant could keep the resonance frequencies below 

the operating speed range. A low tensioner spnng constant also acts to increase the beIt 

criticd speed and reduce the magnitude of belt tension variations. 

5) Adjusting the tensioner orientation properly can reduce the coupling between the rotational 

vibration and transverse vibration and thus reduce the opportunity of internai resonances. 

6) hcreasing the belt tension and shortening belt length can reduce vibration amplitudes. 

7) Adjusting the translating speed of belt property can narrow the instability region. For primary 
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interna1 resonance, the instability region reaches maximum when the translating speed 

approaches zero. 

8) Detuning the rotation mode natural frequency away from the excitation frequency 

significantly increases the excitation level necessary to produce parametnc resonance. 

9) Moving the rotation mode natural frequency away from the transverse mode natural 

frequency or its integer times can reduce the dynamic tensions for a given excitation. 

10) Avoiding unbalance of bel& or pulleys and uneven torque loading can reduce vibration 

amplitude. 

This thesis has provided a basic understanding of dynarnic behavior of serpentine beit drive 

systems. Based on this research, the following future work is suggested to improve the predicr 

of the analysis and to provide a more powerful tool for determining the location, size, risid 

and damping characteristic of the tensioner that will minimize belt vibrations. 

1)  Measure viscoelastic properties of belt materials by experiment. It has been shown that 

viscoelastic parameters have a significant influence on the dynamic response of serpentine 

drives. However, the experimentd data of belt materials, especiall y about damping, 

relaxation and creep properties, is very limited. Al1 the material constants used in this study 

are from previous published papers. 

2) Verify the dynamic response of serpentine belt drives through experimental study. The 

dpamic behavior of serpentine drives has been analyzed theoretically and tested by 
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simulation in this thesis. The models used in the analysis are based on assumptions such as 

negligible bending stiffness, negligible bearing compliance, and so on. Experimental study is 

needed to identify effects of al1 these assumptions. 

3) Develop an analytical approach for the response of serpentine belt drives based on more 

complicated viscoelastic models. This would provide a deep insight concerning the effect of 

different viscoelastic model on dynamic response and help accessory drive engineers choose 

the appropriate viscoelastic model. 

4) Include the material nonlinearity in the prototypical model. in this thesis, only geometric 

nonlinearity is considered. However, the constitutive relation of belt materials might be 

nonlinear if the transverse vibration of belt spans is large. This would provide another 

nonlinear coupling mechanism that may lead to pararnetric resonances. 

5) Include creep in the analysis. Creep can cause excessive slip of belts, which leads to 

temperature increase. 

6) Include belt bending stiffness in the analysis. This would provide better estimates of modal 

frequencies, which is very important in predicting response of pararnetric resonance. 
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APPENDIX C 

EXPRESSIONS OF si and ti for Viscoelastic Systems 

i (q ,  +A,)&, + i k  +i4, -h,,)+Am(h, +ih, +ih,, -hl , )  
t ,  = 

Ai, - (O, + AJ2 
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EXPRESSIONS OF ê, and ëi for Viscoelastic Systems 

G4 = 4 (t2 + sl )+ ha (t, - is, )+ ÿ, t ,  + h5s5 + i&6t4 - ih16s5 (D. IO) 

Q6 = 3 4  +Yo +3iht +h,(s3 +sr)+&(-is3 +is , )+h, ,s ,  -ih,,s, ( D .  12) 




